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Donald F. Hornig
President

t vrtistram

BROWN UNIVERSITY
FROvIIMINCE. R I 0'2912

September 22, 1971

NINETEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

ON CAMPUS SAFETY

E3rown' University is looking forward to host-
ing the Nineteenth National Conference bn Campus
Safety, June 26-28, 1972. On behalf of the Unir
versify, I extend a most warm welcome to all of.,
the members of your association.

Although E3rown is not' as large as many of
the universities that have previously hosted the
annual Campus Safety conferences and is not ex-
panding at such a 'rapid pace, we recognize the
, need to further develop safety facilities and to add
to our knowJgdge in this area. The increasing
demands of technology and research and the grow-
ing complexity of campus ,life necessitate exchanges
such as yours and make it possible for Universities
to ,meet today's challenges. Thus, we appreciate
the privilege of welcoming your association and will
make every effort to contribute to the success of
the meeting.

Sincerely yours,

Donald F. Hornig
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Campus Safety Association

THE CAMPUS SAFETY ASSOCIATION
Originally funned in 1949. the Association was affili
ated with the National Safety Council in 1956' and
Ivey:line a division of the College and University
Section hnni±d. in 1957. The Association makes a
gineere effort tO he of service to the members and
other- intere-tpd in Campus Safety..

OBJECTIVE

The obiretie'llf the Ariation to promote safety
tot colle..t and ri tiit±r-it v campuses by exchange of

,information ii, Oil:Anion 111 aCeitlent,, to faculty.
staff

MEMIERSHIP
Membership. i.,%4Opt.n to ativ person whose activities'
are related to college and i,nthersity safety programs.
111., ides safety administrators. present Tem:
ber-Iiip also include- hill 11t ion safety officers; secu-
rity personnel, idly-kat plant superintendents,insur-
alley per-minel. re-idenrt hall directors and many
nom% Member-hip in the Association automatically
pro% ides member-hip in the College and University
Sect

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATIONS
ppl Lvat Ion blanks may be obtained from the Staff

liepresentatm.: then are no dries. Members are en-
1111,91 Co -voting prkileges and are eligible to serve
as oil): era or a- member- of committees.

OFFICERS

The 1...oriation officers are chairman, vice chair-
loan. corresponding., secretary. recording secretary
and tie.i-iner. F1ie ice chairman antontafirally
reed- it the rtniirman,hip.

STANDING COMMITTEES
The pliniitortit committees of the Association are
Nominating. 'Ilember,liip. National Confer:
Campo- Savo Planning and Congre,...
Planning. .

.1"
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY
The prinial% activity of do, Campii- Safety As-oeia.

6

I.

li"ll an aomial National Conference on Callum..

Safety held in the early summer on the campus of a
member college or university. An effort is made to
present successive conferences at as wide spaced
geographical locations as possible.

The annual conference. of several days duration, is
a combination of education, training and discussion

of specific problems. The proceedings of tlie
tional Conference on Campus Safety are published
in a Monograph. Copies are available from the
National Safety Council for a small charge.

NATIONAL SAFETY CONGRESS
A mid-year business meeting is held in October of
each 'year. in conjunction with the National Safety
Conizres4 in Chicago, Informal get-togethers, work-
shops and sessions-of interest to campus safety mem±
hers are Scheduled- during the ,Congress. Oftentime.
arrangements are±made to hold joint meetings with

other divisions and sections of the Council..

NATIONAL COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY
SAFETY AWARDS
This program is designed to provide initiative for
programming and achievement in campus safety
programs along standard lines, and also to recognize
novel or original safety efforts by colleges and

ersities.

Earl, entry is etablated by the members of the
Judges Committee and rated as follows: President..
Letter. Celli (irate of Commendation. Award of
Merit: An aril of Honor (top award t. Entry blanks.
and information about the program may he obtained
from the College and University Section. National
Safety Cluincil.

ACCIDENT REPORTING
The Association believes that in important ingredi .

vitt of a. campus safety program is an accident re.
porting system. Assistance and materials for initiat.
ing an accident reporting program can ,lie obtained
from Ibe College and Univer..it Se'.i.tion. National.

Safety Council,
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`OFFICERS AND COMMITTEEMEMBERS

Campus Safety Association
officers 1972-1973

Chain/flan Ray-Ketchmark, University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle

Vice Chairman Eric W. Spencer,
Brown UhiverSity

Corresponding Secretary William A. Watson,
Florida State University

-Recording Secretary Oliver K.-Efalderson,,
Southern Illinois lThiversitv

,Treasurer Raym6nd C.. Hall,
University of Colorado °

Eric Spencer
Host Chairman

k

Left; to Right : Eric- Spencer, Ray Ketchmark, Ray Hall,
Er.,,r1 Rupp ; William Watson and Reginald Brett,.

Vict'oi Osborne
-Program Chairman.

OA

Executive Committee ,

",

Past Chairman -- Earl V. Rupp, University of
Wisconsin

William. H. Steinmetz, University.of California at
Santa Barbara.

Edward W. Simpson, University of Nebraska
Reginald L. Brett, University of Toronto

... PROGRAM COMMITTEE NATIONAL.
CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY

Victor Osborne, Yale University, Chairman

Chandler Eaton, Harvard University

Robert Gleason, University of Massachusetts

Joseph Kuchta; Massachusetts Institute of
TechnOlogy

Eric Spencer, Brown University, Host Chairman
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PARTiCIPANTS' FAMILIES

Z.

s'N
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O

FronoW: (All names are listed left to right.) Sidney Browne, Arthur Browne,
Jack Browne, Henry Browne, Claire Knocke, Janet Knocke, Ginapencer, Dave Knocke,
Linda Knocke, lo-Anne Spencer.

Second'Row: Mrs. Ray Hall, Mrs. GeOrge Hayworth, Mrs. Hubert Hayes, Mr. Robert
Wirbel, Mrs. W. H. Watson, Mr Fred Wenzel, Dorothy Goodberg, Bernadirl\Knaoke,
Pat Wingstrom, Virginia Robbins, Eleanor Spencer.

Third Row: June Browne, Fern Orsborn, Donna Hanson, Dorothy Jones, Charlotte
Ketchmark, Ruth Provow, Amy Ozaruk, Lucille Anderson, Harriet Lapish, Lenora
Clifford, Elaine Vanderveld, Pam Hall.

Fourth Row: Carole Orsborn, Lorraine Hanson, Bernice Thomas, Hilda Brett,
Zenia Munroe, Addie Elliot, Delilah Logan; Muriel Vilbert, Betty Sullivan,
Elizabeth Temme.
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COLLEGES REPRESENTED BY STATES AT THE
NINETEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY

ALASKA

University of Aleska, College

:ARIZONA

University'ofiArizona,-Tueson,.'

.

-CALfFORNIA''

California
Pasadexa

California
University

COLORADO

4

InStitute of Technoilogy,

State University, Los Angeles
of California, Berkeley

Colorado State UniveMty, Fbrt Collins
University of Colorado, Boulder

CONNECTICUT

Connecticut College, New Londoh
Urfiversity of Hartford, West Htrtgord
University of New Haven, New Haven
Yale University, New Haven

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Howard University, Washington

FLORIDA .

FlOrids State University, Tallahassee
'Pensavola Junior College, Pensacola

GEORGIA.,

Medical College cf Ge-YTia, Augusta

HAWAII

.University of Hawaii, Hon9luiu

ILLINOIS

. H
Illinois 'State University, Normal,
Northwestern University, Evanston
Sangamon State University, Springfield,
Southern Illinois Univeraity, Carbondale
'University of Illinois, Champaign
University of Illinois, Chicago Circle
University of Illinois, Medical Center,

Chicago

10

INDIANA,

Indiana University, Bloomington,
Purdue University, West Lafayette
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame,

IOWA

Iowa State University, Ames
University of Idwa, Ibwa City

KANSAS

Kansas State University, Manhattan
4

KENTUCKY

University of Kentucky, Lexington

MAINE

University bf Maine, Orono

MARYLAND

' Baltimore Community College, Baltimore
University of'Mdryland, College Park

0

.4 -

MASSACHUSETTS
d

Babson College,' Babson Park
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester
Deerfield Academy, Deerfield

°Endicott Junior College, Bever]
Harvard University, Cambridge
Massachusetts. Institute of Technology,

Cambridge -

Northeastern University, Boston
Northfield-Mt. Hermon, 1Northfi40
Tufts University,-Medford
University of MalsachusettS, Amherst
Wellesley College, Wellesley
Wentworth Institu e; Boston

MICHIGAN

Eastern Michigan University; Ypsilanti
Michigan 'State University, East Lansing
Oakland State, Rochester
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
West Michigan University', Kalamazoo

J



Conference Participants
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Front Row: (Allhames are listed left to right. ) Al Livingstone, :Arthur Nutt, Sam

, McCord-, P. atorre, R.P. Gleason, Al Orsborn , Pat Eaker,'John C. Marsden, Howard

-... Browne, John. Lambert., JiM Fritz .
. . .

. ,

Second Row: Leroy it Howard, Ken C. Fay; Jack C. Faust, Dick Teel, Jack .Sutton,

Reginald Brett, Jack F. Jones, Azmi Philip Imaf., Ray Diffley, James A. Duda, Earle W.

Brown, Douglas Provow,,Claude F. Cantrell., .

.
.

. .
.

Third Row: cReland Plocksom, John. Temme, JamesCookley, Gary M. Luker,,Jim Dowser', '-

Warren H'.. Munroe, johnPetergan, Leonard Vanderveld, Ray Hall, Deil-Poppepsiek, .

Stanley Fex, Ken Conn.
.

. .

.
.

. . G.
.

Fourth Row: :Jack Breetveld, Earl Rupp, Roscoe Clifford, Lew Leg, Nick Ozdruk, . 'v

Frank Kilpatrick, Phil Lapish, Joseph Faraldo, Donald Eckelberger,_John Hill; W.D-

.Hoeye, LarryBlake, Victor ,Osborne. . .

'Fifth.Row: George Hayworth, Dave Keller, Walter P. Bosky, Art Hibbard,,Ben Duykman

.EdiRiley, Ed Dunne., Ben F. yilbert,, Bob Jobe, Nelson Fontneau, no name, Leon Scholnick,

. Fred Vogt..t.
I

.
,

Sixth Row:'. Jim Knocke, Jim Hickerson, Hubert Hayes, Bill Watson, Ray'Stephens,tRore

MnGill,, iTharles Wingstrom, Richard Giles; Thomas Jones, John Morris, Sbgve IL Logan,

S. M. MorriSon, Don Robbins./ 1

lif

.

,
. . .

'Seventh Row': (seated) Charles Cofield, Sal, Mazzata, (standing) Rod Bollick,yred

Wenzel, Frederick Thomas, no name, seated) Thomas Hanson, Willard. Whitaker, no

name, Rod .E. Vollink, Frederick A. Wenzel. .
.

. -

Elghth Row: (all standing) Joe Compagne,'Joe Smolen, Arthur Papastathis, Ray Ketchmark,'
George Crooks, Carl!Eigenauer,'Joseph Kuch4, Anton J. Leppi'er, no name, Michael G.

:Syracuse, Saxeri Elliott, Henry. 4 Anderson, Eric Spencer, John Stott, Jack Goodberg;
Arthur ,j. Beaumont, Bob Wirbel, J.E. Hudson, Jack.Green Sr., Gerald,Gooze.

.

.
.
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f:tat..e Univ?;rsity, .;tats

..'LISSOURI

Flulyksaa Co=unfty ColIe,7
Fer,7uaon

U3iivr4ty CcJumbia..

UniVersity of :4.isSouri,

University of .73 o3oul41, Louis

NEBRAKA

UniW?r,:=

DEW IiivTciiiRE

Dartmjuth

NEW JER:'.EY

Nebraska, iiincoin

County Dovr',

:irlivf-.;.r

4

NEW YiAK

Carta -11 Univ1.1 Ithaca
New 'York City Community Cosilee

Bro;j:lyn

State UniVer,lity N,:wYork,
C,fate iThiversity :A.' New York, Buffalo.

The R.,c'kefellr fTnivorsity,NeW York

IORTH CAROLINA

Duke University, Durham
B
University of Ndrth Carolina, Chapel' Hill

.

University (..X' North Carolina, Charlotte
Wayne. Community College, Goldsbc)ro

U142I0

. Th Ohio ::;tate UnivCrsity, .Columbus
o

OKLAII01A

Oklahoma 'State University, Stillwater

OREGON

Oregon Ctate University, Corvallis'

PEN.NSYLVANIA
.

Baptdat Bible C011e e of Pennsylvania,
.

iaarksSummit
laizaethtown Collee, Eli'fLabethtown
MufilenbealT:Coilece., Allentown . .

University of PennsylVania, Philadelphia

RHODE ISLAND

Barrinc7,ton College, Barrington,
Brown, University, Providence %

Providence College, Providence
Rhode'Island:School.e.f Design, Providence

TEXAS

East Texas Otate University; Comer e
Texas.A & UnierS'S,ky, College Sta en
Unjfversity;of Texas, Austin

VERMONT

Uhivorsity of

WEST VIRGINIA

Vermont-, 13m:11z-4:J.04,

West Virginia University, Pa4kersburg
..

.W12CONIN
0

Univroity
Univerity

CANADA

of-Wisconsin, Madison
of Oisecnsin, Milwaukee

McMasterAiniversiby, Hamilton, Ontario
University of Calgary, Alberta, Ontario
University of Sasrewan, Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario
University of Waterloo,.Waterloo, Ontario

LEBANON

American. University of BO.rut

12
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Brown students
They are Donna
(2D(.%nald.

Con ferenceCandids

handle the registration.
Butler (left) and Beth

11111111=1.1=fin

-Preparing toserve at Sunday night get-
together are Mr. & Mrs'. Eric Spencer
(Left) and Mrs.and M. Robert Wirl;ele

47
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Astealng to'apvintereSting.tnd,inforthatIVepresentation. 4
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Tiwo, of -the three:belses tbat transporte'd

.7Z..n.: .-'"'! the.Clabako.

t
,.,

.
"The Clambake',- A job well dorie.



NATIONAL CONFERENCES ON CAMPUS' SAFETY
195471972

(Sponsored.by: Campus Safety Associati6n,
College and UniVersity Section,
School and College Conference',
National Safety Council.) 4..

r

States and Campt4 Location

Illinois A. (Univ. of III.) 1954 Indiana . (Univ. of .Ind.) 1963
Minnesota (Univ. of Minn.) 1155. New Jersey (Rutgers) 1964
Massachusetts. (MIT) 1956 c7Michigan (Cent. Mich. U:.) 1965
Indiana (Purdue) 1957 -Washington (Unity. of Wash.) 1966
Califonlia (Cal Tech) 1958 Nebraska (Univ. ,Of-Nebr.) . 1967
Michigan (MSU) 1959.' Vermont (Univ. of Vt,) 1968
New York (Cornell) 1960. Texas' -(Texas A&M). 1969
Illinois (SIU)* 1961 California (Univ. of .Calif.) 1970
California (U of C) 1962 Illinois '(U of I. Circle ) , 1971

Rhode Island. (Brown- University) 1972
-t
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ROSTER OF NINETEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY,.

gg.anSon, W. Clay
''.Anderson, Henry

Beaumont, Arthur
Blackwell, L. A.
Blake, W. L.
Blocksom, Roland
Bosky, Walter
Brett, Reginald
Brown, Earle
Brown, Glen
*Browne, Howara7

. Burnae Everett ,H

Burns, Joseph
Byard, R, D.
Cantrell, Claude
Clark, Edward
Clifford, Roscoe

17 toskley, James
*Cofield, Charles

Compagno, Joseph
Conn, Kenneth

Crooks, George
Cummings,' William

DaWson,JaMes
*Dempsey, Jerry
Diffley, Raymond

Duda, James
Dunpe, Edward

-.:DuykMarr, Ben

*J, Pat Eaker
Eaton, Chandler
Eckelberger, Donald
-Eigenauer.,.Carl
Elliot, BaXon
Faraldo-, Joseph -

Faust,-JaCk
Fay, Ken
Fontneau, Nelson
FoxStanley .

Fresina, JOhn

Fritz, James
Giles., Richard
Gleasdn; Robert
Goodberg., Jack

*dooze, Gerald
Green, Jack N.
Hall, Ray
Hanson; Thomas
,Hapenny, Charles
Harris, Hugh

Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia
The 'Ohio State University,ColuMbUs, Ohio
University of.NorthCarolina, Chapel Hill, N.Car.
Rice University, Hous-toh,gexas
Duke University, Durham,'Norfh.Caroliha
Barrington College, Barrington, Rhode-Island
UniverSityof Missouri, Rolla, Missouri
University of-Toronto, Ontario, Canada
-University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.
'Oaknnd State, Tiochester, Michigan
Univefsity of California, Berkeley, California
Providence College, Providence, Rhode Island
Rhode I1and 'School ofDesign, Providence, R.I.
University of NewHaven,NeW Haven, Connecticut

,Connecticut College, New London, Connecticut
Atlantic MElituaIInsilrandedompany, NeW York, N.Y.
UniVeTsity of Maine.; 'Orono,.., Maine

DartmOuth College, Hanover, New Hampshire
.Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

MassachuSetts
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 'Hawaii
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,

California
-University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont .

Providence College, Proyiderice,'Rhode Island
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana,.
:CSILA, Compliance Officer, Labuisville, Kentucky
Massachusetts Institute 'of;Technology, Cambridge,-

Massachusetts ,

Sangamon State University, Springfield, Illinois'
Youngberg.rC4rlson compahy; Chicago,Illinois
Baltimore CommunitY College, BaltiM. eOr, Maryland
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin_
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
State University of New.York,-Binghamptoh, New York
Michigan State University, East- Lansing-, Michigan
California State Universi.ty, LosAngeleS, California.
State University of New York,..Binghampton, New York
Princeton` University, Prindeton, New Jerbey
University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
Tufts University, Medford, Massadhusetts
Cornell UniyersitY, Ithaca, New York
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cadbridge,,

MaSsachusetts
Connecticut College, New Haven, Connecticut

-Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,i0klahoriL.
Uniyersity of:MassaohusettS, Amherst, Massachusetts
QueenSboro Community C011ege,-Bayside, New York-.
Insurance Company of North America, Philadelphia, Pa.
National Safety. Council; Chicago, Illinois
_University. of Colorado,- Boulder, Colorado

NorthweStern University, Evanston,'Illinois ;

kiellesley. College, Wellesley,-'Massachusetts
iiElizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
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Hawley; W,J.
Hayes, Hubert
.Hayworth; George
Hibbard,-Arthur.
HickeTSon, James'-
Hill, John
Hoeye,-W.D.
HOward; Leroy
Hudson, Jerry

Ingram, Harold
Jones, Jack
Jones; Robert
Jones, Thomas
Keller, David
Ketchmark,- Ray
Kilpatrick, F.J.
Knocke, James-

*Kuchta, JoSeph,
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Lambert, John
Lapis4, Philip
Latorre, Philip
Legg, Lewis
-Leppler, Anton
Livingston, A.E.

Logan, Steve
Iiuker,.Gary.,

Maccini, -Charles.
*Marcus, Leonard
Marsden, John

Mazzata, Sal
McCord,ISam
MCGill, Ron
Morris, John

7,Morrison,
*Miinroe, Warren

Murphy, George

Nutt,'Arthur
Orsborn, Albert
Osborne, Victor
OZaruk, N.
.Papastathis, Arthur.
PetersonyJohn
Poppensiek, Neil.
Provow, Douglas

*Regan, Edward
Riley, Edward'
Robbins, Don
Robertson, Ray
Rupp, Earfl.,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois' '
University of Missouri, Columbia, yissOuri
County College of Morris, Dover, New Jersey
University of Missouri, St. Louis, Missouri,
Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas,
Oregon Statb University, Corvallis, Oregon.
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
University of North Carolina at. Charlotte, North Carolina
American University of Beirut, Lebanon
Rhode Island School of Dqsign, Providence,-ho 3.e Island
Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pennsylvani
University of.Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
University of Missouri-Columbia, Missouri
University of Illinois, Chicago Circle,. Illinois
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
University of Wisbonsin, Madison, WiSconain
Massachuetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

Massachusetts
4

Kansas State University, Manhattan-; 'Kansas
Case Western Reserve,University, Cleval_andy0hib
Northeastern University,'Boston, Massachusetts
Illinois State University, Normal; Illinois.
Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown,:pennsylvania
University of.Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,'

Canada
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
Workmen's Compensation Board of Ontario, Canada'
Cllege of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts
Yale'University, New Raven, Connecticut
Florissant. Valley Community College, Ferguson,

Missouri
Unaffiliated

.

East Texas State University, Commerce, Texas
Medical College of Georgia AugUSta,.Georgia
Fred S. James'Company, Berkeley, California.
Colorado State UniVel'sity, Fort Collins, Colorado
The Rockefeller University, New.York, N.Y,
Kennecott Corp*ation, Ledgemont Laboratory,
7Lexington; Massachubetts

Pensacola Junior'College;' Pensacola, Florida
Michigan Department ot,,Labor,',Lansing,7Michigan
Yale University, New Haven, 'Connecticut
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, OntaFio, Canada
Wentworth Institute, Boston, MassachuSetts
West Virginia University, Parkersburg, West Virginia
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,:
Iowa gtate University, Ame8,Iowa
Tillinghast, Collins & Graham, Providence, Rhode Island
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana ",

Wayne Community College, Goldsboro, North Carolina
University of Texas, Austin, Texas
Univerpity, of Wisconsin, Madison,,,,Wisconsin
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Schonick, Leon
Smith; Fred
Smolen, Joseph
Spender, Erid
Stephens, Ray

Stott,.John.

Sullivan, 'Edward
SUtta,s-Jack
Syracuse,. Michael
Teel Richard.
Temme,.John
Thomas, Frederic

*7anderveld, Leonard

Vilbert, BerUaMin
Vogt; Fred
Vollink, Rod
Watson, William
Wenzel, Frederick
Whitaket, Willard
Wiggin, Cabot

*Wilson, Rekford
*Wingstrom, Charle
Wirbel, Robert

* Denotes Prograth Speaker.

: University of Hartford, West Hartford, Connecticut
Deerfield Academy; Deerfield, Massachusetts ,

Northfield-Mt. H4rmori School, Northfield, Massachusetts
Brown Uhiversity, Providence, Rhode Island
University of Illinois at the Medical Center,:

Chicago, Illinois
'Mississippi State University,' State College

Mississippi t.-

Babson College,.Babson Park,' Massachusetts
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Cahada
SiateJ.Iniversity of New York, Buffalo; Ndix York''''
Endicott JUnioi Colleges Beverly, Massac4usetts
New,York City Community College, Brooklyn, New York
Howard University,. Washington, D.C.
Baptist Tdble College of Pennsylvania, Clarks Summit,
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University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado
Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida
University of
University of
Northfield-Mt
Firepro, Inc.
University of
West Michigan

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Alaska, College, Alaska

. Hermon School', Northfield, Massachusetts
, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts'
Illinois, Champaign, Illinois,
University, Kalamazoo, Michigan
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PROGRAM

MONDAY, JUNE 26, 1972
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HANDICAPPED ONCAMPUS

Charles Wingstrom .

Safety Officer
University of Illinois

The University of Illinois Rehabilitation-EduCation Program and Rehabilitation-
Education Center make it possible for properly qualified individuals with severe,
permanent;Thysical disabilities to pursue a higher education and to benefit from
all related experiences Oftich are so much a part of a college education and common

-to-A11-atletents: In-providing for the general welfare of disabled students
the Program coordinates-aIl-facilities,.services, and functions for the realization
of each individual's. vocational thout of his physical, emo-

tiopal and social development. The Program is concerned with-all-componentSof the
broad scheme of rehabilitatibh, 'attaching equal:significance to administration,
policy, facilities, teaching, counseling, therapies, adapted sports and recreation,
transportation, safety, legal aspecta, finance, public orientation. and education.

GRADUATES: As of June, 197.1 there baVe been 586 graduates including several with
advanced degrees. Over half of the graduates are confined to wheelchairs. There

has been nearly 100% 'placement in positions with salaries averaging
$6,600. .T

ENROLLMENT: Out of a total of 203 students enrolled for September 1971-, 87 of the

139 men and 37 of the 64 women are in wheelchairs'. If they follow the pattern of

'past students 14 the twenty-four year histbry of the Rehabilitation Program, the

results of their'efforts will be normal compared with students of any.school. Some

,will fail; many will succeed; some will be honor students.
-r.

All physically =handicapped students attend regUlar classes witb'the general student'

body. They are enrolled in many curricula in various colleges and divisions of the

-University: Agriculture, COmmerce, Communications,, Education, Engineering, Fine and
Applied Arts, Graduate College, Law,iberal Arts and Sciences and Physical Education.

On the extracurricular and social side:of campus life they ate,active,td professional,.

honorary and social fraternities And sororities, and thejJniversity bands, -choruses,
glee,clubs,'publications,..radio and televisiOn.

GENERAL FACILITIES

Over',100 ramps. have been constructed leading into old,University buildings Snaking

them accessible for classes, study, activities, recreation,, and residerice, to all

causes and manifestations' of .physical disability. For the past 17 years all new

buildings have been ConstruCted to'be accessible to and usable by the physically

digabled. All new buildings under construCtion'andplanned for thefuture will

independently accommodate wheelchairs. Each student is issudd keys to elevators

so that once in a building where.he has classes, the student has access to all

floors.. In. addition, eightchUrcheS of different faiths have been ramped and made

accessible.

The Division of Rehabilitation-Education Services is departmentaliied into the

following units: Administration, Admissions and Records, Federal-State Agency.
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*Functions Medical Services, Counseling Services, Services for-the Blind and Deaf,
Physical Therapy and Functional Training, Special Services and=Occupational Therapy,
Recreation anc 'athletics, Equipment and Facilities, and Research and Development..

DORMITORIES: Specially designed or modified furniture, toilets and showers allow:
students with.physical disabilities to liVe in regular' dormitories with able-bodied
roommates, completely integrated into the residence hall system and completely
independent.

PARKING: Use o0cars for class attendance is generally forbidden by University
policy. For those students who are granted the privilege of using their cars for
class attendance, parking spaces are available near their class buildings.

SERVICES

ADMISSIONS:. This= includes' preadmission coudseling and evaluation, the collation of
psychometric materials, medical materials, school hiStory, and where necessary, the

_

collation'of,spe4al-case_materials. These are supplemented by .special tests adminis-
tered.by the Center and by physiCal-and-functional evaluations in determining the
readiness of:a student to begin his school work at-the-University of Illinois.

.ORIENTATION: The week preceding each fall'semester,fs set aside for orientation -of-__
new students in the Rehabilitation Program. The eventS,of this week are planned to
assist the new student in his first registration. Instruction is given in the
technique of study habits, on the planning of efficient use of time and on methods
of handling personal and medical problems. This is-to supplement'noimal orientation
procedures, to account for radical changes in the lives of students upon entering
into highly competitive schooling, many for the first time and others following long,
periods of hospitalization, and to 'acquaint them with facilities and services of
particular significance to the physically disabled.

PRE - REGISTRATION.: This is to account for all.individual problems such as physical
tolerances,.academiC tolerances and the 'specific needs of students and to allow for
the coordination ofall things in their behalf such. as relocation of required
courses, proximity of classes, accessibility of buildings, transportation, parking,
and all administrative and security problems related to these.

,-MEDICAL SERVICES: This.includes,medical supervision, physical-and medical evalua-
tion, medical. consultation, medical counseling, limited medical treatment; and,the
coordination of extended medical and - surgical treatment. ,

PHYSICALTHERAPY: Required of freshmen and sophomores, and optional with upperclass-
menr thig includes_special exercise, instruction in self-care, functional-skills,
,and re-education on an individually supervised 'basis. One hour credit per semester
is granted. A minimum of three hours a' week is required on the part of each
individual.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AND SPECIAL SERVICES: This inc s training invocational
skills related Co the educational objective of the student, adaptive devicesto
assist the student and which suppbrt the student's objectives, activities of daily
living and supportive funCtional training, certain elements of routine ocCupational

._therapy, and student projects related to theAactivities of the Rehabilitation-
Education Center and the academic goals of the student.

23
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COUNSELING: This includes counseling specific to our students with particular

emphasis on vocational-education counseling; This includes personal,- academic and
paramedical counseling and preadmission counseling which is gvery intense and CoM-
ftehensive and in many cases extends over two and three years.

This also includes the, coordination of all existing counseling se'rv'ices such as the
. Veterans Administration, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, Student Counseling

Bureau, and Other counseling services which would' have reason to:be interested in
our students.

.SERVICES TO THE BLIND AND DEAF: This includes the maintenance of essential braille .

texts such as. braille encyclopedia, braille dictionarieS, foreign language diction-
aries in braille, braille logarithmic tables, braille petiodiCals and the mairitenanc.e
of braille calculators, braille writers and braille 'slates. 'Thesg are used by blind
students and by sighted individuals who volunteen.their servicesas braille tran-
scribers. The coOrdinator, of this service is responsible-for over four .hundred
volunteer braille transcribers, tape transcribers and readers. The coordinator is
also responsible for group counseling and the orientation of the blind and deaf.

COORDINATION OF FEDERAL -STATE AGENCY FUNCTIONS: ,This office is responsible for the
Coordination. of all Federal-State AgenCy FunctiOns in bdhalf of disabled students at
the University of Illinois. This Office is also responsible for the coordination
of subsidies in behalf of disabled students and inbehalf of services of the
Rehabilitation-Education Center. It.includes a qualified counselor of the_State
Divisionof_ Vocational Rehabilitation.

TRANSPORTATION:, This.includesthe_operation. of four spdcilly engineered" buses that
run on regular routine schedules and routes making it possibledor individuals with
physical disabilities, including those in wheelchairsiTto_c9meand go independently,

f'whether it be to class, dormitory, conference,' therapy or activity.
'v.

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES: This includes prosthetic equipment,-adaptive devices and
a supply -of parts needed by our students far immediate repair to essential equipment.
so as not to nterruBt an individual'sschooling or participation, in special
activities. This also includes participation in the planning, coordination and
general supervision of all buildings and facilities,of the University of Illinois,
particularly as regards those things which haVe been done to these facilities to
make them accessible and functional to the physically disabled.,

'AUXILIARY SERVICES:. Any services that,tend to make the students' academic and
physical efforts on campus more efficient and successful such as dictaphone.
instruction, IBM electric typewriters, grOupcounselfng.and the coordination of
programs within the community"for the henefii of OUT students.

ACTIVITIES .

'Pi .. -

To supplement the formal therapy program, to allow for experience comparable to the
general student bodyr-and to aid the student in all aspects of personal development,
the Rehabilitation-Education Center sponsors swimming,.bowling, wheelchair square
dancing, baseball, football, baskgtball, archery, tennis, deck tennis, and volleyball.
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RECREATIOAND"SPORTS: This supplements the formdl therapy, programs and affords our
students experiences .comparable to the general student body. It is also to aid '.06
student' in all aspects of perSonal developMent.- It includes a variety of-adapted
sports and recreational activities conduCted on both the intramural and varsity

-.levels, including highly organized activities as well as activities of a lesser
,.organizatiOn on both indiVidual and gr.() bases.

- '

GIZZ KIDS: The University'of 1.11inoit Gizz Kids Wheelchair Basketball Team is a
member of the National Wheelchair Basketball Association which has eight conferences.
and forty teams from coast to cOast.t The.Gizz Kids play in a number.of cities and
states throughout the country each year_and,lave placed high in National Tournaments.

SELF ADMINISTRATIONGROUP EXPERIENCES:" DELTA SIGMA OMICRON is a co-educational
service fraternity, of physically-handicapped studerits,' incorporated under Illinois
Law in 1949, organized to promote the academic, physical and social welfare of the
handicapped students on campus and all haridicapped people. everywhere. It sponsors
Banquets, picnics,, social and recreational activities. It exploresneducational
possibilities on a higher leveland investigates occupational opportunities. It
stimulates and actinply contributes to research for.he Wtuefitof all handicapped
people.

A

For twenty-one years,'it'has presented annually the Harold ScharperAchievemene.
Award to the, graduating senior orxecent alumn6 who has exhibited the greatest -

achievement in all phases of,.his school and personal life while on campus, and the
Harold Scharper Service Award .to the. student of any class who, during the year, had
performed thegreatestiservice in keeping with purposes of the Delta Sigma Othicroh.
'The motto is: "To exercise our abilities to a maximum so as to minimize our
disabilities, that we may live most and serve best." Delta Sigma Omicron is an
important, 'imtegral part of the University's Rehabilitation-Education Program.

. .
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HANDICAPPED ON CAMPUS

Joseph F. gc4a ,

'AsSistant Safety-:.Eniineer
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

4

.''',0

Over the last few'years the number of handicapped has been increasing and we can
look forward to a greater number in the not too. instant future, but are we ready
hn. them? With the passing of time and possible further enactment of local,
state and federal laws reqUiring that'public buildings be made accessible to the
handicapped, we as safet people are going to find ourselves with another item,on
pur safetyschedule or program. The school does not need to provide the handi-
capped student with'an easy life; acts'of favoritism are unnecessary. and actually
contrary to sound rehabilitation principles, however, there should ,he,certain

z modifications to theextent that the welfare and safety-Of the handicapped student
is taken care of. And this is where we; as safety people, -fit into the picture.
In Massachusetts all public buildings are reqUired to have access for the handi-
capped. When we refer to the KaWidapped, we don't, just refer to the person in
a wheelchair. We've got the' elderly, the heart cases, we've got arthritics, any
number of persons.' II,m not going to go into details too deeply into architectutal
barriers; they'rethere, we know they're three--doors that Aren't wide enough,
flights of stairs that make it impossible,. toilet facilities that you can't get
into and out of. At our institute we're trying to do what we can, but here we've
got.to keep our eyes on architects. In the past year,we erected .a beautiful

building. Every other floor had facilities available forthe handicaSe.d.
SUpposedly the toilet facilities inside the booths were wide enough, the doors

pulled- out and you had grab bars. Only one thing they overlqpked. _The'doorpo
get into it,fram theoutside was too narrownd this was a poured concrete
building.. It will be 4orrected as soon as we can get a few things straightened .

0
out. We should look into laboratories. These people aren't just going to stick
to humanities; were had people.at MIT in chemistry,,Sal.here is a .graduate in

3.

civil engineering. We students in electrical engineering-, so the facilities-

should bear looking into: In chemistry, foeexample, some of. our labs'are a
Aitele crowded and we, have a. number of students working.with'ilammable; explosive

material. Where do you locate the fellow and what about the lab bench he's
--y-

working at? Most of them Are.waist high. In a wheelchair this is up to his

eyeballs. ,I hope most of you get a chance to look over the plans of any new.-
A. .

constructions, modifications, renovation's and so: forih. The thing to do is to
touch base4with these responSible achitinistrators and review the plans for the new.
buildings,-renovation and so forth. and put in your two cents worth, I'm sure-the )

people that will use them will appreciate it: In, the past we've been trying to

do something about discrimination as far as race, creed and color is concerned; ,

but here's a group that has been discriminated with, not intentionally, but nobody
was thinking_about it. We're going to hear from two. One is a former student of
MIT and,the Other is a present student and then,we're going to have 'Charles.
Angstrom from the University of Illinois, He will show us samefilms.con.what
they've done in Illinois. They are the leadersi:in this Country. Our first
Speaker is Sal Mazzata who spent half ofihis.lifetime in a wheelchair. He went to I

MIT, gat.hig- bachelor's degree in civil engineering in 1963 and his masterrS.dei6e
in 1965. He's presently employed in. Cambridge, Massachusetts as a structural q
consulting engineer.

'Jo



SA). MazZata

/ *'-Former Student
Massachusetts Institpteof Technology

T'm going-to tell you. what it is like to attend MIT before they did anything about
improving the situation for people in wheelchairs. When I got to MIT, as far as I
could ascertain, ssthing had been done to make the place any better,for people ino
wheelchairs. MIT-hlas been .used by people in;wheelchakrs,foi a long time. When I
was there, I met a student whose father had polio and attended MIT in. a'wheelchair
in2the.thirtiei. WhenI graduated from high.sChool in 1959, in Connecticut, I .

went to the State District Vocational Rehabilitation Service to-find out what
schoolsin engineering were accessible to-wheelchairs, They.didn't know of any.
They knew abOut Illinois,' but aside ffom Illinois, they didn'tjlave any information.
"wrote to a dozen Or so.schools ang got letters.about the fact that they were On,'
mountains and on the sides of hills, but that MIT, Illinois and Pitt were O.K. for
civil engineering. My father hadgone to MIT,'so when I was accepted I-decided to
go. We visited the campus and someone from the housing office showed us the various
aormitory facilities. Some of the dormitories were completely inaccessible because
Of stairs. -Another dormitory had .no cafeteria'facilitiei; so it mcant.going outside'
to get tothe cafeteria. The cafeteria was inaccessible so that ruled outhat
dormitory. One dormitory, Baker House, had a'ateep ramp. It.must.haV6:been
steeper 04an ten-to-one because I can-push.d ten-to-one ramp and. I-couldn't.pbsh
this ramp. It Was a rather new dormitory and if I had help getting down the-ramp,
itmight work out. There was a cafeteria within.the building so that it was possi-
ble for me to get food. It had a'self-service elevator and the buttons were such
that I could get to most of them. The rooms were large enugh for me to move-

. around the room with my wheelchair. The bookshelves were accessible and also the.:
clothes clOset. I could.get under the desk--ope of the problems we have with
wheeIchaiis: Most ous haVe knees that are too tall, and we bump into ".things and
these desks were'just.planktoPs, so things worked out well. -These roots had sinks
in them. ,This dorMitory was designed before the days of suite-,type dormitory
.4rrangemehts so that it was essentially a set-of single, double; and triple rooms
with sinks in them. and then outside bathroom facilities., At the time the fact
thathe bathroom was outside and essentially inaccessible to people in a wheel-
chair was not a problem forme, although.it would be .now. So we found a.dormitory.
I think that a way to see how accessible MIT 'was and the problems I ran into, the
thing thatiwoOd be easiest to do would be-tp run through.a Class day and see what
umps and.lumps.I ran into going. through that class day.

,

Sp; 'Id wake up, get up, and since-the dormitory had a cafeteria, there was break-
'fast provided. Wbenj wanted to go outside there Baas this ramp which was too steep
for e to-push so .I had to wait for help pushing dp the 'cramp. MIT' is a rather

icom act campus and yet from.the-dormitOryto my classrooms_ it about a quarter
of mile for people who,were walking, but in a wheelchair. It was probably about-

. ha f a mile; YOu.have to:go quite a distance in a driVeway through Aparicing lot
an up a driveway onto a sidewalk; along-a sidewalk for a while to a place where
the curb happens.to be low and in a wheelchair you find low curbspots so you can
bump cloWn. So you bump down the. curhspot and thisputs you on Massachusetts Avenje,

iwhich is a busy street in Cambridge, Massachusetts:,.a spot where there's no traffic
light. Then you chance the traffic and- go into a driveway,into the school, down to
a loading dock where there happens to.be another low curve. It!s a low curb, but
it happens to be too high forfMe to push up, so that I would have to wait there and

j
o
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generally someone from the receiving room would give me a hand. in that particular
door. This worked-O.K. during regutar classtime hours when people were in the
receiving room, -but early in the morning or late at night there.might not be some-
body there and I would have to sit and.wait until someone chanced by agAih. There

was ancither door, gsci a basement entrance. We, use alot of basement entrances at.
MIT:. There was another docir fifty,or so yards,,,from this first. door that I mentioned,
but it only opened from the inside And so to get into this door it eitherhad,to
be left ajar or-You had to attract someone's attention to get in by throWing stones
against windows. MIT happens to be set out so most Of your classes can be gotten
to by staying inside a main set of bUildings and the:only thing you have to do to,
get,around MITis to know. your way around basements, know your way to different
elevators and knowthe time schedules for' the elevatOrs because the operators
aren't always there. .Sometimes the elevators are locked. There are sOme"private
elevators that need keyS to get into:and touse. Generally, these elevators have
keysin pOsitions that you can't get at them in a wheelchair, so you need help
from there. Most of the bathrooms at MIT have large enough doors to get through
And you can operate the doors. You can get to the urinals without any difficulty.
Most:of the toilet stalls, however, would.be too stall: for people on wheelchairs.
For me, access to the urinals and to the sinks was all I required, so that the
bathrooms worked out O.K. There would be quite a bit of diffiCulty getting lunch
from MIT because all the eating places.are outside this main set of buildings, but
the'dOrmitories provided box lunches, so there was no problem. Aftef the day was

,over, there°was this half-mile push back through the slush. and ice of winter to.
the dormitory. You sit outside again and wait for someone to help you down the
ramp and once you're. inside your safe haven where there's food, things work out
O.K. Now that takes me through a day. Weekends are a slightly different problem.
MIT chapel and auditorium are on a little plateau of earth that was created for
anchitectural,appearance that haS,a-set of stairs going up to the plateau'and then
another set of stairs going up to the chapel:. The stairs actually didn't create'
.theprohlem. It was finding someone else,who on Sunday.morning might be going
out at the same time.at the bottom of the ramp. Generally, there's someone doing.
an early morning laundry downthere.so I could gei.out. On weekends there's no
food in the dormitories and so the trouble was getting Something to eat.: The
other cafeterias that the school had that remained open duringthe-weekend weren't
"accessible to wheelchairs. This required either getting hoisted up some stairs
to one of these inaccessible stairways, or eating.Campbelrs porkand beans out
of a machine, or having someone bring food back to the dormitories which created
a problem. If youwanted to use the MIT auditorium, it toois up on this-plateau.
The way:to get at it,..at that time, was to go down a big ramp into the basement,
`and from the basement take a stage elevator up to the stage, right into the stage
.and go down a couple of stairs. That was-the least work solution to get into the
auditorium. If, in fact, you wanted to-go to one of the, movies in one of the MIT
lecture halls, .you had to go that half-mile route back thiough those doors and
now it's the weekend and it's dark. yThere's nobody in the receiving room and so
there is a

the

Of,getting in one of these'doors..,. .These,dooraare not left
open all. he time; they're open during businesalloUrs. And during non-business

hours they're.locked. Soyou have. to chance getting someone from the inside or
elgega:With somebody who goes in a normal &Jor and can go back and around. and
open the'door for you. The library'is on the other side of the campus from the.

dormitory that .I stayed in. Distance is primarily the problem. Most,of the
entrances at, MIT went through. this one; -set of doors,. so.that. as ,long as I could

get in there, thedibrary was accessible through basementsquite a ways away--

2 8
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but accessible once yeu got in The infirmary was accessible through that same
set of doors and the infirmary had it's own elevator, So that worked out 0.K:
The doctors' offices were accessible. 7;

,&

Civil engineering had, their own computer and that was accessible, but the school's
larger computer had a couple of curbs in the way. Quite often when you use com-
puters you're using them in the evenings and on weekends--strange hours. If you
want to get up the. curb, and you can't.hop the curb, you sit and wait until someone
goes by, if there are no,ramps. At that time there were no ramps on the MIT campus.
They were putthere for someone else's convenience, not wheelchair convenience.

at MIT you once were interested in joining any exttacurticuldr activities,
geneially,:these'Were in a buildineon the other side of campus.: The activities
were stuck:off:into offices and all kinds of nooks and. crannies in this building.
These were pretty inaccessible. My experience at MIT required a lot 'of patience,
primarily, because of these Curbs. Making'MIT.accessible.would not create ,any kind
of great problem because there are mostly single curba in these places-. There'were
buildings that I didn't even consider were part of MIT. They weren't pdrt af my

.MIT because of great quantities of stairs and, I preferred not to get hoisted up
those stairs. It hurt my dignity a, little bit or something, so I would stay out
of those. buildings. It is possible tOstay.at MIT with only'a few curbs in the
way as long as you can finda few doors. open at the right time. .Charlie here

going. to tell you (he's at MIT now) what things he thinks-that MIT should do
to improve its immediate physical situation for people in wheelchairs.

Charles A. Co field
Graduate Student

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

When I arrived at MIT, 'I posed a little different problem because I was a'commuting
student for the, first two years and .this posed,problems of parking facilities and
entrances other than what Sal was using, so we had to start combining serviceCof

'.medical department, parking facilities, and parking programs. campus patrol had to
be more aware of entrances and parking cars and people not shutting off my car from
access. Then I moved on, campus and I'found that even though the campus had been
working to change the structure of thexcampus, there were Still a. lot of changes
that needed' to be made. I was living in.a dorM-that was supposedly rehabilitated
with the thought:of the handicapped in mind and they went by a specification guide
that you can *obtain from the University of Illinois. Through this.specification
guide'lfound that a lot was,-lacking in terms of.oparation use. They.had widened
.doors and hallways:-They had kitchens in rooms and the kitchens weren't really
large enough. They.hadappliances within the kitchen that you could not use because
of the placement of these appliances and the buttons on the appliances'.... They
had even put in a.shower, but they had a curve and the three-foot distance; you
couldn't use the shower. They had an elevator to get to-the tooms,but they only
had one elevator, so, in case of an emergency, you were stuck. Sometimes the
elevator wasn't working and the elevator operators were on strike a lot. That
meant that I missed a lot of meals and On weekends especially.

I'd like to talk a little J.it about What. was done when I- arrived to make the campus
'a little more useful and what we're doing today. It. was sort of a short-range
thing'because I really applied.late and was accepted really 'fast and school

0
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didn't know. When I arrived in September they figured that. things were going
''right because they had said that they had a few students that were on wheelchairs.-

But they_didet know that I was going into architecture, which meant that it was
a completely-different part of the campus and.that I wouldbe traveling-to'

different parts of the campus ;.- Architecture, fOr instance, is-in a building...

and architectslike to -do multi-level things and their department is
This posed a problem for them because they had, to go back and rip out a lot of
their stuff just to make-it usable to -me.... I-tried to outline Short-range
things that basically any campus.coUld do if they were trying to make them
accessible and hOw we sort of looked at it.

I guess most students coming as undergraduates try to'get a basic education just
in the liberal arts and so there's a liberal arts Curriculum thatban be sort of

outlined. And, if you can define a path of circulation, a major'route that every-.
body can.take and check along with the.sPecificatiOns that are setup. This would

be' helpful. ,Try to make,them usable without any, level changes if possible and .try
to maximize their use by not putting in any obstacles, such as level changes, door
knobs, doors, heavy doors, especially. Fire doors Pose'a great problem; When you

?

come to the end of small corridor and you have a fire door which opens toward you
and just has a knob,- you don't have any distance to jog the chair alongside the
door to get it open.. Swinging fire doors are a lot of problem because students
like to run through. the corridor and if they're not glass- shielded, they never
knoW you're on the other side, you might wind up with a lot of-broken'toes.-

MIT, as was said, is a compact campus and you can get around a lotby traveling
through the basements, but that sort of leavesyousocially castrated from the
rest of the group. I was never able to travel with my class because I would
always show up at a class and disappear and shoW up and disappear and nobody ever
paid any attention. You never get to know any of your classmates. It's sort of

a lonely life and recently with a few changes' that are being made, now I do
travel. Now that class is over - I'm writing a thesisand doing things. It's no

.more of a chore. . But with other students coming in there are problems of going
to class and traveling through the baSement,when at night they have to. go back
for'labs. Most of. the labs-are at night, and most special classes are on weekends.
When ybu travel through. the basements on weekends and it's dark and the mechanical
crew.isn't down there to give you any assistance there is sometimes, aaot of junk
laying around--obstacles which"get in the way, like heavy transforMers, gas pipes,
etc.. lot of times they leave ceiling,plankingi roof tiles

I think that the security patrol needs to travel throUgh'a 1pt more of the uni-
versity. Maybe you could make out a list and check out each department to make
sure that they keep up and clean up after every crew detail. Usually if you get,
into a building that has a few stairs, a lot of times all thecourses are given

on the first floor for just the basic education; Just a small wooden tampon
the outside with maybe a one in ten pitch, as pal said,or one.in.twelve, which
is more preferrable, would do and then, with the assistance of a flew studenti, a
student could make it. It takeS a lot of combining of services of.physical plant,
safety office and medical department, and admissions'office. The admissions office,

really has to be on .their toes when they admit the Student because he's goinvto
run into a lot of problems in just the first week. And that,first week that he
gets.behind will put him three week.S.behind-later, He never catches up. It's a
.problem =- always running..
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.Lohg-range aspect5 that we sort of have in.Mind are. the following: We have a: $,
r>.. student center which "we can' t: can--go there-and --eat, but .that-' s

about it. YOu have a bowling.alley'whichYou can't really use because.'the bowling
alleyjs on a platform and you have to be hoisted _up and down the platform. It
.becomes,a,problem. You don't really haVe friends because when they take you
they're going to hoist you up and down. They find it a hasSle-and it becomes
tiresome on.theirbacks..

0 ,

When you're planning Campus facilities you can plan them Without the use of multi -
level things. Have architects that are planning- things justify why they're making,
all these level changes..:. A lot of times it's just for their...own inspiration-7

j.

because they got tired one night or they like to see a lot of lines on the paper
they just put a lot of stairs in. It really serves no just purpose and a lot of
times it's more inefficient. It hUrts your economy by adding a lot of.extra
concrete _last to build those stairs. They build them up then they build theM back
down to get to the same place and for what purpose? Overhead lighting has an

9
effect since we're not five feet six-like normal people usually are The light is
not as direct. any more and by using the same sixty watt bulb, It always lociki dim
down here. By having lights that are reachable--that are maybe four feet six or
fiVe feet'seven with chain cords--oreven wall that yoU can'bring.Your own
and plug into...a few extra sockets would make it a little easier. .

I found by moving in a dorm (I .lived in al.single room) andliVing.in a room 'that
was'a little extra large I was better off. Everyone wished they cOuld.have
but I felt that I could have been a little better off in a double,:maybe a double,
that was a little larger. They always wondered why my:bed;Was never made.up. You
can't get around the bed. The room was eight by twelve. You can't. get in it and
make the bed because you can't adjust anything.

The best type of windows are'sliding windows, but if you're gOing to have sliding
windows, don't put the levers five feet six above the floor because you can't .

unlock at five feet six. It would be better to make a lower ledge in that room.
Anyway, the windows were so high- that you only get a view straight across the

-
chest and yoU:never get to see below.

In our :approach recently...we are thinking of designing the of, the campus for
everyone, not just designing*for-thehandicapped. If you're making a design, you
can justify its use without designing a lot of pretty little stairs and obstacles
like useless sculpture that they stick in the way sometimes and corridors, fancy
door.with fancy steel knobs that you can't grab or doors where the lock is so
close to the doorknob that by the time You try and squeeze your wheelchair in
the.,corner and get to the doorknob and try to'turn the key....you know, it'creates
a little'problem. Putting doors at the end of corridors also create problems.
The idea of not being,able to go and see movies or the way you have a lot of.
lectures like this when I'd haye to go in the basement; If. that was always locked,
then I'd probably miss a lot of lectures at nine, in the morning. Or sitting up
there I may.dot be able to see the board because some of us wear glasses and some
of us don't. You like to be down close and all the time they don't have micro-.
phones in the:lecture halls. On weekends when there was no, one there,, especially
when'it was,snowing,.you were just stuck; you couldn't go anywhere.
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We always had to cross the street where there's no street light and it's on a'
ma teratr.ttswaiythati.sli e a ig way, ve y oiy says, "G6d-,--14-dbeTs-caredll--The

always grab the chair and say, "Aren't you scared to cross here?", but it's the
only way to get across because there are two six inchicurbs. you,couldn't get
into that building there anyway because there are forty-eight steps. been
taking a survey and I've found that mbst of the people that work in the, building
find that they would like less steps and leSs vertical circulation because they

' have to truck wheelies through. A lot ofthe professors like to have office
parties and they bring yOu big carts of coffee and donuts. The people that have
to push these thingsthrough have to lug them up and down stairs. The nurse's 0
office then finds that they have lots of reports Of backache's and slipped disks..

We've found that by cutting out and putting all these big rathpg in*, that even the
people who deliver mail have found it more efficient. They don't have to take'
back routes and the mail gets delivereaster and they.pick'it up an extra time.
a day nOw.. Just developihg a more combined unity on the campus of all your
services and planning would make, for a.more useful place.

Graduation is always put up on a podium. When it comes time tOr you to graduate
nobody sitting up there on the'podiuth wants to lug you up.there to give you your
diploma. Either you build the corridor which is the same height as the podium
or you don't build a podium at all. This would really help.

(NOTE: This presentation was taken from a tape recording.)
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RADIATION HAZARDS AND CONTROL

Howard BrOwne
Chief, Industrial Safety

Lawrence Berkeley Lab, Universitp.of California

The Lawrence'Berkeley Laboratory has two campuses, one at. Livermore and the other
at Berkeley. _The Livermore. is the one that'S associated with weapons research

While Berkeley is involved with pure research. I'm speaking from my experiences

with the. Lawrence Betkeley L'Ab since 1948. I joined the lab with the group that

was concerned with radiation safetybut since 1961 I've been 'asked to work in the

field of industrial hygiene, industrial safety and fire safety. ,My talk is con-
cerned primarily with the field of industripl hygiene. As was indicated; the talk

was originally"billed as "Non-Jonizing Radiation," but in talking it over we
decided that perhaps we would not be so specificbecause there are ionizing radi-
ations that we're all interested in. So I've elected to talk about the,wholeof
the electromagnetic'spectrum, which is-quite an order in the -time remaining. We

might subtitle this "A Guided Tour ThrOugh the Electromagnetic'Spectrum" with a
.touch-on mechanical vibration and noise. SOyou're going to hear the whole gamut,.
dnd possibly,'if we can rush through this in order to get to the questions, per-
haps we can hit on more *Ants that are of interest' to you. So I!..m going to run

through this pretty fast and I hopethatyou will take an opportunity,to.take
notes...

In 196r WestinghOuse Corporation published a chart of the electromagnetic-Spectrum.
It's probably the most well-known chart and certainly the-most colorful one. It

_.picks a lot of information and concerns itself with the electromagnetic spectrum
starting clockwiSe on the left with transmission frequencies and audio frequencies

through radio waves, micro- waves, the infrared, the visible spectrum, which, as

you see, is only a very small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, through

ultraviolet, X-rays and gamma rays:

.
Thisis a simplified version put out' by General Electric; I like'to play

-favorites on the electrical appliance corporation, but this shows-in reverse
direction electric wave, radio waves, infrared; visible.. Visible in this case

has been expanded -,'ultravidlet, 'X -rays, and 'gamma rays.
cannot

you see, there are

slant lines between these because it is a continuous spectrum, You annot say

that the photons that are invofved in electromagnetic radiation are different in

the case of radio waves than gamma rays; they are the same phOtons,,but,just of

-different energies and frequencies.

I think in order to talk about wave Phenomenon we' have to associate ourselves with

.
what it.is.. OUr'most familiar exposure, of course, is thee..still pond where we drop

a rock, ora friend, or a 'toe and waves are generated. These are generated but

from the source of energy, which is, say, the rock, and they move at,acertain
velocity, have a certain amplitude and if we measure 'the time between two pea- kg, we,

have what -is called the period of the wave.

The frequency, then, is the reciprocal of the period. In modern-day terminology,

,
instead of using cycles per second, we haVe chosen to use hertz which means cycles.

,per second.
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The simplest example of-the representation of wave motion could-be-a clock pendulum'
in Which_the_frequencY is one and, iii7"rhiq as.e_r___weLr_e_mpAqiirilig the amplitude from

-.the-rest point which describes the typical sine wave phenomenon.

We talked about the, frequency,-but.we also have to concern ourselves with wave
length, which is the distance between two troughs or two peaks. The wave length
is equal to the velocity. of.the'wave fronttlivided by the frequency. The general
terminology for wave length is lambda. In the case of eleetromagnetic'sPectrum,
"e represents the speed of'light, which is 3X1010cm. per second, and frequency.
being in hertz.

Lambda is equal to cif (c over
a hundred meter band in radio
mining the wave length from th
which is 3X104 cm. There are
hundred meter band.

f). For an example, if we concern outselves with.
- this is the 3 megahertz band - and if we're deter-
e frequency, it would be 3X1010 divided by 3X106
100.am. in a meter so this, turns out to be the

I've elected to talk about mechanical vibration and noise in prder to put some
of these concepts more firmly in your mind and as you no doubt are aware, in the
case of space vehicle launching, there is a problem of vibrations which go downt
to very low frequencies. which we call infrasound. The infrasound energy is more ,

or less equivalent to -sound energy and it's something that you .fe4,rather than
hear. This indicates that there are two sources, one from the exhaust phenomenon
and wakes. from prdtrusions and so forth and then the higher velocity factors where
you get into the very high frequencies.

'The.human frame has resonant frequencies.. These happen to be for 'the seated human.
From:4 to 10 hertz, for example, if the amplitude is.great enough, you can cause
pain and discomfort. At 10 to 30 hertz you get head 'displacements which may cause .

teeth chatter and vision degradation. I'm using this'fo point out that the resonant
frequencies are a function of the,sizeof the object that is being exposed to the
vibratfona,Lenergy.

This is another representation of the phenomenon. For exami1e, at.200,000ths of
an inch and at about 30 hertz, you can just.perceive vibrations, but at 30 laertZ
at a a 1,000th of an inch you get into the annoying range and when it is
raised 'to about'3,000ths,, it will actually become painful.: In some of your research
facilities you may be faced With problems .associated with vibration where the
infrasound probleMS are not apparent to you, but you may find out that people are
getting headachea, that they're suffering from fatigue and so forth because you have
large moving equipment that can provide this sort of vibration and these amplitudeS
you should look into.

Wye concerned ourselves with these lower frequencies...in'this rafige here, up to
30 cycles per second. From 30 up to about 20,000 cycles per second you. have the
audio, range and we would like to talk about this in terms of the problems of noise.

. . ,

I'm sure you're familiar with the fact that sound is due topressure.:disturbances'.
in"the air - this is a very crude representation of it where the dots represent
the molecules of air. There are rarefactions and pressure areas, but in pure tones
these can be represented as a sine wave.
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To talk about the problems of sound we also have to talk.about the ear because the
ear is a receptor of sound and to the two extremes are the threshold of hearing
and the threshold of feeling and above', that, the. threshold of pain.' AS you see,
the ear, at. very low frequencies, has relatively low sensitivity...when it comes
to the threshold. There's. a peak around 3,000.to'5,000 where you have very high
'sensitivity and theft it rises again as the,frequency reaches 20,000 and above
20,000, we don't hear. Some animals do, but we don't perceive this energy as
sound. In the case of,threshold of feeling, this is flattened=out,somewhat. I'm
talking about this.because we're going to discuss this problem of,measuring. As
you see, ,it's more or less flat at the high levels.

I've talked about db.. I think it's important to define what a decibel is. There
is an error in this slide. It should read .0002 - 2 ten- thousandths of a microbar
represents the average thr9phold of hearing for noise and this is represented by
the energy density of 10-1° watts per square centimeter. This is very, very low.
energy. It's been said that 100 watt source, if you discount the attenuation of
air and there was alack of noise pollution, could be heard at, I think, about
2,000 miles, although at three feet-this wouldbe'painful. So you can see what the
ear can stand.'

To understand the concept of decibel...the decibel is actually ten times the log
'ofle sound/power ratios. We've established a threshold ratio of threeZeroes
two .microbars and that is donsidered'to be zero decibels; the threshold of
hearing.. If a sound/power level is ten'ttmes that, that would be two zeroes two,
then it would be'considered 10 db.. A million db., a million times the,threshold
of hearing would be .60 db.. The log of a million to the base ten times ten.
Likewise, you can express intermediate values-. A ratio of 200 over the threshold
would be 23 'db.. You can express' values below the threshold with negative:db.*

We showed the ear's perception of sound at very low levels and.at very high levers
and in order to match the'ear'sreception of sound with that of the instrument_
which normally Measured directly, linearly in term's of the energy it receives. There
were establisEed.three curves: the A Curvejor low levels of sound, the B curve for.
intermediate; and the C for higher levels. Unfortunately, OSHA and others have
.chosen to use, the dbA for all of their- measurPments.4, It's necessary, then, to keep
this.in mind...When you measure sound with a dbA meter you are overemphasizing the
lower frequencies and if you use the C,weighting, this would' give you.a more flat
'response in terms pf their frequencies.

ThisAs the table that you find'in the OSHA which relates the permissible' noise
exposures; the sound level in dbA to

.

the duration in hours per, day. The present
level is established at 90 dbA.. Levels above that can be sustained without
protection to the ears Af the exposure time is reduced. They also have a §peci-
fication for impulse dr impact noise. It should not exceed 140 dbC and the impact'
noisd is generally considered to be any noise that doesn't sustain for longer than
one or two seconds. They also specify that 115 db. is the maximum that any person
can be exposed to for a quarter of an hour or less.

This is an illustration of a typical noise meter. It has the a, b, c weightings...
the pushbuttons here. It has a scale that'changes depending on the noise level
that you are concerned with. In this case, it's set for the range from 60 to 70
db.. :35
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There are-certain noises that are flat in response. For example, we hear the term
"white noise." White noise. generally Contains all of the frequencies that we can
hear in approximately the same proportions. White noise is the "hiss" you hear
between FM stations, noise usually 'associated with rushing air. There are places
in industry and in laboratory situations where you will be measuring primarily a
'single frequency or a mixture of one or more frequencies. this case the dbA
rating may be in error, so the ANSI:specifications, Which are included in OSHA,
have provided an, equivalent "a" weighted sound level. In this case, then, it is
necessary to use an octave band analyzer and plot your data according, to your
various octave bands on this grid. The point of highest,penetration will deter-
m4he.the equivalent dbA. This also you'll find in the OSHA specifications.

A typical portable device for making octave band. analysis,is this B and K meter.
The lower section is the analyz ... that allows you to select out by filters the
octave band you're interested in and read out on the meter face at the top section.
This knot in this ,region here can also be set for the.a, b, and c'readings and
also slow and fast response; If you have a widely fluctuating noise and you want
to try and average it, yoU use the slow response. If the:moise is fairly-stable

inits level, you use the fast:response to discover-if there were excursions. You
would also use the fast' response in estimating if there were impact noises that

-..,,ou.should.concern yourself abOut.

Let's talk about noise control measures., Certainly, the first step-is to reduce
the noise level at the source by design. More and more, we are coming around to
putting more specifiCations into our purchase order requirements. If you buy equip-
ment that is noisy'and'have to add attenuating.cover then you're just wasting your
money. You should be aware that you can specify noise-arid that the Manufacturer'.
that puts out noisy equipment is actually in violation of. the noise control. orders.
If you do have noisy areas because of combinations of'noises, for .example, where
each individUal'noise maker is sufficiently below the 90 db.'level, you can exclude
the boys from those noisy areas' or you can provide earplugs or muffs to attenuate,
the noise this is a crutch approach - and then you can also limit the exposure
times. You should try and'get the noise designed out of the system.

'Earmuffs are generally-considered to be the most effective attenuators, but you
also have to consider, in using earmuffs, how effective they are fot various fre-
quencies. Generally.the higher frequencies are most easily attenuated by any sort
of device and the earmuffs do have better attenuation for the lower frequencies,

\--but it's important to know what your noise spectrum is so that when you put anear-
muff on it will attenuate the frequencies that are contributing most to this noise
level.

.NOw we get into radio waves.' We will latter talk about microwaves, but we are
making this distinction right now just to simplify this talk. The radio waves are
mostly sources of heat and we most often think of theM in terms of induction-heating,
that is, heating caused by fluctuating electromagnetic exposure, in conducting
materials and dielectric heating in non-conducting materials.

Theobiological effects of radio waves below 150 megahertz whose wave length is.200
centimeters, the body is transparent. Two hundred centimeters, as you see, is
roughly six feet so'that when, you are expised to wave lengths in excess of six feet,
you will not suffer any damage. Between 150 and 300 megahertz which wehave

'3 6
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0-

arbitrarily. designated here-as-radio waves, you can gedamage-by Overheating, pri-
marily to the internal organs. This is a hazard, particularly with high powered
devices that are used, say, in y6ur engineering labs for metallurgical purposes.

, YOU need the con=trol.
rc

The most usual control is of course by screening, by putting some conductive
matdrialthat attenuates the radio waves before they'can reach any humans. It's

also important,' according to the National Safety Council, to prepare adequate
operating instructions, and these should,be posted, so that when equipment is
turnecLou and off you know what the complete operating cycle should be.' Emergency
procedures and maintenance procedures should also be posted.

Let's talk about microwaves. This concerns the region of microwave ovens.

1 Microwave radiation is from 300 megahertz up to 1,000 gigahertz - "giga" is the

term that's now-used for, I think, "hava"; our bevatron, for example, is really
- a gigatron in the new terminology. This is from one. meter down to1/10ths of a

millimeter. Very often these are called the millimeter or submillimeter waves.

The biological effects of microwaves above 10;000 megahertz...you primarily have
skin effects and maybe-some absorption in the sk:q and some heating. This is less

ethan three centiMeters,' You do'get this effect At 10,000 megahertz. From 10,000

down to 3,300_ megahertz theskin and'eyelens- and the -eye isparticularly.sus-
ceptible in 10,000 down to 1',000 - and it's in this region that they have discovered
that there have .been cataracts formed particularly in the military establishments
with radar and so forth. At 12,000 down to 300 megahertz:we have this problemof
overhe'afing:Ok internal organs.

This'is.a comparison Of. U. S. standards with the Russians' and the Czechs'. The
Russians have set standards considerably below ours; it's a factor of a thousand
actually for continuous exposure. The Czechs are someplace in between.

This is a.representatfon of a typical, microwave meter.- Each of these-has been

,,calibrated for the frequency that is of concern. You will, have. a different size.

wand and comb, depending on the size of the wave length.

'Let's talk about infrared. Infrared are heat waves and we generally associate
them with heat but they're actually again part of the electromagnetic spectrum and
they-are converted to heat_whenthey'areattenuated by our body or by'some other

body. The black body. concept you see at the top of the slide indicates that there
is a standard bell-rshaped curve,for each temperature and it encompasses, say at
twenty degrees, it encompasses a little over one of these decades, but at 6,000

degrees, for example, it spreads into the ultraviolet and the light. There is a

black body temperature and each of these black bodies has a characteristic...a
spectrumofits own.

Zinn (?) and his co-workers at LOs Alamos have been doing work with radiation,
black body radiation, in terms of /exposure to nuclear detonations and they've

established this exposure time cUi-ve,in secondi which levels out at 2X1077 watts':

per square cm. for,5,000 degrees Kelvin - :that's your absolute centigrade - and

15;000 Kelvin is dropped by a factor of 75% down to l-1/2X10-7.'
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This- is on the basis of a five-degree rise in the eye. .,This is just to show
the range of infrared,from 300-microns down to 7/10ths micron - a micron is
10-6 meters or 1074 centimeters. The problem in talking-about these spectra

,

is that they keep- Changing the-rules so far as.the.designations are concerned
microns,. nanometers, you name it, they've-usedjt in terms of naming the
frequency.

In the cases of.safe levels, for example, the continuous wave laser in the
.infrared, the standard has been set at 1/10th of a. watt. per square centimeter

for the Skinand 1/10th of that for the eye. We showed earlier that for black
body radiation where you have a wider spectrum - it's called broad band exposure -
it's doWn by a factor of 105 in the case of the eye. You dill actually feel
pain at radiation of 10-watts per square centimeter.

One of the concepts that we have to get across in protecting from heat:ivthis
heat/stress 'idea.- The wet-bulb globe temperature is the one that has' been _used
by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists; the MKT. which
combines the wet-bulb, the dry-bulb and the globe: temperatures. Globe tempera-
ture iedetermined by synthesizing a black body, putting a thermometer inside a
black-;pAinted globe.

For outdoors with sun, the ACGIH has used this weighting wh reyou use 7079, of
the wet-bulb-i-.207, of the globe-temperature.and 1/10 of the dry-bulb. For
indoors,with no sun, you neglect the dry-bulb temperature.

Measurement...You're:probably most familiar with a snooper slope, but this
device here does a similar job and yoU can actually measure visible and'db.

. radiations as well. .

Now.let'S talk about the_visible spectrum. The visible spectrum we're most
familiar with because this we can perceive and the eye IS sensitive to color -

a very small portion of -the spectruni - the ears can perceive about ten octaves
in terms of frequency, the eye is less than one..:from 4/10 to 7/10 microns:.

."Tery often you hear the term "Angstrom" - these are 10-8cm. and now a lot of
the specifications thatyoU come across are in nanometers, -10-9meters. So now
in specifying filters fer meters you will see any one of these, but most often
now in nanometers.

There are two types .of sight that you have,'one is the scotopic where yourrods
are concerned - these are the very low levels of light where you don't actually
see color..:You see things in grey. The,French say "At night, aIl'catsare grey."
Then, there are the higher levels where,thecones take over and you do see color.
You're able to perceive these wavelengths from less than 400 in the scotopic to
about 700 in-the photopic.

This is a typical photometer which measures in foot-candles.
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Lasers can be used, in this case for making micro-holes and here we must protect
against refltective raaiatfon.

Everyone can get a laser -'they come in kits now and this particular one has.a
milliwatt at 6,328 Angstroms.

Laser' goggles are useful,'but not very because the less,milliwatt levels
generally do not present too much of aproblem and anything above that you're
apt to get degradation of the goggle when the laser beam,hits it.

From,the visible we go to the ultraviolet..

Ultraviolet is 10 nanometers,down to 400 nanometers. Ultraviolet is created
byhigh-temperature objects so we can also express' this in degrees Kelvin, from
10,000 degrees Kelvin to 30,000 degreesIelvin.'

. .

Ultraviplet sources...solar-radiation is one source. But arc processes,such
as welding nd plasma deposition of metals and, of course,.the discharge lamp -
the low-pre sure ones which give line spectra through the high - pressure ones
which give road-band continua and, of course, there are aew lasers also in
the uv..

. . ,

This is a representation of the reception of,uv. light by the eye; certain
frequencies are called actinic. It's:these that you have to concern yourself
'about and whidh make uv. monitoring difficult because it peaks very suddenly at
one ;frequney.

ThiS is a ound 300 microns. shows'the sunlight...the curve on the right:'
And the e ythemal response Which is this red curve. with a high peak around 300
and then the meter response. It's, this little triangle in here that.the SST
is givin us problems with because as the SST...if it does become operational,
thiswil move out and since this curve is so steep there will, be Increasing
amounts f uv.7reaching the earth's surface which is supposedly going to 4-
increase skin cancer and may.cauAd damage to the earth's vegetation.

The biological.effpces of uv: are the sunburn.... There can be gye'burns by
the absorption'in the outer portions of the eye..

There can also he chronic effects- the farmer's skin, the seaman's skin, or
skin cancer'. Nowadays the females are concerned about aging;'they discovered
that some tans-are pretty, but that tHey're not so good in terms of skin aging.
Then there are the indirect effects such as the bactericidal effects.

The A66111 has also prepared a 'proposed threshold'llmit,value for ultraviolet
radiation and this is. somewhat. the #me curve that we saw before except they
don't:show the flat portion that,ve. sat,. in.the previous part. The AMA has one'
,pointorthe germicidal lamps.

T4re.are'some of the exposure recommendations - for skin,.2x104watt/secondg
per 'square centimeter and for the exe 1/2. Thegt are power densities rather
than energy densities:, ,ighe'American Medical Association has set a 1/10 of a
microwatt per square centimeter per twenty-four hour ray.
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This is a-ypical photometpr that can be used far measuring uv. light. In order
to find out what the spectrum is you have to take a sertes of-readings by.intro-
ducing filters. in front of--r1V7Fhotometer.

Personal protection',...Eyegladses are very effective. Most of our glasses that
we wear for helping our vision also protects us. They don't need tints, in
other words'. Protective clothing you're ,familiar with. Sun-screen creams are
also effectiVe.

Now let's talk about X and gamma raYs.. These are the very short wavelengths,
bilt they're still the s'me thing welWere talking about before in radio waves

These are what we call the ionizing. radiations.

To get some idea abbut
to strike Anelectron,.,
from the atom and then
tive ion. :A degraded g
Very often high enough

iSniZation...An incident photon,_a primary gamma is g ing
.

the atom is short one negative gharge; it becomeS'a po i-
kan orbital electron, in an, atom.:-' qt displaces the el ctron

amma of low energy leaves and the electron is released *
frequency so It also can cause ionization.

When talking. about- radiation, we have to use electron volts because
we are concerned with electron measurements. An electron volt:is thatenergy
required to.displace One unit .charge,.one volt.

"X-ray generation is sort of the reverse of what we saw before for photo-
ionization where you ccelerate electrons in an X-ray tube and they strike a
target and when they stop, stopping radiation leaves the electrons as,X-rays.

8

This is a representation of the Amount of gamma flux or X -ray. flux - g'mma and
X-ray are one and the same thing; it's just the source or the energy to give one
'Roentgen per hour. It has a sort of a seat or a flat portion and ,a ver steep
portion.

For the worker.ihere have'beenexposdres set asmaximum. There is an error in
this table also; the maximum corresponding7dose in rem - Roentgen equivalent
man -, is considered to'bp rem per year.jFor skin you're :allowed 30 rem and
for the extremities, the hands and feet, pal:Ore-allowed up to 75 rem. These
are the corresponding figures for a weekly dose.

' Most familiar. probably to .you is the pocket dosimeter. The pockdE dosimeter is
a charged device4n whic0 these reactions of the photons occur causing ionization

-and the ions once inside cause discharge.of the device and,you can either read
'it directly with the telescope built into the tube or with a reader where it

4
.

0

measures the charge on the device.

A 'survey meter has, to be tissue equivalent in order to measure neutrons, X-ray,
sand gamma photons, It measUreg.rem rather than Roentgen- Roentgen was designed

measureeasure ionizattori in air.

Individual exposure per year.has been set at 1/2 rem, 1/10 of that set for the
working population. Averaged overithirty.years of the worker's procreative
period it hould not exceed 5 grams to the gonads. This is the 170 millireth
per year Hat Kaplan Ad Bathman have been disputing about...Sternglass also..
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6.

We put all this together in a big fat mess, but...the gamma and X-rays) that
same sort of steep occurs. L'.e pointed out.how immediate effects in terms of

,gamma Pays occur .at about 10'4 watts per square centimeter. If you,..for 'Soft

X-rays,.if yOuaxpose.the skin for an hour and, it receives 2,000 Roentgens,
you'll get erytheMa.in several hours.. ''Zciu can dothe same thing with.four,
exposures, 00 Roentgens per Week and-you'll get erythema,but we don't know
howmuch we can fraCtionate it beforewe'no longer get effects, This is the
business of the linearity of radiation exposure. We've plottedthe eye effects
in the greendotted lines and'we show the ACGIH uv, curve as being a very steep'
V-shaped one.

body
have also plotted that little segment there for Zinn's data

for blact bay radiation which point upward. Then. thedatai for continuous wave

-4,1asers and: radio wave energy in the U.S.A. all fall on the same curve. For

csontinuous wave infrared?40T7c-Ikble, we haver a factOr of ten above. The

Russians downbelow are down by a factOrofa thousand. We synthesized a wave-
length assuming that the body ls travelling at the speed-of sound for mechanical
...We've shown that mechanical perception and" Mechanical pain figures and the
dSHA.90-db: in terms Of exposure. Let's skip over the next two slides.

.

Those two were to show that we -still -have to Consider this business'Of resonancep.1
Somebody has characterized it as the quantum ladder. At certain wavelengths,
.natural molecules, such alelthe DNA for example, are subject to- damage. They.

cannot exist at high leVei$ of radiation above these frequencies. Molecules at
still higher' equivalent temperatures, atomic excitation and nuclear excitation,
elementary particles and sub-particUlates that occur with very high-powered .

:accelerators, but there seems to be a general trend if we plot all of the eye
data, in this downward direction and, moreover, Zinn's data for broad band
spectra do establish a curve;. a slope which turn$vut to 'be that the power
dehsity, on a conservative basiS, turns out to be 10 -6. times the wavelength in
centimeters to the 6/10 power:: Now this, then, hits the 170 millirem period at
this point here. If yoUwant to be more conservative, youocan move-that up by
a factor of.104 and operate-in this range, but the resonances do exist and to
say that we can set limits that will apply to the whole alectroMagnetic spectrum
is not a reasonable one.

(NOM: This presentation was taken from. a tape recording.

.r>
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SAFETY IN THE 70'8

Harold E. O'Shell, Secretary
policyholders Service

InsuranceCompany,of North America
- Presented by'Cerald Gooze

We are sitting on the'EPI Center of'the greatest information
has,ever known. I was reading an article titled !'Balance for
which the author said "new knowledge is developidg-so rapidly
alarthedrat the prospects Of'storing-this information because,
and microfilm may run us out of tooth.. -In-cfact, some are, now

Storing data'on.molecules, if successful you hay one day car
crystal'on which will be stored everything.noW in the Library

explosion the world
the Tilted 70's", in
that scientists'are

even high speed tapes
expeiimenting with
ry a sugar cube sized
of Congress.''

Before looking at.some'of'the things I,believe are coming in the 70's in_the-field
of safety:or loss controlconsider briefly the fantastic science and-technology
of today.

Machines that can multiply 100,000 tenfaigit numbers and give you the answer in less
than a second or one that can be programmed to take the HOly Bible and read it,
memorize it, analyze it arid categorize itin about 2 seconds (kind of "instant''
devotions).

These computers made possible the amazingly complex moon voyages we almost took
for Hitting the yon kaiOl'a;,rocket launched- -from earth has been compared
to a man standing on a plaTfokm rdIVOWilg counter-clockwise, aiming at:aduck a
mileaway^flying clockwise and hitting him with a .22 caliber bullet squarely'in:
the pupil of the'left eye. Thirteen years agO, a scientist used this illustration
in a.Sctence mag4ine and stated flatly it would never. happen,. He hadn't envisioned
what CoMptters would eventually do.

r
4 _

.
. . .

.
Of.course, we now know, with our penetrating 20/20 hindsight that it. only did

_happen, but that'it has been chine so frequently that live T.V.,hroadcasts of U. S.
moonshots compete unsuccessfully for viewer'time with programs such as "All In thee

Fatily:"'

In spite of the exiftence of this level of technology that can put a man on the moon
and develop. machines; that keep men alive after rhey'have stopped breathing Or.
their hearts no longer'beat; we have not yet quite emerged from an era of general
safety practice in industry dominated by a Preoccupation with injury prevention to
such an extent that traumatic injury andaCcident are synonymous terms. Although
this era produced.a philosophical recognition and acceptance of the need for occu-;0.
pational hygiene, damage control; products safety, environmental'pollution and fire
loss control, the actual prevention and control practices used by thesafety
practitioner were'for the most part devoid of'these.considerations.

Iam:not denying the.fact that the injury.oriented safety approach has brought about'
a significant reduction in occupational deaths and injurieS over the years-, but it
is never'the less a fact, inthe U. S. at least, that injury. rates have.sboWn a
rising trend in the past decade. This fa.,Ct was one, of .the priMary reasons. for the

enactment of the most oomprehenSive Trete of workplace, legislatiOn ever passed by
the U. S. Congress - The Williams-Steiger 08HA of 1970.
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I believe we all will admit that the magnitude of the human and economic Ioss.
problem extends substantially beyond the personal injury lOssHow thuch this is
so highlighted by an extensive study of accident ratiosCompleted bya,research
group headed by F. E. Bird, Jr. In 1969, 1,753,498 accidents reported by 297

: cooperating companies were analyzed. Represented were-21 different industrial
groups employing 1,750,00 personnel with an exposure of more than-T,000,000,000
man-hours during the period of the analysis.

The .study revealed that for every serious or disabling injury (as defined .by the
ASA, Code Z16.1-,1967) repotted, 9:8 injuries of a less serious natUre and 30.2
property damage accidents were reported. A further study of 4,000 hours of 0 : -

incident recall by trained supervisors indicated 6O0- "no-injury/no-damage accidents"
were occurring in this relationship.

The study clearly shows the futility of directing our major efforts exclusively,
toward the few relatively rare-event serious or disabling injuries when there are
more than 600 less-strious'occurrences that provide a basis for 'more scientific
control Of accident losses.

The first.requiSite'for the 70!s then is:thatthe loss control manager must-recog-
nize the safety interrelatiOnships of the occupational systems,M,E-M-E components.
If this is done occupational safety is then defined as"freedom from M-E-.M-E
interactions.that result in accidentS,"and_an accident then becomes"ariundesired
occurrence that results in personal injury, property damage or degredation of. the
system's effectiveness,"

A :

Incidentally, I suppose most of you who art safety professionals have recognized
that we have included four factors or subsystems in our total loss controldefini
tion of safety compared to three subsystems,"manmachinemedia4tused in the
aerospace definition. The reason forouf adding the Materials'proces'Sed or
assembled to produce the product as a separate factor is _that we believe it
contributes its own independent andAnterrelated exposures to' the system to a -

degree sufficient to require its own distinctive: controls or prevention techniques.
One exposure contribution, for example, unique to the product or materials processed
is that of user product:safety.

Another critical loss control objective for'the 70's is the need for, those of us
who profess tolbeprofessional loss control managers to develop a more universal

,

capability of MakiAg effective application of the products.,of research and develop- .

ment in other,disciplines (i.e., medicine, behavioral sciences, engineering,
chemistry---- name just afew).

.

There are many concepts or t4hrliques developed by researchers and academicians that
are not being used today becaUe the are cloaked in a language unfamiliar or
meaningless to the safety practitioner or front line supervisor who is ultimately
responsibile for applying these safety. techniques,,a.partial list of the more
,familiar include:

1. Biomechanic.s
2. Behavior Reinforcement
3. System Safety-Accident Prediction ;

4. Computer Technology,
/
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---- and until recently, I would have had to include critical incident_ technique.
I say that with some'degree o= modesty because I had the unique pleasure of co.-
,producing with Frank Bird a more practical industrial application of C.I.T. called
"incident recall."

.

This method of study of no injury/ldss accidents, which we defne;eis incidents,
calls for direct dialdgue between the froAt line supervisor and the employee. The..

immediate objective is the recalling of any and all incidents a workerhastper#sonally
seen (or heard Others .,describe as havingseen} that could have resulted in'persona
Dniury or property. damage. As we saw in the ratio just mentioned recall results_in
the reporting of Substantially more accidents before-.loss than the number of accidents
being reported that have.resulted in injury or property damage loss and this provides
a larger group of accidents for studyand.arialysis on which to base our.prevention
Countermeasures. Another benefit is that incidentrecall'increasessubstantially the
number of injUry/damage accidents voluntarily reported. Outside the recall systerih

Incident recall, I am happy to report, is being used by .companies such as Lukens
Ste01 co Westinghouse Corp., TWA, several departments of the U. S: Federal. Govern-
ment and even in Disneyland in Anaheim, California. This method is. more adequately
escribed in an article in the October 1969 Congress issue of the National Safety

News - if you would like toknow more about it.

A Professional-Safety Management System

The third-need I see for the 70's,is the necessity to totally integrate the funetion
of loss control into the professional management system. Not as-an adjunct.func.tion
of management -- rather as a mainstream function -- so that the planning,. leading, -1

organizing and controlling functions of management include loss control as well as
'cosCcOntrol; production control, quality control and expense Control.

am convinced thaherein lies thekey to a successful loss control program.
/.

According to Louis A. Allen, a well known management consultant, "management's
environment is changing with increasing momentum, originating and incorporating

-.new approathes'and methods in an entirely new technology of management." This
transition period through which management is presently passing-offers the loss
control professionals unprecedented opportunities to4be the catalysts and bring
about more rapidly and completelythe inculcation of. loss control into the
profession of management. So it is vitally necessary that we become managers
ourselves and have a basic understanding -- indeed.a working knowledge of
professional management principles ourselvep.

The concept that loss control, is'a mainstream or basic management flinction is based
on the axiom that all causes of loss can be limited or prevented entirely by a 100%
effective application of management planning and control.

C

' In practice, however, we know that the cost of a system to completely eliminate the
shortcomings of the existing M-E-M-E system is neither economically feasible nor

'necessarily desirable.
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There are four key steps in the loss control management planning and control system
th,at must be achieved: ".

1 - Specific work activities required at all'levels of management have
.

been clearly identified in terms of critical and specific Objectives.
.

_.
.

2 - Performance standards for each activity have '-ien established.

.3 - .Performance evaluation of results or progress relative to standards
is established,.

7

- 4 --Performance correction objectives to eliminate deficiencies are
fulfilled.

StepI- Delineating and applying management's safety work in terms of critical
perforMance activities is what keeps the most important domino from
falling and starting the accident chain. We did this in our total loss
control concept by identifying -some 26 critical areas of activity that
we.mould expect tolfind in a highly successful, modern program.. ActivitieS
such a 1,- Facility Inspection, 2 - Investigation, 3 - Total Job Analysis,
4 -'Product Safety, 5 Training, 6 - jficeent Recall to mention.
only A few. -

Step II - In addition ta the identification of these major activity areas of loss
control, common to successful programs, we have also.clasiified nationally:
accepted standards fpr successful promulgatiofiof each acti.vityat a
basic,, intermediate and advanced 1eVel of development.

lc
.

. For example, to explain what I have just said; accident investigation is
a universally accepted loss control activity for a basic safety manag'emen
program and is therefore a "critiCal performance activity" of, management
in

o
our total loss control concept. -

r.

As to whether this activity is performed at a basic intermediate or
altdvanced'level we apply standards, again universally accepted, in the
'following manner:

Basic: 1. All injury accidents investigated
2. Properly designed investigation forms utilized
3. Special announcement for major injuries.

Advanced: WOuld include those standards included in.baSic, inter- .

mediate plus:

1. All accidents must be investigated

2. A qualitative rating system of accident classification is
_ developed and used

3., A formal, remedial management follow-up.system is utilt.sq41

).For the sake of brevity I have omitted a.great deal of explanatory detai ,
such as what we mean by a,qualiative rating system in terms of program
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steps, sChedules and even budgets, but this should, give you-an idea of /

what we mean by objective standardS for performance of critical activities.

By the simple application of numerical values for the degree of Pro-
ficien4 or level of attainment for each standard, aluantification of-
effort foi:cOmputerization.or other'comparison purposes for each of the
26 areas- of activity can-be achieved.

These critical performance loss control activities and accompanying standards are
expressed in an organizedvreport called a developmental profileof loss.Control
activities.

Once a "profile" has.bten made of any company, plant or department .desiringloss
control service, a complete-documented record of the exact posture of existing effort
can be presented to. responsible management with suggested guideposts,for.improvement
based on the program standards mentioned above,

This basic document is then-used to determine the.program necessary for both
immediate and long range. risk improvement. The initial "profile" is upgraded as,
progress is accomplished. This 'pertaits'management to evaluate-performance againSt
standards and then establish critical and supportive objectives to meet specific
needs and manage the implementation of them. in accordance,with'good management
practice. In addition to being a professional management technique, the.develop-
mental profile is a predictive" or. preactive loss cOntroltool. We'll tempus fugit
so let me briefly'summarize the potential developments rhave.mentioned for safety-
in the 70,1,s and add a few thoughts on which time does not permit elaboration. (I

might as Well completely expose my ignorance, while I have the chance.)

I. First requisite - loss control management must recognize the safety inter-.
relationships of the system's M-E-M-E components.

. .
.

II. Second objective is need to deVelop a more universal capability of applying
the products of research in other disciplines such as medicine, engineering,
ett.-'

III. Third is the necessity to totally integrate the loss control function into
the existing" management system.

T.

Those on which time does not permit adequate dissertation and yet that I am com-
.ptlled to mention are:

A. There will be an expansion of research related to occupational illnesses.
Many illnesSes, some that are terminal ins nature, will be traced back to
Occupational sources, This effort will be given significant expression by the
new OSHA in the U: S. and will havean international impact.

B. There will be a more intense effort to engineer health hazards partfeularly out
of the work environment rather than depending on conservation programs which
utilize protective devices, such as.eat plugs or respiratory aids.
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C. The will be the decade of professionalism for safety, this thrust has
already been started with the creation by the ASSE,of the Certified Safety ,

Professional Designation. .Mol.e is needed, and will be forthcothing, as far as
college or university level -safety curriculumideveloPment is concerned. An
essential criterion for professional designation Of any sort "require8 know-
ledge of,-.11 advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily acquired
by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study in an
institution of higher learning.'".(Taft-Hartly Act - definition of.a professional
employee not covered by.the Act.)

D. Newmeasurement techniques for prediction and control of accidents will be
developed. While most safety technicians, myself included, are convinced of
the efficiency of safety program modules such as group meetings, poster programs,
job instruction,etc.,. there is often too little evidence of the worth of the
investment in. terms of money and manpower that management is asked to commit:.

,
One such technique may well be the one mentioned by William A. Tarrants in an
article titled "Applying Measurement Concepts to the Appraisal of Safety 0

_ /

-Perforthance." The May 1965 issue .of'the Journal is called Behavior or Activity .

. Sampling..

. ... .

.This technique consists of making a number of obserVations.of employee, behavior
at random points in time with instantaneous deCisions made as to whethe the.

observed behavior is safe or unsafe. Because the data:has been obtained on a
random selection basis, an inference can be made concerning the safe or knsafe
behavior state of the worker population during the entire time from which,:the
sample was chosen. ,

If new counter measures designed.to improve safe behavior are.introduced, the

change, if any, in the mean proportion of safe or unsafe behavior can be deter-

mined.

Well there probably are a number of other important potential developments..for the
70's that I have omitted commenting upon and for thisf.apologize your

favorite is among the missing. Let me close with this comment. When the returns,

are In'and counted, we will look back on the 70's and see "mission accomplished" or
"broken dream" depending on the degree of enthusiasm-and commitment we bring to
the achievement of our, individual purposes as well as the wisdom we employ in
drafting our objectives.

Let us thenlplan wisely keeping uppermost in our minds. the admonition given to us''
by that giant of anintellect Albert Einstein who said "concern for man hiMself and
his. fate must always form the'chief interest'ofall technical endeavors; never
forget this in the midst oyour diagrams and equations."

. .. f

Let us too have men in,Our discipline, totally'comthitted, not just involved, pro-
.
viding a safe and healthful environment for humanity - (Story of Mrs. Chicken and
Mr. Pig to illustrate the difference).
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Let us remember too as we attempt to measure our successes and failures in the 70's
what 'a great American, Booker T. Washington had to say about success:

'!Success is to be measured not so much by the position one has reached-;
in life as by the obstacles which he has Overcome while trying to
succeed."'
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OSHA ON CAMPUS

Jerry Dempsey
Compliance Officer

Occupational Safety and Health AdminiStration
. 'Louisville, Kentucky

What caused the Congress to act? The frequency of things keeps going up and up and
up. As late as last year, we're still haVing around 14,200 killed in on-the-job
accidents and some 2,200,000 being what we call a disabling injury, a
"reportable injury," in,OSHA language. Let me clear onething about the relation-
ship between OSHA and the college campus. The law says that the employer shall
provide a We and healthful work place for each and every one of his employees ;

. that's not. a direct qUote, but that's what it says. Any employer that is engaged
in'commerce - the court has gone further and defined commerce to be interstate
commerce - comes within the purview of the Act. I'll get in a little bit further.
Right now there is no doubt in anybody's mind that a private institution, a private
college or university,.is covered by the Act. The only people that are covered
are the employees and not the students. The:students are not covered. If it
happens to be a graduate assistant who is receiving a stipend, he is covered for'
the simple reason that it.is part of'a grant. Now the question'comes up concerning
state colleges and universities. It hasn't been tested in the courts yet.' But
the law says that the states and the .political subdivisions 'are exempt,from,the
Act. ,There are many tests that have to be.applied, so if you're relating it to
your.own campuS, there,dre at least a half dozen tests that haVe to be applied.
One is "Are you on .the same merit-system as other state employees?", "Are you on
the same retirement system?", ."Who pays youl", "Where does the money come from?".
There are quite a few of these things and if there is any doubt in your mind, the
best one- to get is your own legal counsel, your own lawyers, at your institution
to havethem determine it. It has not been tested in the court. However, there
is an opinion that public universities'are covered in certain cases. In one Of
the Federal registers isa statement that per se colleges anduniversities are
not covered; it's rather a broad statement that doesn't go into all of the other
ramifications.

,

The Act in essence provides for two things - one, that-the Secretary of Labor will
develop, promulgate, and enforce a very broad body of standards. Secondly, that
the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare will conduct the research in4o the
cause of accidents, injuries, illnesses, and deaths. In essence, those are the
two elements that are in the Act. The third element in the Act is, of course, the
OCcupational Safety and Health Review CommisSion. But these are the three'coop-
erating departments, if I may use that term, 'that are directly involVed. I said
earlier that the Act covers just about anybody and everybody.'

There's beenone case that a hearing judge - and they're called hearing judges now
instead of examiners = threw out because the compliance did not establish the'fact
thatthe employer was engaged in commerce. He didn't establish it, therefore, the
judge threw it out. If the pencils are made in Tennessde, Boston, and Kentucky,
you've got interstate commerce. TheFedera agencies are not covered.' The first

_reaction is "Well why not the Federal?" You're telling us "Do as 'GM say, but not
as we do." The President issued a Federal order to all the other departments of
the Federal government andtold them in essence to get with the program. This is
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exactly what's happening at this point. The Act does,not cover any activities that
are covered by other Federal agencies and the most_striking one, especiallydown
our way, is the Department of Interior with the Bureau.of Mines. We do not have
any jurisdiction whatever over metallic or non - metallic Mining. When it is out of
the'ground,'it becomes another problem. We also get involved, believe it or not,
with the IRS. They have a hand in explosives. The states and the political sub-
.divisions are not covered under this Act at the present time.

f.

...In order to. impiemenCthe Act, the country is divided.pinto ten regions. Here
in this area it's the Boston region, region.nuMber one. It covers all of the ,

50 states and, of course, our off -shore possessions. Within the ten regions there
are.right now 50 areaoffices; there are some states that have more than one area
office and then there are some areas that have several states. Iti'the Great

Plains area you'll find one office covering several states where the industry is
rather low. In each area there is an area director. The.whole program is decen-
tralized and this is sometimes a veiled blessing. .The whole program is decentralized
...the regional administrators haVe. decentralized-authorities and responsibilities
and the area directors, in turn, have decentralized area and responsibility. What
comes. out of it? Well, what they've doing in California isn't necessarily what
hey're doing in Boston, Massachusetts. That is in interpretations. It':

amazing how youcan put 12 or 14 people, down to pi6k out one part of that Federal
legislature and if any of you have seen it - I'M sure you have - it's a real "dilly"
to try to read. But you get 12 or 14 interpretations of the simple word and
wherever yOuThappen to be in the country the gospel will be according to that area
director. Now what's happening? We're working right now- -and it',S about finished
now--on the principle of worst first--who's having -the most recordable or disabling
injuries, as the case may be, the highest frequency of those. The Secretary did .

establish five what we call. "target" industries. They are as follows: longslioring,

meat and meat products all the way through, your roofing-and sheet metal men....
W, still can't figure Out how, on a construction site, howwe can divorce the
roofing and sheet metal man working upon the structure without going and pulling
a construction inspection. But it is divorced; that's the only part of construction
that is a target industry. Mobile home construction is another target industry.
Wood and wood, products - not the manufaCture df furniture - but. just about every-
thing else that deals with the wood.from the time a tree is felled through the
logging camps and saw mills...all the way through, except furniture. Also in this
target,program we have just initiated a target health hazard program..,and there
are five of the target health hazards: silica, naturally,-cotton, asbestos,
carbon monoxide, and lead.

What do we do when we're conducting an inspection. The law says that the compliance
officer has the prerogative to enter any work place and at any reasonable time and
without delay. We interpret anything over.15 minutes as someone trying to.delay
us, then we start looking much harder, naturally. The first thing we dci when we
enter a work place -.and please, if you have any friends in industry and so forth

.

the first thing we're required to do is,present our credentials. You would
be surprised at the Madison AvenUe hucksters that are on the road. These are
documented; the FBI has several of the cases right now where a man walks in with
a forged set of credentials, never uses them even, just says "I'm OSHA," makes
an inspection and says, "This is going to cost you five hundred bucks right now
or a thousand dollars, if you go any further." And the employers are putting the
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money out.:we are required very definitely to identify ourselves and if there's
any doubt in the employer'd mind, all he has to do is get on tie telephone and
verify the presence of the compliance. officer. We have what we call an opening
briefing where we make sure that he is aware of the law, that he understands it.
We advise him'that the employees have a right to have a representative accompany
us. If the work place is not organized, union-wise, then we are required to
privately interview a representative number of employees.. The employer has a
i.ght to accompany the compliance officer on the inspection. We go around making
in pections'just like.each one of you have done many, many times, I'm sure, with
a n tebook and clipboard and point outall the deficiencies. The only difference
betw en yoU gentlemen ancruS is that we don't have to argue.: We don't have to ,

cajole we don't have to get-mean. There are some knuckleheads that try it and
.

they lo:e in. the long run. Having b'en on the.other side of the fence for a little
while an having the frustration of when you know darn well that you've got a ,

problem anl one of your leaders up the line says, "Look; don't bother me. That's

going to Co.t he five dollars," even though he can save a hundred and fifty, but
it's going t cast five..thisis the nice part.' We just say, "fine" and you'll 4',

have a chance, if you want to contest and_soforth. There's no argument, no
question whatso ver. You just say, :Me ue seats aren't split" - I'm'sure,
you've heard tha one - or "You're discriminating against the men becauseyou
have a retiring r for the women; but not one for the men" and down the line:
Then after the walkaround we have what we call.an "exit briefing." We furnish
a copy of the standa ds and tGod help him .trying to read the blasted thing
because all we're ieq iced to-do is mark the index, the sections that we have
called, that we have.cited.

0

. .
. .., ,

'We then advise the employer of the:alleged violations, the apparent violations,
whatever-you want to call them because they are not final until a certain legal
maneuver has taken place. _Then we sit down and say, "That's fine,' Mr. Employer.
How long is it going to take you to abate these conditions, to eliminate_ these
hazards?" Not "Can you do it?" or anything else; "How long is it going to take
you?" If it's a matter of dropping the fire extinguishers to five feetor below
and_he says, "Six months," we say, "That's nice" and it's all right.

.. Electrical hazards, temporary wiring -'Plexible cord being used in place of the
.

fixed wiring - where he says, "I can fix that tomorrow." We know -darn well that
he'can't do it tomorrow; we.actually go both ways. Then we advise him that-there.
is the possibliti of citation. and, when all friendliness leaves the place, alsb
of the possibility of penalty. It's surprising as the word goes around that more
and more people - and thank God for this too - more and more employers are coming
into compliance. We thought we were getting saft there for a while, but things
are looking better. 'It is working.

/
.

We also. tell the employer what he can do as far as contesting. If he denies
.

anything the compliance officet has stated, he is to advise the compliance officer
then-and there. Onct the citation is issued, if a citation is issued, the
employer then has, 15 working days to respond to that citation. The same with a
penalty. If he wishes to contest, he has.those 15 working days. If within the
15 working days-, he does contest evenan item of the citation, then the whole case
is placed in abatement, held in abeyance. The whole file goes to Washington to
the'Review Commission. The Review Commission reviews the file and themthey either
appoint a hearing-judge to hear the case or take one of two other actions--either
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dismiss the case against. the Secretary of Labor, or dismiss the case against the
employer. If either one of the.agrieved doesn't like what the Review Commission
has done; whether it's through.the hearing judge or through the Commission itself,
then they have recourceto the Court of.AppealS. From there to the United States
SupremeCourt.

The employees have the same prerogatives. They can contest under certain condi-
tions. They can contest citations; they cannot contest penalties.`' They can
contest the citations where they considerethe abatement period as being too.long,
alloWing a hazard to remain for,too long a periodof time. We also tell the
employer that there will.be a follow-up inspection and that we expect the conditions
to be eliminated, abated...at the conclusion of the abatement date or dates, as
the case may be. We also tell them, as a result of the follow-up inspection, that
if the abatements are not made; then there are other penalties involved and I'll
get into penalties a little later. They can get rather rough, Omaha,*ebraska had
.39,000 dollars worth of failure to abate penalties. 'Needless to-say, Ihezemployer
contested it.

Another item that we cannot do - we cannot give what -we call "advance notice."
There's no calling and saying, "I'm going to be ih your place next week - better
be ship-shape or thingsmay'happen." There's a penalty on us of 1,000 dollars and
six months in prison and naturally you.lose your job too, if we giYe advance notice.
There are exceptions to that rule; ...if there's an imminent danger, naturally we're
going to inform the employer immediately. Generally speaking, there are no advance

- notices. The only time we in Kentucky give an advance notice is usually about 4:30
in_the afternoon on a Monday.or.a Tuesday, never,on a Friday or a Sunday to a con-
struction site where you have maybe 15 or 20 sub-contractors. 'If-you want to see a
denneybrook.'..when we lihe up all the sub-contractors, all the employer's reps, all

. the employees reps, everybody who wants to go,.and ydu look around and you've got
20,6r 30 people standing behind you. We do give an advanced notice in that case,
but 4:30 in the afternoon for 7:30 the next morning; if he can get it done, more
power to him.

What are we finding out in a typical violation? You know them all, believe me, you
know them all--first aid and medical attention. A vast majority ofplaces'are
without the proper first aid supplies and the .proper medical.attention, whether it .

be A first aid.trained.perSon on the work place or d'medical facility in "cloSh
proximity," which is now 15 minutes. Emergency protection...fire escapes, fire
routes, emergency means of egress, signs, fire extinguishers, fire hoses, pipe
systems that are blocked off; sprinkler systems, the wliole works. We have found
some sprinkler systeMs where the valves have been turned off and there are some
smart guys who took the valves, out of the systems.

The big bugaboo - and I'm sure thatyou have it on your campus - is housekeeping.
-Invariablyand I'm sure you do too--when we walk into a-facility if there's good
housekeeping, you know you've got a good inspection on your hands;poor house-
keeping and you're going'to have a poor inspection. Sanitation...you'd be amazed
if you get into'same of the nooks and crannies. what'they have for sanitary
facilities. Personal protective equipment... I'm talking about the llist resort

type of personal protective equipment: the gjoves, the muffs, the plugs, the mask,
the respirators--operating without the personal protective'equipment.

hi
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We all know, about flammable liquids._ It is a bugaboO: In our standards you can't
have more than 120 gallOns of class 2-A on down, but you'll find a complete dis-
regard of.'the hazards of flammable liquids. In wor places, the yomse'one of all
is gasoline. They'say, "Oh-, we use it every day any there's no problem. -We put

it in our'cars, we do this - that and the other thi egad it doesn't mean a thing."
You gentlemen know where that stands underrthe bld stem of ratings. Machine
guarding, I. bet if you go into your shops and your p ysical plants, if you haven't.
already cleandd them up,.you'll find_them in,there too - not the guards. :You'll
find a lack of guafdS otthey'reover in the.corner, liadd tools, chisel tools,
unsafe tools, wired handles, just about anything you ant to think of can be. a
hazard. 'It's amazing when you-go into work places where there is arc welding and
319u2find'no protection. The welder himself is usually in pretty good shape. He
has got proper clothing on, his. shields, he has got th right lenses in and every-
thi-ng,else, but his helpers:are just sitting there'tiglt in front of God and .

getting the rays.

Temporary wiring is an electrical hazard and using flex ble cord in. place' of fixed.
wiring. They had a little job to do and they say, "Let' shoot a little bit of
flexible wiring up there and next week we'll have the el ctricians -come in and do
it right." Three y'e'ars later it's still up there. You ave scaffolding and
ladders on your campus.' bet.you shudder once in a whi e when you seeadders in
the back out here. Using metal ladders. around the elect ical ,conductorsladders
that are broken-or poor repair. .Another area is yourfl or and wall openings, guard-
ing holes, If'you wantto call it. that, floor holes, wall openings without standard
guarding, stairways-without rails, and materials handling equIpment., The.biggest,
problemwith materials handling equipment is that there i. no maintenance done_
it.- Where we find it in violation'it's because of the lack of preventive mainte,

. nance. Hoisting gear, the-problem there is the wire rope on your hoists and
again the lack of,preventive maintenance program.: Toxic aterials another. area

"yollo're all familiar with.' TA improper use of toxic mate ials or using them without
proper protection, ventilation, or peisonal 'protection., The bugaboo is compressed
gas -cylinders all, over the place. It's Very difficult to explain why you don't
want oxygen and acetylene stored together or any other flels or getting rid of the
cans of axle grtlase,sittins right.down with the oxygen cylinders without the caps
On.

They're the hazards that we find. generally speaking throughout the, work places.
I'm sure you can relate just about every one of these. I'm sure you've seen them
on your. campus.' I saw them on

some
campus. I saw them Many, many times. We got

into thelaboratorics. For some reason researchers are next to God and nothing
scat happen to them. We get into maintenance' shops and physical plants. In

alterations, repairs, modifications of buildings', sometimes these guys will design
unsafe factors right into your alterationS and'the.repairs.

za

What gets us.to a work place'in the first place? We, have a'priority. I never gay
this, but a college campus is very low-in priority. I can qssure you we have-not
inspected a single one. :Mere may have been some because of complaints in other
areas, but.we have never heard of any. Our priorities are fatalities or what we
.call catastropheS '-- five or More'people hospitalized because of accidental: injuries.
The second one that can Set 'you in hot water faster I guess than anything else is
the Complaint. Any bona fide empluyee.has the right to make a complaint against the
employer, Complaining of an unsafe condition. °That is our secondpriority In

0
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'Kentucky, we've had only about 39 fatalities so far this year so we're doing quite
a bit of business on complaints and the fatalities aren't tying us up too much.

The third priority is the target industries mentioned before and along with the

target industries, the health hazard industries. The last priority is what we call
the general industry and you would fall, generally speaking, within the general
industry. The Rusgian roulette part of the whole thing ils,thecomplaint Thank'

the,Lord it hasn't happened in Kentucky yet,; but it's interesting to .see what the
courts say, whether the University of KentUcky is covered under law or not (when.

the first complaint comes in),.

The whole theme of ow is voluntary compliance and what makes. the voluntary
compliance? We use all of the rhetoric we need to instill in the employer the need

for a good, safe, healthful work place. It's like motherhood, it's all good and

all that,.'butwe have sticker behind it and the Stick is in the form of penalties.

The taw says that yoU must have a provision. to, apply first-incident penalties. A'
fie4t-incident penalty of a non-serious nature can range front a.hundred dollars to
a thousand dollars, but when we get into the seen hundred dollar-non-serious

penalty; somebody's going to look over-Our shoulder,and.say, "Why wasn't it serious,
if you're up that That is a discretionary penalty on the part of the.com-

pliance,offieerand .the `'area director. For a serious penalty, there is a mandatory

'penalty of to to one thouaand'aollars. Fora non-serious .penalty, the area director

can just say;' "Fine, just get the thing done." For..a willful. or a repeated viola*

ttOn the penalty is ten thousand dollars. .If a fatality has occurred, the penalty
can go up to twenty thousand dollars .and critinal action. I'd \rather not get into

the willful part'of tt becaUse it's hard to prove intent. man is -foolish

enough -to tell the compliance 9fficer, "Like hell,T'm going tocorrect that abate-
ment," then maybe hecdeserves what he gets. The one penalty for failure to abate
is one thdlisan0 doll'ars a clay for each day that the employer fails to .dbate a

condition and this Can get rather hairy. We have an in-house rule - 1,-guess it

isn't an in-house rule.pecause it's inthe compliance manual and if you've got two
bucks you can buy a 'compliance manual from the government printing. office -- that

.'we must make a folloW-up inspection within five clays of-the abatemenr date. The

maim reaon for that is so that we don't slap anybody too much, hut the law says
up to one thousand dollars a day far-each violation.'

The abetment dates--we say onour citations "without .delay" so there'S no question
that.,he's to move immediately. In fact we tell him in our exit briefing that he

mast take. action immediately; not wait till anythinghappens, Unless he denies. the

apparent violation. Without delay, but notlater than June 29, 1972. On the 13th '

day of June if it's not abated, he's liable for a thoUsand dollar penalty.
not .automatic.; can be up to,ofte thousand dollars a day. Believe it or not, the

compliance officers do haVe hearts andthey try to, use good judgment in working
Out gmtement dates and also penalties The name of the gan;e is not to see how

much moneycan:be made., We have no quota. on inspectPons, a complaints,-or amount
of money collected; or anything else.

A little bit.about state programs. 'The law states that the states and political
sub-divisions,havea certainperiod of time, actually'up till 1973, 'to make a

judgment of wh6?ther they will take over the Occupational Safety and Health Program
ir'theistabe or not... I, believe, it's by the end of December of 19;2...Section 18:

.
All 30 states have indicated the intention of going into an 18-B or an 18-H plan:
one is a developmental plan,. the other is 'a full -blown plan. South Carolina came
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in ..and they are the first ones with their full-bloWn plan thathad.a couple little,
gimmieks_that didn't quite work outer As'I underStandit they're going back into
a development plan again. The Commissioner of Labor believe that's what they
call,him.dowwin Sbuth Carolina -.had already hired a staff and everything else
and he .runs out Of money as' of 1 July so they have to ,give hi.Ma 'grant for7a..
'development plan because he was in.good faith. In fact he did a datn goodjab'
from what .I know'about it. The law says that the state muse implement, administer,
whatever other term you want to use, a program'at least equally 'effective as-the.
Federal program. and it must include all of the state employees and all of-the
political sub-'divisions. _It's coming. Whether-you're a publiccollege or uniVer-
sity or not, it's all academic really, beca6se it's coming:one way or the other...,-

,,
. .

Oneof.the:bugaboos that's hitting theistate'plans is the first- incident penalty..
They have been bouncing them. left and-right for,that very thinglIn Kentucky
they just amended the legislation in special "session. They'wrote their-plan so
thas'Elaere would be no penalty on the first go-around,.bUt if they didn't abate,
there would be-a penalty of five thousand dollars,right off the bat.. They said

be assessed" so it was watered, plain Words,. just watered out. Thepplan.
bounced because of'the.Congress' action that it must be equally effective and it
jmust have a.first-incidentitation, firSt incident penalty. possibility. It
doesn't say that you. mus.tl'have a first- incident penalty, but you must have .a pro-

, vision' for it,.

.What are the employer's responsibilities? First, he must observe all the standards.
that are applicable to his business.- He doesn't have to observe all:staadards...%
if he .hq0,whai. We call vertical' standard's, if he'.s in.a:Sawmill..or,some place like
that, he is required to apply those. standards. to his-operation whereas a man in a,..- '

.'shirt manufacturing place doesn't .haVe to worry about the vw.mill'operation, I

hope, 'unies's he.has something going on the "side.
.

4.

,

.
. .

.

If. he's. making barrel staves in the back of his lumber mill that has nothing to,do
with the regular dimension lumber, he must comply,. yes. Generally speaking in his .

-own band saws, and bench saws. and-reciprocating.saws,:he must. comply with the
gene'raltandards., One of the important thing*.-that's missing is in good faith; .

theemployet must keep hisemployees informed of:their protections and their obli-.
gations. The laW does not say that he must have'a safety -program,.that is,. a
safety manual if you want'to call it that. It doe!tn't say that he must have.safety

4 policies. All it say.T.isthat\ he must keep the workers informed of theitpiotections
and obligations and what'Is a better way than a good,; viable, healthy safety
program, manuals,'rUles-, SOP, whatever you want' to call-it. There is no better way.
It's there in black -and. white.

.

When we get involved' in fatalities and in complaints, we look to employer's good
faith. This is one of the majOr factors we consider when we're talking about
penalties, especially - his:good. faith.. If-he has a 'set of rules'and not one that
he pulls out of the drawer and finds out that,nothing ever happened --that's Ns4:

questionable too- a good, viable safety program; I don't know of any other:way to
do it to determine that he keeping his workers informed,. The, last thing the
employer must do is permit the government inspection of his premises and 'this. is
one that hurts the most.

0 4
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We've been accused of being Hitlers, RUs.sian tactics, interfering with' the American
Competitive way'of life and so forth, but all, we.tell them ls_to go back to their--
Congressman; he's the hne'that did it. We don't tell them that bluntly,' but more
politely than that. All the Act says about the employees_is:that they shall comply

-with all rules, regulations, and standards persuant to the Act.' Going back again,
the employer,'in your case the university or college is your employer, if you have
a good set of safety rules, you have informed them, and that person must comply and
it has been determined by the courts. that that 'is a condition'of employment.- So \
there is some, weight, in there.

"I:don't mantoto get into all the record keeping-- we'll'get into it during queStions
and answers time - requirements, who looks. at what and so forth.' 'I would like to
just leave you with this one thought: The law is.very far-reaching. There's just
no two ways about it. .Right now In sure most of you have seen,'at least, a copy
afitihat we call the general standards. We have.construction .standards, maritime
standards, general standards and so forth. They .are really nothing but a compila-
tion of the concensus standards - the ANSI's, the NFPA's and so forth. We've
adopted the National Electric Gode in toto.,. Now there are arguments abOut that.
What.doeS in totd mean? One interpretation is that we haVe adopted those articles-

' in the National Electric Code that apply to person safety, not building safety,
but-it's a>very_fine line to determine when'yoU have person safety versus a facility
safety.

The law really is written in such a way that they are relying on voluntary compliance
of the.eMployers to correct their hazards so that the conditions will.be dissipated,
so. that'there will be.no more hazardous condition's in .the work place. In oUe.own

dexperience in Kentucky, t is happening. Wre up to about 25 per cent of our
ingpectionS. We find the employer in voitia-aty compliance. That's pretty good
When we tirgt started out, it very seldom happened. I. don't think we're getting
any softer: It's just that were not finding the hazards that we found before.
With that I'd like to open up to 'any questions that you have.

(NOTE: This presentation was taken from a tape recording.)
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INSIDE, FIRE

.Rexford Wilson

o
President

..- Firepro, Incorporated

I'd like to look into fire a little bit. Some of you have come from fire back-,
.grounds, some from security backgrounds, most of you have fire responsibilities.
I'd like to take a look today at the.make-upof fire, how it works, how it
operates, things it can do,.and perhapS I'll* leave a few specific thoughts that
you can do thp remainder of this year on your campustoharden it as a fire
target.' I'll hope to end soon enough so that we can get into answering some
specific questions...about problems.yoU haVe or perhapa get'it'out of the=grOup.
First of all,.I'd like to run through some thoughts, pick them apart, plan your.-
questions, jump into anything that you feel is necessary, but I'd like to roll
through this first part so that maybe we can have a common purpose'here a common
base'from which to talk. Together we'll spend the next two. days - you will ,

probingr.the.impact of fire on buildings. We'll. do it mostly in.this hour.of the

program. It's fittingand propet to. look at fire itself, to examine its mechanisms.
and how it operates. Fire, along friend_ oLman,-cooker of his food, power of his

.industry, energy for his trips to the moon, has been a hostile enemy at times,=
killing him at his home, at his desk, or in his space machine, also destroying his

'.property. For many yearsman treated fire as a theological problem. The faith,

hope, and charity approach was used. Faith thatit wouldn't happen at all;'hdte
that if. it 4id.happen, it would be small; and charity for those who Werelnjured
or wiped out by the flames. But' fire is a physical and a chemical thing. It can
De completely designed as bridges, and houses, and aircraft can be designed. Thus,

tire can be dominated by mankind. To.confine fire to its friendly state; much
.

effort has been expended. How effectiVe.has the effort been, how are we doing?

First, let us look at the fire protection system. Each of us in this room plays

a part in man's attempt to dominate fire, but mostof:us have a view of one small'

paft Of the whole fire protection system. The fire protection system combines;
research activities, engineering skills, prevention talent, thenignition followed
by control activities and critical feedback through investigation; into research

again. This is the system offire protection; :What we need to know in research,
what we build until it exists is engineering, the action of people is prevention,
and then we get thetmoment of ignition and we've got to control it and we control

it in one of thrce ways. We let 'it burn out-offuel, we.go'manually from aremote
point and. put. it out, or we attack it and control it within the structure itself.
We will spend'our time today dUring this talk looking at the moment. of ignition
'and what happens.interms of fire size and speed. We will look at the responses
available in terms of types, speed, and how'each compares. There are obviously

thany.types of fires, from oxygen-enriched spaqe.;.capsules, to pools of flammable
/liquid, to Live electrical-equipment, but let.us hete establish three limitations

to our thinking today in this talk. We will discuss fires in ordinary clasS A
i.combustibles as they burn inside buildings, after they-ignite in open flaMe,
/. ordinary combustibles-inside buildings after open flame ignition: As a first

/ step in our study, let us look at the time factor in property.

YOu are all aware that extinguishers put out thouSands of fires.annually without;
ever calling the fire department. You are .all aware of the first fire in One

New York Plaza which killed three people with a fire on the thirty-third floor,
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but you may be unaware of the second fire six weeks later. A major tenant's stock-
board'belt rubbed against a plastic,part that dropped down during construction and
began to'burn. An employee saw it, leaped from_hit desk, grabbe&an.extingUisher,
put it out and that was 'the end of that. On the other hand, some of ydu have'
seen cases wherewitnesses said that the fire was discovered and reported within
seconds of ignition, yet flaMes were coming frOm_all areas of the building by. the
time the fire department arrived. What was happening here? Was there some
unusual factot making for explosive fire. spread? Are,people at the scene hiding
long delays' from fire investigators? Why such a rapid fire spread? Why such a
lack Of time? Let us look at a typical case. This is a corpse ofa building;
this building died not from the delays of hours, not ffam"poor fire fighting, but
from a lack of:seconds, from known physical characteristics which,provide for
normal fire spread thtough reasonable'concentrations of combustibles.

It was Monday evening, just after supper time. The store was open, awaiting an
influx of Easter shopPers. The stockboy entered the basement, smelled something,
spotted smoke from'the storage room, he raced upstairs and found the store.
manager. The store. manager-listened to hivIteport and headed- quickly for the
front door to give the alarm. There he saw a traffic patrolman for the area,
told him.there was a fire. The patrolman raced to the police call bOx.and sent
the alarm to the police desk. The police sargent down at the fire department
reported the fire. The paid men drove their fire truck to the fire as the
volunteers began their response. Trucks were placed, hoses spread, charged, but
,by now the baseMent was heavily involved and unapproachable. Gentlemen, this
pictuke was taken fifteen minutes after the fire department arrived. You can. see

the line of flame. going through-the roof, you see the fire coming out the-basement
window, one coming out the store front window: They have some streams in oper-
ation,.but you don't put out fires like that. Those lines are there because the
T.V. camermen come and'the fire department has to do something, so the 'chief lays
some-lines. The T.V. camerman takes some pictures and on the neWs.heyrre treated.
as heroet while they think they've lost the building, they didn't make it this
time. Despite the call for additional help in the effortof good men from twelve
engines and five ladders and despite.the use of twenty hose lines, the fire built
up enough heat to collapse the roof in thirty minutes, knock down the walls in
-forty. ExtinguiShment was not completed, for about twenty hours. The last engine
returned to quarters twentylfour hours after ignition. In evaluating this case;
'we are vitallyinterested in the time of the, mechanical'operation up to the place
,where water was first discharged on this fire. These minutes are the critical
minutes. Let us magnify the front of this time seaW7dtd look at'where.these
'vital minutes from ignition tothe'first water discharged on the fire went. Let
us call the time from ignition tofirst agent discarge 'reflex time. From ignition'
to the first time.thestockboy detected something wrong, one minute'and thirty
second.had passed. The stockboy, alert now, checked his instinct only by a
glance and reacts with an impulse to tell the manager. He runs to locate, the
manager; finds him and pasies the word. The manager races to the patrolman at the
front door; fifty-five.additional seconds gone. The patrolman listen's, questions,
understands and heads for the police call.box. Getting to the box, he opens,it,
waits for'the desk sargent's answering,, and passes the message. .The desk sargent
dialt the fire department, the man on duty there pickt up the phone - sixty-five
additional seconds gone. The fire.figheers scramble, with trucks leaving quarters
in thirty seconds. Light traffic, some corners, one mile of travel. They arrive
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iii front of'the building two minutes and thirty seconds additional since they left
quarters. Hose flaked.out, made7up; and pulled into the building - add one,minute
and thirty seconds.more. .Hydrant open,. truck set, gates open, hose charged in

another minute You will note that the reflex time in this case, giving everyone
the benefit of th'e doubt and picking times that are on .the short side - the ideal
side.of actual - was nine' minutes. Nine minutes from ignition to first water on
the. fire. Now what had the fire'been doing in these nine Minutes?' We are all
familiar with the general time-temperature curve for an unrestricted, unextin--
suished fire. A - the fireignites and smolders 'till B when it breaks into
open flame. If at point B adequate combustibles are available,,the fire will
spread and the temperature rise to C wherefreejburning of all ordinary combusti-
bles available occurs. At D the amount of,fuel available is dithinishing and the
fire slowly coolSto point E where the smolderingremains burn themseives.but.
The A.to B section may be as brief as twenty milliseconds while flamei.spread
across the surface of a small'pool of gasoline or may be as'long as fourteen
hours where we had a fire burn in rubber dust up.the side of a flange on a beam
from one end. to the other between the time the shop closed and the shop opened.
If the smoldering. period,,however..,. -The smoldering period is not guaranteed,
despite what some detection salesmen will tell you. Open flaming ignitions are

common. The critical period here, interms of the total fire odtcome, is the
period B to. C.

Let us magnify this period and insert data from tests in two Los Angeles schools.
One of these tests'involved a light wooden crib burning inside the auditorium.
The fire found no combustible's from'which to spread and thus, Trovided little
temperature increase in the large volume of this room. Another fire was a stack
of pallets stored in this stairway during the LoS Angeles teSt.,. And in the last
fire that we look at is one which occurred in this storeroom and you'll see that
it has ordinary 'paper, cardboard, wooden contents;' no flammable liquids_ were,used
in these fires at all. Take a look that roam.. Can you think of a few of

those that look like that in your facility? I an., one that looks like that right .

below my living room. It's an interesting sidelight; sentleMen, bf this particular
fire test,:that two men in the building on the third were almost, killed by the
irritating smoke, even though they were -ekperienced fire fighters. They were there

to record the-test data and one ofthe two gave.the ogder to light the fire.
Fortunately, they could be rescued by,ladder, but it was a close call. Even though
fire fighters and ladderS'were on the premises and the fire-was. extinguishedjive
minutes after ignition, he and his compatriot almost lost their lives. They were
on the third floor, Gus yelled down the stairway, "O.K., Charlie, light it."
Charlie lit it with an open match in this-storeroom and we'll see'in the tempera-
ture graph that follows how it develops. The point is that ordinary combustibles,
cardboard, liaper,'wood, broken chairs, just regular. stuff we find in school store-
rooms and I classify educational storerooms, if you will, higher or lower, (The
fire) developed so fastL-the smoke came up-both stairways and all the doors on the
third floor had been-nailed' shut.and-the hardware had been removed. Gus dropped
to his knees with his friend,and they started to crawl down the stairway. They
were crawling for the back stairway which was belching forth smoke-and Gus passed-_
one of.these doors and saw the light coming through the bole where the hardware
had come but. You know damn well that you can't put .your finger in a hole and
pull open a nailed,door, right? .Gus did': It was motivation. But it was a little
heavy-going up there and they had to take them down over ladders and they were out
of the hospital within two days. They were there and the .fire was extinguished:in.
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this room five minutes from ignition and the fire department was on the premises.

This is not unusual; this is ordinary combustible materials. Here we see the

effects of these three fires superimposed on a time-temperature curve. Note how

the low temperature indicative of no fire extension occurred as a result of the',

smell wood crib burning in the large auditorium. You see'this wavy line at the

bottom - that's the small crib. It's sort of like pouring a teacupful of boiling

water in a bucket of ice water;....you've got very hot stuff, but you've got such

a big area to dilute that it takes awhile for the temperature to get up there so

it's a slow fire. Next we see the curve for the wood, pallet fire and here they

were in the stairway and you'll see where we hit five-hundred degrees about five

Minutes from ignition and ignition again was a single match into.a.little tiny

wad of cotton with an alcohol on it. That was the only thing, in one corner

and this was just a normal start in wood. Then the standard time-temperature

curve used in fire `resistance- testing with it's five hundred degrees in two and

a half minutes is a reference point. Then notice the storage room fire. It hits

a thbusand degrees in approximately a minute and five seconds in the room of

origin.

We've discussed this half-million dollar store fire and we've looked something at

normal fire spread, so let's. combine the timing of those two and see what was

happening-when. Aminute and a half after the flaming combustion first took

place, the stockboy spotted something wrong.. If we used the slowest curve on-,our'

gtaph for a spreading fire, the power -fire curve,.the ambient temperature over the

'fire. was about ninety-five degrees fahrenheit at the time the stockboy>smelled

something wrong. By the time the manager passed the word to the patrolman in the

front of the store,' it was about one hundred and fifty degrees in the stockroom.

As the-duty officer picked up the phone to the fire station, two hundied. and sixty

degrees in the fiie area. At the time water was being driven out of exposed
combustibles and pre-heating had begun, before the trucks could cross the thres-

hold of the station thirty seconds later, it was three hundred and sixty degrees.

As the trucks pulled in front of the building, it was probably eight.hundred

degrees. Large areas of'combustibles in the basement were producing acrid smoke

and 'gases. Flash-overs were beginning' to occurin the stockrooM, Before water

could be discharged down the basement stairs under these'operating conditions,

the temperaturewas.over thirteen hundred degrees and major flash -over had

occurred in the basement. Note especially the fact that had water been

applied to this fire within twenty seconds after the arrival of'thefire
department, i.e. the wheels stopping in front of the building, the'fire might

haVe been stopped; ;:You can see a sprinkler line on the bottom.e' Sprinklers don't'

operate "till two twenty, but when they do they put water directly On the fire

and it somewhat changes the characteristic of the fire and that's why people talk

about sprinklers.".

This is the pallet fire test that we saw without and with sprinklers - the top

shows it with sprinklers, the bottom shows it without sprinklers.,. You'll note

here that the heat cuts off all three floors within about five minutes. Smoke,

which is these Vertical lines, cuts off both ends of all corridors within six

and one half. minutes. The temperature reaches about twelve hundred degrees

directly over the fire in about seven minutes from ignition. People talk aboUt,

the response time'of the fire department. That's from the alarm 'til the time

they get there; this has nothing to do with the reflex time,.which is ignition

'til the time the water gets on the fire. The top shows you, the sprinkler. set-up
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where the sprinkler goes off at two ten,ctwo twenty and drops the temperature and
we lose one end of both quarters and these, of course, were open stairwell schools.
This was an attempt to show how open stairwell schools could be defended. This
fire is not a freak. You find many of them in the NFPA Large-loss. Study, back to
the nineteen-sixties; it was nineteen-sixteen when they started.- The point is
that fire spread in ordinary combustibles is normally very rapid. Perhaps some of
you have never run into the word flash --over and if you've ever had the opportunity

.t0 see it, you don't have to have it described. This phenomenon occurs within the
room of origin. Th'e initial point source ignitions consume fuel around them and
the energy created in the form of hot air rises up the wall and the ceiling. If
fuel is found on the wall and the ceiling, if fuel is available elsewhere in the
roan at a high level, it will be heated at two hundred and twelve degrees fahr-
enheit. At two hundred and twelve degrees fahrenheit water vapor is driven out of
the fuel followed by combustible gases that are distilled from the fuel. The logs
in your fireplace do not burn; the combustible gases distilled from, them burn.
This combustible fuel gas will mix with the oxygen at ceiling level and eventually
grow in percentage until the lower flammable limit'is reached for this mixture. At
this,point, the fire, local in origin, 'will spread through this combustible mixture
at approximately two to three feet per second. The burning of this massive cloud
of combustible gas will raise the temperature within the room of origin, down to
floor level, markedly to about seven hundred and fifty to eight hundred degrees.
All fuel in this roam, including the flooring or the carpeting, will now be con-
tributing gas and feeding this fire. The fire's need for oxygen at this point is
voracious. As an illustration of flash-over and the effect that you can control
flash-over with thd fuel you allow in your building, let us take a look at the
tests run by the British on buildings-constructed during World War II.

These buildings began to produce a very high rate of fire death. Studies were
made to examine the cause of this condition. "These buildings were used to house
people bombed out of London. .In forty-six and forty-seven fire deaths began to
occur at a-surprising rate. They began to take a,look at why these particular
buildings produced this particular phenomenon. 'The upper series of photographs
show a building prior to ignition and nineteen minutes later with,the roof
collasped and the walls startingi'dOwn and then a gas graph for the bedroom. on the
floor above. The lower sequence shows an identical fire in the other half of this
duplex building; you can see that the first half is already wiped out. Identical
contents, identical furniture, identical placement dowirto the quarter inch,
identical everything except that the combustible fiber-board walls and ceilings
had been covered with 3/8 inch thick gypsum board. In the upper series you will
note that flash-cver occurred four minutes after ignition and the oxygen content
runs from eighteen to less than three per cent in the.. following three minutes.
Remember that at sixteen per cent, a human being'g judgment is rapidly affected:
Thus the oxygen-limited fire produces vast quantities of carbon dioxide and later
carbon monoxide. This synergistic cocktail of low oxygen content, high CO2, high
CO is lethal in less than twenty second's. More important, each one Of these things
alone at that concentration causes immediate disorientation, lack of judgment and
poor response of very intelligent individuals at relatively low levels of gas. We
had a:case in North Carolina where tenchildren were in a building with a baby-
sitter and she leaped out the window and started yelling "Fire:" on the lawn, the
neighbors ran over and told the children, "jump, jump, jump!" - they were on the
second floor - and the kids stood inside.the building waving. We feel from the
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way the fire developed, that the mixture they were breathing at that time had them
disoriented enough so that they thought that these people who were yelling, "jump,
jump, jump, jump, jump!" were simply waving to them. They were.not ableto,corre-
late. You will note in the lower- series flash-over did not occur for twenty-four
minutes and oxygen never dropped below sixteen per cent during the twenty-four
minute period all the smoke got heavy on the floor above the fire. This enlargement
of the gas graph on the fiber-board fire shows why combustible fiber-board is the
most dangerous building material used by man today inside-buildings; bar none. This

material is compressed excelsior, it releases vast quantities of combustible'gas
with very little energy requirement from the fire. 'Note here than when flash-over
occurred in the living room how dramatically the oxygen content drops, how dra-
maically.the CO1 content rises. Once we get down to oxygen limitation of less
than one per cent the CO content goes .up like a sky rocket. Three hundred parts
per million is lethal. This is nineteen per cent; one hundred and ninety thousand
parts per million. Is there any question that these particular buildings were built
to produce,high death rate, higher than any other buildings in Britain at the time?

In 1961 we had a fire resistive hospital burn in Hartford, Connecticut...on the
ninth floor. With the fire starting in a trash chute during the noon hour
between the basement and the first floor, the heat and smoke built up in the
chute and relieved itself at the weakest door, which happened to be on the ninth
floor. The fire poured onto the ninth floor and had there been a Class A ceiling,
there would have been nch.loss,of life. But the flames coming from the chute met a
combustible fiber board tile on the ceiling of this hospital corridor and spread
down to the end of the corridor from the chute within two minutes of the time it
arrived on the floor and sixteen people were trapped in their rooms and died.

We have not been standing still on the control of interior finish. Progress has

been sOstantial. Our present status is an important factor in our discussions.'
Briefly, the tunnel test developed by Al Steiner at UL was capable of measuring ,

flame spread across the surface of various .interior finishes, but was experimental
in 1946. The tunnel exposes a sample ceiling to a heavy, but controlled fire
stimulating flame spread throughtransom. "The time and distance of.the flame
spread is calculated into a flame spread rating. Robert S. Moulton of NFPA staff,
annoyed by the fast spreading fires on interior finish in the Coconut Grove fire,
the LaSalle Hotel fire, initiated action to develop a classification system for
interior finish in conjunction with Al Steiner at UL. In 15148 Bob Moulton called
a meeting of fire protection engineers and the new tentative standard on flame
spread ratings was drafted. This committee divided the flameaspread ratings
developed in the tunnel into five categories: ClassA was deBined as essentially
a very low falme spread material; Class B a moderate flame spread; Class C., the
wood family; Class D, faster than wood; Class E, extremely fast material. This
.classification system soon became the standard; Class D and .E materials were.
identified -any' largely dropped from use. The Steiner tunnel is 11047 operating at
a rate of twenty-five hundred samples of building material per year at UL in
Chicago. In the fires of the late forties and the tunnel test, one material
showed itself to.be the most dangerous material used inside buildings.. This mate-
rial was combustible fiber board: several inches of excelsior squeezed together'
to form a boardlitte substance. Combustible fiber board on ceilings where early
heatcollects leads to very fast flash-over. In the Effingham HoSpital fire, the
Warenton Nursing Home fire, the Chicago school fire, the church oyster roast fire,
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the Hartford Hospital fire...this material was the source of the initial high
speed fire spread. It's been proved over and over again'in the fire record that
it will produce killer fires. Meanwhile the acoustical material. industry was
working hard on an economically acceptable mineral fiber substitute for combus-
tible fiber board. In the mid nineteen-fifties a method of making the mineral
fiber on a (Pordnaire) machine was created. This, in effect, dropped the price
of mineral fiber and sales picked up. Combustible fiber board began to drop as
the percentage of sales.... At the present time less than two per cent-of the
acoustical material generated in the United States is combustible fiber board, .

yet the amount sold has grown so large that more combustible fiber board is sold
in 1972 than in 1946 and it's almost exclusively sold to dwellings and mobile
homes. Gentlemen, you'have a.number of dwellings on your campuses and if you
save a couple of nickels on your acoustical treatment,*you can still buy(combdg-
able fiber board for thoselbuildings', but I guarantee you that there's enough..
motion in the fire protection and OSHA programs now that we're going to wipe this
material out of existence. Thus, a combination of Bob Moulton's investigations,
Al Steiner's research, and industry engineering has given the fire protection'
engineer an ability td design with remarkable assurance the time to flash-over
within the room of origin and to design rooms which will not reach flash-over at
all. The use of the Steiner tunnel to develop flame spread ratings is perhaps
the greatest advance in spread control inT..this century.

In Sao Paulo, Brazil, earlier this year, a fire started in a storeroom and spread
through a window onto the fourth floor of a store on the first seven floors of a
thirty-one story fire'resistant building which withstood the fire: This is Sao
Paulo, Brazil, a city of seven million people.

In Sao Paulo.the weather is so favorable that air conditioning is not usually put
in, windows open so that people can get cross ventilation - there's usually a
breezZ blowing.

This is the Sao Andreas building and the Andreas building was a thirty -one story
building supported in the back with vertical supports and in the front an open
glass face, one vertical stairway coming out down this opening here, heliport on
the roof.

This is another shot of the same area, but you can see some open windows here in
the back.

This is looking down the street. Sideways you Can see the facade. The wind,
gentfemen, this day was eighteen.miles an hour blowing across the back of the
building, essentially into.that stairway. This building...the first seven
floors are a department .store, the next floors are theoffice-spaces and notice
these top four floors, how apparently undamaged they dre, there's a reason for

There were a thousand people in thig building at the time the storeroom
ignited.

4

This is looking at it from the other direction. This is the front and.,e can see
that, there was some spacing here between the glass panels in front.
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There's a picture of the building. At:the time thi a en, there are
seven hundred and fifty eople-i ding. The first. piece-of fire appa-
ra 's_is-not-on e scene. The fire started in the back, at the base of the
Stairwell on the fourth floor, spread through a little window, hit the ceiling.
The ceiling was combustible fiber board; the building was built in 1961. It
spread across the ceiling and out the front window of this building in-we
believe two minutes. Therers a photographic studio down the way with seven ;:,

cameramen in'it.' The owner heard a.noise,*looked. out the window; saw this thing
in the early stages,'sent seven cameramen. with fully loaded movie cameras and we
had accurate documentation of.flame sPread.inth s building. The fourth, fifth,
sixth and seventh floors "were connected. by open stai s in the department store
to ease personal traffic. The fifth, sixth, an enth floors also had combus-
tible fiber board ceilings. We had this wind pushing through, thgwind pushed it
right through and we scion.had four floors fully involved- and then it began to come
in from radiant heat against that ceiling on the upper flOorp. This was approXi-
mately sixteen minutes after the fire was diScovered, probably within twenty-four
minutes, of ignition. We had thirty-one stories fully involved.

Now I. don't know how you read fire pictures. I've been doing it a while and there
are a few things that stand out here. Light color-is about twelve hundred degrees,
deep-Cherry red down here near the visible range is about nine hundred and twenty-.
five fo nine fifty. We have a floor without ignition. here, &Leall the other
floors have ignited all the. way up7, except for the top four floors of the building
which were owned by an American company and had put in Class.A ceilings. This is
the area where the fire first came through. Here's the fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh. You can see that it already burned.out the fuel, the ceiling in this
portion: of the building.

In that stairwell, in the back of the building, we had the seven hundred and fifty
moved in there. Three hundred of them went up to the heliport.on the 'roof. They
got up there and.some guy thought there were enough people-on-the heliport so he
slipped the door - it was a sliding door -.slid the door shut. There were three
hundred people still trying to get up.and they just'creamed the people who were
up near.the top as they were pushing up. It seems that in Sao Paulo each tenant
can pick the door he wants onto the stairwell. It's a two hour enclosure on the
stairwell, but each tenant could pick his own door so a number of them picked
hollow core wooden doors. We had an eighteen mile an hour, wind going this way;
that pressurized the stairway. enough to keep all fire out of those stairways
with the exception Of three floors on the bottom. So we had fire on.three floors=
at the bottom of thd stairway, the wind mercifully blowing the fire. back in, and
this is the roof of a fourteen story building. This is a twenty-three foot gap
from this ledge to here and that's a,twenty-four foot ladder. You never, but
never, put a ladder this way if you're going.to bridge a gap; you've got. the fly
in the wrong direction and everything else and you never get anybody on under
these circumstances. This is motivation agair. Sao Paulo has a rescue team.
That rescue team performed some of the most incredible feats. They've seen T.V.
footage and they don't belieVe they did it, but they goepeople out. You can see
here the stand pipe hoSe was, used to lower from window so people could'go down
the outside on stand pipe hose. Here's a light wooden ladder that's being put up
to try and get people from the flOor above.
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Here are the three hundred people on the roof. Here's the second helicopter in. .

The first helicopter came in and the-people were in such a riotous state they
almost pulled the helicopter out of the air. So the chief of the rescue squad
said,- "Take me down fifteen feet above the roof" and he jumped down onto the roof
and he took charge. He's a big guy and he took charge.and he orgnized those

(

people into groups. He put the biggest guy in charge as the captain, you know our
friend from Colorado would-have been chosen as one of the.people in that situation..
How?, tit down. He got them fixed up and youcan see that this was taken sometime'
afterwards because the flame front when the ceilings were burning off....the flame
front was about two hundred feet above the building and it scared these people up
here quite a-bit. One guy was so scared that he thought his chances on a thirty-
one story leap.were better than waiting so he was one of the sixteen that were
killed, but only sixteen people in this thing were killed; Two points - combus-
tible fiber board, has done it again and what if the wind had been one hundred and
eighty degrees opposite? Yes, I'm making a firm pitch and.you've had them. I'm
not picking college and university. I could go to the Abigail Adams dormitory at
the University of Massachusetts - that was destroyed by combustible fiber board.
A one-roamfire took off down that hall and got away from the fire department just
as they arrived; they watched it fly down that hall as they were on the lawn. It
was just that long. Combustible' fiber board has taken a toll on the college and
university scene. But I'm making a pitch that 1972, the remainder of it, is a
year to get rid of the combustible fiber board that you've already -got and not to
put any more in than you've got. ;Now you can get rid of it in two ways,- you can
get a shovel and scrape it off the ceiling, which is one way, or you can get some
thing that has a Class A rating and put over it as the British did. So there are
two practical ways:_ro deal with it, but it's the one material that keeps running
away from us. There's no way that fire departments Can help you if we're deafing
with that kind of material. It outdistances us all the lime. We can design and
I'd like to illustrate now. For example, on April 5 thisyear, in Worcester,
Massachusetts, two boys dragged-books, papers..combustible materials in the prin-
cipal's office in an abandoned school and set fire to this material. Wooden
wainscoting two and a half feet up from the floor, wooden bookshelves a each end
of the room, desk, furniture, produced flash-oVer in this room asthe first engine
stopped in front of the building. Six alarms were required to confine the fire to
the upper floors. The next night the same boys dragged paper, wood, combustible
material into a'Aracant apartment 19 at 35"Laurel. Thirty-five Laurel, apartment
19, is this first floor apartment here. Thirty-five Laurel was a three story, six
apartment building, with families asleep in the other five apartments. This
apartment house had seven inch thick poured concrete slab floors, two-hour cutoffs
froM a single stairway, one and a half ClaSs B doors with self-closers on the
apartment, Class A interior finish throughout, all the apartments and the stairways.
Theboys lit the material as they had the night before and ran out. Two and a half.
hours later a night watchman passed through the building and smelled light smoke.
He opened the abandoned apartment; found cool, charred material on the floor, called
the police who looked through the char, found envelopes addressed to the boys
families and ended the escapade. The point was that there was no flash-over. The
combustible material'burned itself out in the apartmerit. Th'e other five families
in the apartment house did -not even know there had been a fire. The point is,
gentlemen, that wean control the time to flash-civet by design of the room of
origin. We can now use attractive material to build spaces into our buildings that
do not produce flash-over at all. This fire attack plan, for this project in
question, synthesized information critical for the fire department officer, gathered
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fromthe architect,:thntractor, the engineers, and the utilities. For the

sprinklered sixteen-story high rise in the center, initial attack procedures were
developed by the fire officers and added to this plan.

IP
Copies were placed in the guard's office in the project, in.the fire alarm head-
quarters .n each station in the city, and smaller copies are carried on each pieee
of apparatus. The training department n'sesthis fire attack plan for rookie
indoctrination in fire officer attack evolutions and it's possible to synthesize
yourcampus with the help of the fire department and so forth into a fire plan for
the campus so that the features of your. campus will be known and can be utilized in
the training programs of the fire department. It mould be improper to loOk at the

qudStion of the design of fire and not make a statement, to this assembly, about
the rAmerican dwelling and I refer to the mobile home, the factory -built home, and s.

the site-built home. .The Ynited States dwelling is the killer occupancy. It's
o.

no surprise this is,true because we use combustible interior finish, including the

killer fiber board. We allow open stairwells to carry the fire from one floor to

the.other and we provide inadequate exit facilities. In other words, we. violate
three of the'baSic principles of fire.protection in the design of dwellings and
then.we wonder why we keep burning people up in them. With mobile homes in .

particular using Class C interior,iinish and combustible fiber board,. small vol-
umes, and inadequate exits it's not a mystery that these one-story buildings are

killing three times as many peOple as their site-built, multi-story contemporaries.
Many of our dwellings in the United States are unsafe for human occupancy. I am

well aware that some of you have dwellings under yout control andyou have mobile
homes, under your control and you've got problems that you've solved in on-i way or

another. The subject of our conference is the protection of campus buiWings, but.
with all buildings we can, through the control of fuel,the control of Lrergy
sources that initiate fire, move to.fewer ignitions in the first place, longer

times to flash-over, even no flash-over at all. A veritable galaxyof attractive
materials in ClaSs A interior finish field...for instance, are available for use.

Use of Class B and. Class Coyaterials can be confined to portions of rooms and

'still meet the esthetic needs. of the owner, the designer, and the decorator'. .We

can, in fire and the life-safety problem, reduce the fire to the point where we

have a small problem. Fire need not be a crisis. ''This talk has:attempted to

focus on fire and fire growth itself. We have looked at time relationship for

fires in ordinary combustible materials burning inside buildings after open

flaming ignition. .We have seen that time can vary greatly for the amount and

arrangement of combustiblds, the size of. room of origin and the type' of interior

finish utilized. We have seen that small rooms burn faster than large auditoriums,
therefore; closets, storerooms, and various storage cubicles need very restrictive

interior finish, shelving, and contents.. These spaces may require automatic
extinguishing systems,' We haVe seen thatnterior finish plays a marked role in

thespread of flash-over. All ceilings should be Class A. interior finish regardless

of what the code tells you. All, walls should be of a low flame spread. We have

seenhow, for manual fire-fighting; how fong it.takes for manuai'fire fighting to
get into'effect onthe first floor of a building... I personally use a factor of a

minute per floorin additiOn to the first floor operating time in figuring fire

defense for manual fire department qperations'for tall buildings. You can well .

see,using this system, that manual.fire fighting is no longer a practical weapon

of defense above the fourth floor. Thus, building designed four floors and.above

-have.got to carry internal fire protection. This protection may come from
combustiblelimitation, through Cmpartmentation, or through extinguishing systems.
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To repeat, buildings over four store %s must be planned for confinement, fuel

limitation, of automatic extinguishment without outside assistance. The fire

department is a support, a help. The building and its. design must-do the job,

essentially, without outside help. This conference on campus building prOblems

as well as those that have preceded it force us to remember what George Santayana

has told us - "Those who forget the past are'doamed to repeat it." In fire pro-

tection perhaps we 'should say, "Those who cannot seethe problem must repeatjt."
I hope .this short statement has helped you see the..problem and perhaps from a

slightly,different viewpoint. Yes, research, engineering, prevention, and control
are the four parts of our fire protection system. In the area of control after

ignition we know that fast fires kill. We know algo'enough naw to be able to.

build and recondition spaces of our buildings to the place that slow, limited fire

growth will be generated. These slow fires with moderate smoke will not be any

where near as lethal as the fast burning fires we've seen in the Past._ The goal

for the 1970's should be flame limited to the room of origin and smoke limited to

the floor of origin. In 1972 it is-clear that man can dominate hostile fire. I

\predict that mankind will dominate hostile fire on the campus.

(NOTE: This presentation was taken from a tape recording.)
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SAFETY AND THE UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR

Leonard MarCus
Director.of'EmployeeRelation

Yale University

Some of you may have your entire safety department sitting right here. Some of
you may have a half or a whole secretary back home-and some of you maybe have
more elaborate staffs. ,Considering the size of the' institutions that we're,all
from, it is highly unlikely that you will have a big enough staff to clothe whole
job.. Therefore, you have to concentrate your efforts where the'action is.. Our
investigations at Yale.are that the action is where youd expect it to be. Not

out there in faculty land, not out there with the secretaries and the clerks; it's
in the shops, in the blue collar jobs, just like it is in industry. 'Indeed, year

after year,'we run between 80 and 90 per cent of our'workman's compensation cases.
.in the service and, maintenance jobs. It's the plumber who wrencheS his,back, the
baker who burns his fingers, the first cook who cuts his fingers, or the serving
lady in the dining hall who slips on the slippery red tiles. These are where your
accidents are and my advice is to coAcentrate where the accidents are.

(

It may be much more interesting to investigate the girls' dormitory, it maybe
much more intellectually stimulating to get into a long, involved discussion
'With a full professor of history, but that's not where your accidents are. The
first-line supervisor is the keYto your success. But the first-line supervisOr.

is also a verybusy guy. If You.want to get his cooperation, you must make sure
that.he understands what your job is and you've .gotto make every effort to
understand his job and, see to. it how you can meld the two. /This morning I'd like

to'discuss these four elements of this proposition.: I'd like to take a' look at
how I perceive your job, how I perceive the supeivisor's job generally, how I see
the superviSor's role in safety and then this all-important element of the super, .

visor's job - corrective discipline.-. I understand that you had S representative
from the Federal government:here yesterday discussing OSHA and the question of
employee discipline came up. I hope to suggest to you today ways that you can
suggest to the supervisor to be an effective disciplinarian and to make his dis-'
cipline stick, which is all-important.. I'm going to make certain assumptions this
morning. I know that these assumptions don't apply to any of the institutions

wthat you work at, but I'll make those assumptions 4Yhow. I'll assume that the

top administration at your university. doesn't really.know what the hell you're
supposed to do. I'll assume that they wilneVer tell you what you're supposed
=to do.and further, I will assume that it's not likely that they will aPpreciat
what you're doing. I realize that that doesn't applyto very many of you here.

-NotWithstanding this, you do have a job to do and nobody 'knows that job better
. than you. .So I think the responsibility of defining your job is'yours.' You've

. got to define it. You've got to write out your list, of duties and responsibili
ties. You just can't sit.around on your hands or whatever else you sit on and
wait for top aAministratioh to tell you what the safety function is at your,
institution. You've got to define the job. Youiiie gotto establish the

' relationships that make the job work. 'If thejob that you.decide, or define,

is' not the one that they want, they will let.you know. In the interim, you

deSign it and you go out and make those necessary relationships. Now in order
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,to give me a feel for what kind of a group is here today, I'd like.you to show me;
by show of hands, how many Of you are from public institutions as opposed to
private. How 1-ITIIrom-LpubIIC? -How many from private? It looks like about two
_thirdsnre-from public institutions and about a third 'are from private. HOW many
of you are from four-year.schools as opposed to two -year schools? It looks like
about seven eighths to about one eighth. All of these should add.up later to one,
by the way. How many of yeti are from campuses where there are unions and col-
lective bargaining agreements on the. campus? How many are on.campu -ses which have

no unions? Looks like about. half and half. My remarks, I like to think because
modesty is'something I don't lack, - will apply to the publics and the privatesi
the -four -year institutions and the two-year institutions, the union and the
non-union campuses! I think that the role that we have in safety and my particular
role in labor relations are the same no matter where you are and no matter. what
group of employees you're dealing with'. This is semething,J think, that univer-.
sitY administrations ar9..not.yet willing to accept.because they really haven't.
considered'it, But if 'the steamroller of labor unions crosses the country and
organizes first in the two-year colleges becuase of the pressures of the
eementary and.secondaryschools andthen.in the four-year public institutions
and then in the great four-year private institutions in the cities and finally
gets up into the country, I suspect that three quarters of the campuses, or three:,
quarters. of the employees on the campuses in:.the-United. States, will.` be organized,
that is, belonging to labor unions of one form.or another. This is the time then
for management to:learnto manage .and as safety guys-you have to manage:* The rest
of the university will Ultimately catch up with you.

-First I! like to discuss what I consider the basic role of-the safety manager
'whether he is called safety supervisor, accident prevention man, safety engineer,
or Other less_flattering names. Ile has the same kind Of a role. His.first role
is to propose, establish, and enforce safety standards,. rules, and regulations..
They've got to come from somewhere and you've got to generate these things. You
can:wait for all the deans to get together and have a meeting and have a comdittee
-appointed, but ultimately, somebody has to make the presposal and I believe that's

the safety man's responsibility. He has to prepare and/or acquire and distribute
-safety manuals; training aids, and safety posters. Unfortunately, too many safety

men take,. this single responsibility as their sole responsibility because it is

visible. I think it's important4 but I think it has to be viewed in perspective.
He has investigate accidents and near-accidents, not for the simple purpose of
investigating them, but.for the purpose of analyzing their causes to see that
they're not repeated. He may ultimately want to. eliminate them, but I think it's
a much more realistic goal to try to reduce them. He has to devise and implement

,.means for recording and analyzing accidents. That, strangely enough, is one of
the most critical jobs.that I see for the safety manager. As I saidat the very
opening, it is literally impossible for y&I to cover the entire campus. You have
to statistically determine where the action is and then concentrate your efforts'
there°. It's idiocy, in my judgment, to get all involved in a safety-shoe program
if your accidents show only one toe injury.-in the last twenty years. You've got

, to look at your own data and determine what kind of protective equipment you need
to solve your problems, no matter what the safety equipment salesman says. You .

have to arrange for, conduct, and report on safety inspections and the better you
do that, the better prepared you'll be.for the big bad guy from OSHA when he
arrives. It's always nice for him to point.things you already'know about so you
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can, show some evidence of change. The safety man is also responsible fotcon-
ducting group training and individual counseling sessions and providing guidance

for line supervisor-conducted safety training. Safety is a sales program as, you

guys have been hearing for the last:twenty years. You can't sell it all, but you.

-can train other salesmen, namely, the first line supervisors.

You have to represent the university in. the discharge of.-its obligations under the
state's workman's compensation act and now under the Federal-Occupational Safety
and Health Act. That's. a responsbility which you've got to garner. DoWt let
corporate counsel from the university take it out of your hands.. :Don't let a
faculty committee take it out.of your hands. You've got to be the guy who speaks
to the WorkMan's Compensation Commission and You have to be the guy who speaks to

OSHA. That's an'important responsibility because.if you allow that to be done,by
somebody else, you're going to besecond-guest.in the mouse. trap day-in and day- .

out. You must act as the liaison man with whatever employee health services you
have, with the Workman!s Compensation insurance carrier,' and with,ethe medical coM-
-munity, those doctors who are forever creating lost-time accidents out of first a'

injuries. You've got to know that medical community. You have to design, select
and-approve the purchase,Of Safety devices and equipment. If it's a highly
sophisticated device in a nuclear accelerator,. sure you can get the. advice and t
counsel of the chief physicist who'runa that accelerator, but the responsibility
for the design,.the SeleCtion,-the pkirchase,and approval. has to be yours.. You haVe
to safety check plans for new.or altOred building's and equipment so that the ki ds

of catastrophes we saw illustrated here this morning don't occur on youi campus.
That's got to be.done in the planning stage,.not after the building is up. Yo have
to evaluate jobs, work operations and procedui'es from a safety viewpoint, and
recommend appropriate action, That doesn't mean that you.go barging into the /per-
sonnel department and say, "I want to rewrite all the job descriptions." It means'

that you work out an arrangement with'the wage and salary administrator.and tell

him that you'd like to
4

look at the job descriptions from a safety viewpoint; iits
another component, another point, of view that ought, to be .reflected' in the jOb

descriptions YOu.have to oversee the storage and removal of waste chemical/5 and

othet hazardous. substances. That doesn't mean that you have to drive-the t uck;, it
means that you've got to make arrangements for having the stuff picked up a the

proper location and broadcast this- pickup system to-the entire university community.
You've got tomake recommendations with regard to the conduct of hazardous experi-

ments. If you have the power, 'you ought to cut off hazardous experiments, but you
know the power ofthe higher education system resides with the faculty, bu' you can't

step out of that area and say, "Well, if they've. got the power, they've t.the
responsibility." .You've got to somehow encroach on that area and make recommendations
for the conduct of hazardous experiments. You've got to represent the un versity to
appropriate'government agencies, not only the ones I mentioned before - orkmen's

Comp and OSHA. The state legislature may be,acting or moving toward an ct on

'health safety, you're the guy who ought to go to the legislature and,tes ify before

.the committees. And the appropriate professional' societies, like the On you're at
today.' And finally, you have.to promote university, compliance with all relevant
Federal, state,. and focal laws, codes, and,regulations pertaining to employee safety.
I regard that as'your principal responsibilities. That's the job that i think- the

safety function has to'fulfill. How you do it is, of coursePup to you.

What about the supervisor? He's got,a responsibility too. And if my xperience
in this area tells me anything,. it is that there is.a complete lack of
appreCiation, frankly, on, the part -of the safety man.and the enormous burden.that
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the first line superviser has to carry. Too many safety people think that the,.
only thing the supervi.sor does is keep his work .forcesafe. Tt justisn't so.
The profit and loss statement duesn't make it so. SUre, it's an important part of
his job, but it's not the only part. The better you understand all the other,
things tfie su PPrvisor does, the better be'able to get him to do the things
in:--the safety area. I'm going to read to:you,alist of what I consider the typi-
cal duties and..responsibilities of any supervisor, whether he's in physical plant,
Custodial services, dining halls, no matter where. he'Works. If he superviseS
people these-are the things he. must. do. This job description, obviously is .slanted
in the direction of the hourly employee, the blue collar worker who causes 80 to
90 per cent of our reportable accidents. First of all the first line supervisor
estimates the time, cost, manpower, materials, supplies and equipment required to
perform a work assignment,' That's so bloody obvious. that most of .us seem to-forget
it. That'S his joh. His boss says,' "Dothis." He's got to determine -how many
people he's going to need, whatkinds- of skills-he's going to need, How long it's
going to take him and what the job is going to cost. Now this is an enormous
burden and although safety weaves its way into'it, that's his principal. responsi
hilitY - getting a job done. %Turning an idea into -a work a'ssignMent. He also
determines the means and methods to be used in accomplishing work assignments.
He secures and distributes to employees appropriate materials, supplies, and
equipment. Here is an area where he does have a. specific safety responsibility

. W011 get back to that when we finish roman numeral two.

He has to direct the work of, assign tasks to, and instruct employees and inspect
progress and completion of work assignments given to employees. You. just can't
give them a job, you've got to go out and see hoW well the job was done.. At its
completion 'end at various stages of its progress, He has toevaluate and rate
employees with respect to attendance, puncivality,'performance, and work attitude
for the purpose of determining continued'employability, developmental needs, that
is, what more do they need, and their -potential for promotion. That's another big
time consumer for the supervisor :` He basto requisition and select for employment
current employees or outside candidates referred by the recruiting or employment
function. He has to:control attendance and punctuality of employees, actually
-control it, not'just keep records of it. He has to administer corrective
.discipline.: That is, oral warnings, written reprimands; suspensions, and.dis-
.charges to employees for just cause, whatever-that means. He has-to counsel and
motivate employees to improve the quality and quantity of the product produced or
the service rendered. Hellas to receive, investigate and answer grievances,
whether in anon -union situation or aunion situation. He has to interpret and
administer provisions fin- collective bargaining agreement and other policies and
precedUres.

The first line supervfsor has toreview time-work documents, time card- and
approve payment for regular pay, overtime pay, premium pay, pay for time not
worked, in accordance with the collective bargaining agreement and company
policy or .university policy. He has to.receive and distribute pay checks and
initiate corrective action where necessary. If the pay check was wrong, the
employer looks to the sUpervisor to correct it arid the supervisor has to spend
some of his time doing just. that. He has to initiate individual aid group
employee action notices to effect changes in the status of employees under his
jurisdiction. When an_employee goes on vacation, the supervisor's got to make
out apiece ofpapLr. When an employee takes a leaVe of absence to recuperate
from 4. WorkMan's CompenSation injury, the, supervisor's got to make out a piece
of paper.' When the employeecomes back, he's got to make out a piece-of paper.
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These are time consumers. He has to plan and make out work .schedules, vacation
schedules and holiday schedules. He has to arrange for, receive, distribute work
uniforms,.safety.equipment and foul weather gear.- He has to investigate accidents;
prepare injury. and accidents reports; health service appointments and reports in
accordance with appropriate policy andaprocedure. He has to assume the responsi
bility for the maintenance of, and employee instruction in, proper on-the-lob
safety, health, housekeeping quality control. He has to train and instruct all
the employees under his jurisdiction or see to it that somebody else trainsand
instructs them. Finally, as a catch -all, he performs all other customary and
discretionary supervisory duties. That's a hell of a job. The more you appreci-
atehow extensive that job.is, the better you will understand why the supervisor
sometimes turns you off when you come charging into his area with a list of
violations a mile long. lrie has other things to do.. What you have to do is
arrange yoUr timing in such a way that he can be receptive to when yOu show up.
If you know this week all the supervisors are preparing vacation schedules for
the summer, this is not the time to come visit the Supervisor. Be sensitive to

his needs. He wants to help and he can be convinced that the safety part of his
job is.important, but you've got to do it appropriately. There are certain of
these duties that'I read off which I think are more susceptible 'to a safety
analysis than others. Clearly, the determination of the means and methods of
production and the selection of Materials, *sUpplies, and,equipMent are places,
where you can give the supervisor a great deal of help. You can sit down with
your supervisors or in your training programs with supervisors.concentrate not
on the old stuff - showing them a film about lifting, .or how to hold a hammer, how
to strike a nail, or how to cut carrots. You can concentrate on this thing - the
means and methods of production and the selection of equipment. Make it meaningful,
relate it to what the supervisor has to do on a daily basiS.- going to -skip
over corrective discipline because I want to take it up separately at the end of
our discussion.

.

The supervisor has a very clear responsibility, as I've already mentioned, in
investigating accidents,hut, for Pete's sake, don't give the supervisor a blank
sheet of paper and say, "Investigate the accident and write me a report." Super-

Visors hate to write reports almost as much as you do. Give them.a form. If

there are questions that you want answered in the. standard investigation of an
i

accidelit ask those questions on the form. Wherever you can make it multiple-

choice, make it Multiple-.Choice. If yOu want your. reports to come back in a

meaningful way, design them in a meaningful way. Don't ask the supervisor to
give you a report on a blank sheet of paper: He won't.know.where to begin, he'll
spend a lot of time on it and put a lot of words on the page, but When you get the
report,.it's net going to tell you what you want to know. The supervisor has to,
of course, assume responsibility for maintenance of employee instruction in
On-the-job safety. How many of you have situations where once a week the
supervisor co'iducts a five minute safety meeting.? Anybody have one of those?

That was one of the pet techniques used in industry. After the first two or three
weeks it was a totally' worthless exercise unless the supervisor was motivated by
subject matter supplied by the safety segment.. So if you want the supervisor to

meet periodical* With his eople and discuss with his group various safety subjects;

give him some help. Give hit a list of subjects. ;Suggest some techniques like you
pick on the guy who's always having accidents and tell him to talk about safety. ,

Make those kinds of imaginativesuggestions. Help the supervisor,': ounsel him in
discharging this responsibility of getting his employees.safetyConscious.° Well,
these are the specialty areas where the supervisors get involved with safety
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directors and your responsibility is to make that a more meaningful experience
for him. Your responsibility is to help him do what you want him to do.

Finally, I'd like to talk about the all-important problem of cdrrective disci=
pline. Clearly, there are many employees who can be motivated by the carrot.
The 'employee for whom positive motivationis sufficient, the employee whom you
sit dawn and counsel and you say, "LoOk, you've had three lost-time accidents in
the last year. Let's go back and look at your record, what did you do.wrong,"
and in some cases, you're going to get that employee to correct:, I think in all
cases you ought to advise the supervisor to counsel the employees. However, there
are soMeemployeesyho just don't respond to the carrot. Perhaps if they-were
motivated by Professional psychologists who make their living studying Motivation,
they could be moved, but most of our supervisors, as most of us, are not pro7
fessional psychologists. There's got tobe an alternative method for dealing with
the employee who does mot respond to positive, motivation and the opposite of the
carrot, if this analogY, Is to stick. The stick is corrective discipline.

-

I'd like to discuss. corrective discipline and; of course, I'm going to emphasize j

rules with respect to safety violation, but the rules of corrective discipline
apply to any: situation where the employee has failed to respond, to positiVe
motivation; he has failed to respond to the carrot. For some of your supervisors,
and indeed for some Of you, it may come as a shock that you may discipline an
employee who fails to wear safety equipment, who constantly and regularly performs
in an unsafe Manner, who fails to report accidents immediately, who fakes a Work-
man's Compensation injury, to.name just a few.. It's perfectly legitimate in union

,-and non-union situations to discipline employees for any of those offenses. The
big question in, discipline. is how youdo it. If you want it.to be effective,
you've got to follow the rules of corrective discipline and these are not rules
that.I dreamed up last night at the clambake,'although.I did cut myself while
struggling with the lobster.. Unfortunately, it's healed up this morning. The
rules of corrective discipline have developed in industry over the years. They
go back to the pre-Wagner Act dayS, before the labor unions in this country got
their shot in the arm for growth.. The rules of corrective disciplinehave'been
developingwithin industry'since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. They
may not satisfy the, psychologist in yOu, but what's most important is that they
will satisfy the labor arbitrator who ultimately has to make a decision as to
whether or not the discipline is proper.

First and foremost; the purpose of corrective discipline. to rehabilitate
and deter. To rehabilitate the offending employee so that he doesn't offend .

again and to.deter him and other employees who see him being disciplined from
committing the offense. In short, the purpose of corrective discipline is to
avoid discharging employees. That's its real purpose. TO do everything short

. of discharge, to discourage the'employee from Committing the offense which will
lead to his discharge, that's its real purpose. .Management's authority to dis-
cipline, if you're in anon-union situation, which I believe about half of you

' are, your right to discipline employees is inherent. -It goes back to Genesis;
the fist employer had a right to discipline the first employee. That's one of
the things that separates the employer from the employee. It's as inherent as
the right of a parent todiscipline'his child. If you're in a union situation,
that right is usually spelled out in the collective bargaining agreement. It's
usually spelled in either one or both of the following places:. In the typical
collective bargaining agreement there's a Clause headed "Discipline and Discharge"
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and it usually reads something like this - "The University retains the right to
discipline and discharge for just cause." That same language may appear in
another part of the contract called the "Management Rights" clause where manage--
ment retains a lot of rights, amongst which is the right to discipline and
discharge for just cause. But enough if the contract is absolutely silent on the
question of discipline, management still has the right to do'it becauseothe
lective bargaining agreement only limits management to.the extent that the written
word in the agreement limits management. If the agreement is silent on any-power,
management still has that power. It's a very impOrtant concept-; if the agreement
is silent on any particular power, management still has that power. Management
has retained everything except that which is given up in the collective bargaining
agreement. So in a union:situationthe agreement may specifically say that
management has retained.that right or it may be silent and, in either event,
management has the right.to discipline. Management can only discipline, however,
where it has just cuase. Just cause is just not susceptible to .a simple
definition. Just cause means a good reason, that's what just cause means. Just
cause means that to the average, reasonable guy, if he came in off the streets and
saw what the'employee was doing, he would say, "that-guy should be disciplined."
That's what just cause means. It means the kind.of thing that most reasonable men
would agree is a disciplinable offense. a also means'that there's a certain
balance between the punishment and the crime, that the approach to discipline is
reasonable, thatthe employee should haVe known that what he was doing was wrong.
It's kind of like the-criminal law. If the criminal law of this state, or any

,
state you come From, didn't say that murder was a crime,.Mdst of us would keel
that murder is a punishable offense.. We need it. for the safety of society. Well
just Cause is just like that. It's those behavior patterns, those acts which have
Ito be controlled for the protection of the individual who performs them and the
victimof his acts. .That'g what just cause really amounts to.

Let's spend a moment on crime and punishment.. Crime and punishment are the terms
we use out there; in the criminal law, in the outside, non employer-employee
relationship.- Crime and punishment7-if you commit armed robbery, that's the crime.
You get'a sentence of twenty years, that's the punishment. In the employer-
employee relationship, however, we talk about offense and penalty, which means
crime and punishment. We've got to get clear in our minds, however, what is the
offense and what is the penalty. Often, supervisors. confuse offense and penalty.
For instance, the employee who commits a wrong gets a written reprimand. The
written reprimand is the penalty; the reason he got it was the offense. With
respect to Offenses, they really fall into four majot categories of wrongs because
before you reach the idea of which category to put the offense in, you have to ask
the simple question - did the employee conunit a.w.rong?: Tht big four categories of
offenses are excessive absenteeism, excessive lateness,:poor performance, and
improper attitude.

.

There are literally thousands.of offenses, but each of them,in my judgment, can
probably fit into one of those.niceneat packages of excessive absenteeism,
excessive.iateness,'poor performance,.and improper attitude. The safety offenses
fail into thelast two, categories - poor performance' and improper attitudes. The.
employee Who steps up. to the grinder without safety glasses, without a shield...
that's part of his performance. Performing his job requires that his job be
performed properly and properly means safely. If there's a guard on the machine,
he ought to use it. The painter whb goes into one of your-academic buildings and
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spills all kinds of "goo" on the floor and doesn't clean it up is poorly:iper-
forming his job because his job is not merely to paint, but to paint safely. So

all of these offenses, which I'm sure you can add up in your mind to many, many
hundreds fall into the poor performance category: EXamples_of the poor attitude
category is the employee who when asked to wear his safety gloves, which are
sticking out of his back pocket, while he's loading lumber on the truck, says,
"You-can take those safety gloves and..." - that's poor attitude. The employee
who refuses to wear his hard hat because it doesn't make him look attractive.to
the female students on campus - that's poor attitude. Insubordination, failure
to follow instruction - those are the things of which improper attitude are made.

t. So those are your offense categories: absenteeism, lateness, performance,.and
attitude. There are in infinite variety of particular offenses that could fit
into those.

With respect to penalties, however, the list is finite. It's not an endless list.
In. my judgment, there are only.four penalties: oral warnings, written reprimand's,
suspensions, and discharges. The trick in selecting the appropriate penalties is
to let:the punishment fit the crime. Ypu don't disCharge an employee who has
never had a safety offense before because.he simply refuses to wear a hardhat when

. asked for the first time. 'You don't discharge an employee who's been with you for
three weeks; has an accident, and fails to report. it for,a week. 'His first
offense. You've got to get the balance; you've got to let the punishment fit the
crime.

Oral warnings are approPriate for minor first offenses. You don't always have to
give an oral warning first. If the cook in one of your dining halls is having
target practice against the refrigerator door with.a meat cleaver, it's not neces-
sary to give him an oral warning before you take a more severe disciplinary action.
Particularly.ifhe decapitates another employee or a supervisor. I would suggest
that you suggest to the supervisors that you will be dealing with, that they use,
oral warnings sparingly. Supervisors like to give oral warnings because they
don't have to write anything, they don't do any investigating so they tend to
overuse the oral warning. The oral warning is of limited value; it's' difficult
to prove that it was.eVer given, It's'difficult to prove that what the supervisor
said, in giving the oral warning, he did indeed say. The employee always said,
"He never said that," that he never. spoke to him, don't even know who he is. So

. oral warnings should be used very cautiously.

The written reprimand is perhaps the most effective of the disciplinary actions
It should come either after an employee has received.an oral warning or for a
first offense which requires more than just an oral warning. We'll get around
to discussing the details of the written reprimand in a little while. For the
employee who repeats his offense, who hasnot responded to the written reprimand,
then the next step is a suspension. I likea three-day suspension, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, When you give an employee a suspension on a Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, he goes home and he tells his wife he got a special
vacation. You know, Saturday and Sunday and the first three days of the week.
Remember, the purpose of suspension is to make it difficult for the employee,' to
embarrass him and to make him feel uncomfortable so he won't take another oA. .

`Have hith come in on Monday and then go home on Tuesday and Wednesday. Maybe he's
got to came back for his paycheck on Thursday, butnot work, and go back home on
Thursday and then come back to work on Friday. Really foul up hiss week, really
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make it uncomfortable for him,. so he'll know it's punishment, because that's what
it is. Now clearly, if the employee is not scheduled from Monday to Friday, give
him his three-day suspension in the middle of his work week. Make it tough', don't
make it easy. I don't. like long suspensions. I don't think that if you give an
employee a ten-day suspension or a.twenty-day suspension or dthirty-day suspen-
sion, that it's really going to be that more effective than a tree-day suspension.,
Three-days Is enough so that when an employee gets'his paycheck for that week, it's
missing three fifths of his paycheck., That's a pretty heavy fine. Besides the
long suspensions just cause,all kinds of production problems. Most of your oper-
ations are understaffed anyhow. If you put aguy out for thirty-days,.you're,just.
hurting the supervisor's ability to get the work done. A three-day suspension is
ideal, Clearly, there are exceptions to that, but generally speaking, it's an
ideal suspension.

Now for the employee who fails to respond to the suspe&ion, the only thing left
is industrial .capital punishment-discharge. Because after a. written reprimand
and suspension or maybe two written reprimands and two suspensions; if the
employee is not going to correct, then he must be gotten rid of. The employee,
particularly in this area, who constitutes a safety'ha'iard to himself and to his
fellow workers and to our customers, the students and faculty, if he hasn't °.
responded to your corrective discipline andthat's the key word,,, corrective, then
there's no other alternative but to discharge him. It seundS hard and cruel, but .

the safety of the other,people is just as important and he should be discharged.
.-Now you don't have to follow this rigidly. You don't have.to give an oral warning,-'

written reprimand, suspension, then a discharge. Depending on who the employee is
you can vary it. You may discriminate as long, as you don't discriminate on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, and national origin. You can discriminate
against. employees .who have lousy attendance records as opposed to those who have
good attendance records. You can discriminate against the poor performer as
opposed to the gOod performer: You can discriminate'against the long-service
employee as opposed.to-the new employee. You .ought to take more time before"you
discharge somebody who'd been wil-h the university for thirty years as opposedrto A
somebody.who has been at the university for only a year. That's perfectly legiti-
mate discrimination and it"s just the,. kind of discrimination that you .get paid to
perform We're always making judgments about employees; that's our job. So for
a long-service employee who's gotten a written reprimand, maybe you'll give him a
second written reprimand before ,you give lam a suspension. ..Maybe if he's gotten
a suspension, you'll give him another suspension before you discharge him, but
ultimately if he doesn't correct, no matter how long he's been at.the uj.versity,
no matter what kind of a performer he is, no matter how loyal he may b. in other
areas, if he constitutes a major, non- correctible safety hazard, then he must be
discharged.

The disciplinary action -'and this applies to the written reprimand, the suspen-
sion, or the discharge - in order to stand up in court, so to speak in
arbitration, and in order to get the message across to the employee, ought to
contain the following elements. First off, it ought to identify the penalty and
the offense. In the very first paragraph the document ought to say, "I em giving

73/0t1 this written reprimand as a disciplinary action for your failure to report an
accident. within the twelve hoursir It ought'to say that at the very beginning.
I have read disciplinary letters that sound like letters of commendation. The
employee doesn't really know what he's getting. 'From the very first paragraph;
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you must identify what is the penalty, what is the offenSe, and indicate-that this
is a .disciplinary action, not just a note or a letter of commendation or an odd
piece of communications. That this*very action should give the cold, hard facts,
not conclusions. It ought to mention when the offense occurred, the day, the
date, and the time. At ten o'clock, on Monday morning', on June 25, 1972 something
happened. It ought to say that. It ought to say where the offense took place.
the.place, the building, the floor, the room, the section. Those are facts -
where did it take place. Then it ought to say what happened. WL t the supervisor,.
or whoever is writing.the disciplinary action, saw, smelled, tasted, heard, or
felt: Those are facts and not conclusions. Classic exaMples...Employees are
never drunk; they are always 'unfit for work.' You never write a disciplinary
action that says, "You were drunk." You say,."As'I approached you, your eyes
'were bloodshot, your breath smelled of alcohol, your speech was slurred, and you
wobbled when you walked." glow, for crying ort loud, that means drunk, but you're
.not arriving at that-conclusion. To say he was drunk is a conclusion and you get
involved in all kinds of problems, 'How do you know he was drunk? Are you a
cheMist, are you a doctor, did you have hiM blow into, a baloon, did you call the
police: You don't want all that nonsense, but you can say what you saw, smelled,
tasted, felt, and heard. Don't draw conclusions. Don't say to the employee, as
a conclusion, handled a hammer unsafely or handled a machine unsafely. Say what
he did. "You made an adjustment on the blade without shutting the power off. You
operated the machine without the guard in place." Those are the facts, the cold,
hard facts, now the conclusions.

Let the concluSions be obvious to anyone who reads them, but concentrate on the
facts. Then the written disciplinary ought to state-the wrong, the specifib
section of the agreement - the collective bargaining agreeMent, if you have
one - or a policy or procedure, a specific rule breached, Hoy many of you -have
safety rules on your campuses? My goodnesS, O.K. It's good to have thoae rules
because that's advance notice to the employee; he knew or should have known that
what he did was wrong, but lhat's something that ought to be cited. Now, if you
don't have rules, that doesn't mean that you can't discipline. You don't have
written rules, you still can discipline. An employee who works on a machine
which has a guard and who swings the guard away to work on the machine obviously
is doing a wrong even though there's no rule that says, "All machines will only
be 'operated when the guard is in place." If he swings the guard away, it's

:obvious that he knew the guard should have been swung the other-way. I. would

advise written rules, but even'if you don't have them, you may discipline for
anything which is expressed or implied in the work situation. Then discuss in
the written disciplinary action the results of the wrong.

The actual or potential results of the wrong - what was the cost to the univer-
sity, .fellow workers and others? Actual or potential cost'--you can say in the
disciplinary action that when you operated that table saw without a guard you
could have lost several fingers. This could-have cost the university several
thousands of dollars. You can say that. You could have also rusted the blade.
Talk about the burden on you, the supervisor, and on other employees. Tell the
cook what's wrong with throwing the meat cleaver against the door; it may not be
obvious to him. State in the disciplinary action that you could have endangered
the lives other employees and also dulled the meat cleaver. Talk about the
hazards to other workers. Don't be afraid to mention that. Then the written
disciplinary action should.cite any prior disciplinary actions for the same or
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siMilAr offense. If this is a written reprimand, and you've given. the fellow an
oral.warning, say so. On such and such a date, you were given an oral warning
for a similar offense. It it's a suspension, cite the prior written reprimand or
reOrlmands and any oral warnings. °

Each discipline should cite all the prior disciplines, not going to 1936, however.
I would suggest that you go back no further than twelve to eighteen months in
citing prior disciplines. After all, everyone's entitled to having the slate
wiped clean once in a while. Then, and this is where a lot of people fail in
writing disciplinary actions, the final paragraph should say, "I am by this writ-
ten disciplinary action warning you not to commit this offense again and I'm
giving you an opportunity,in the future to correct yourself and should you fail,
you'll be subject to further and more severe disciplinary action." There has, got

to be .a warning and an opportunity to correct, that kind of language in the
closing of the disciplinary action. That warning ought to be indefinite, by the
way, and flexible. It oughtn't to say,in a written reprimand, that if you commit
another offense, you will be suspended. You oughtn't to say when you.write a sus-
pension letter that if you commit another offense, You will be discharged. Yo4
deliberately ought to be indefinite and flexible. You ought to say, "Should you
fail to correct yourself, you will be subject to further and more severe disci-
plinary action." You have your options open. If you predict, in a suspensioh,
that you're gking to discharge an employee, when he commits that second offense,
you don't really feel that'it'sworth a discharge - it's probably worth another.
suspension - you've limited your optiont, if you've predicted in your prior.'
discipline what you're going to do. So be open and flexible. That's the sal
and substance of the content of a disciplinary action that's in writing.
Certainly.ittought to be signed and dated when it's issued. You may type it
up today and when you go to give it to the employee and he's absent or he's on
vacation. Just take a pen and strike out the,date and wait 'til he comes back
and the date you give it to. him, put the new date on it...Sign it and date it.
pen yon Distribute it.

Becausea written disciplinary action which when you read to your wife at home,
she's very impressed with, doesn't do any good unless it gets to somebody. The
original ought to go to the employee because he's the guy who's being disciplined.
In many universities the employee doesn't get disciplined; his manila folder gets
disciplined. Some supervisor sends a letter to personnel and they put it in a
folder. Somehow the folder is supposed to communicate to the employee that he's
been disciplined. The original must go to the employee. If you work for a
university which has a union and the employee is represented by the union, send,
a copy to the union. Either give a copy to the shop.steward whenthe discipline
is issued or mail it to the union's business secretary and let the letter show -
carbon copies, union business agent. Send copies to various people in. management.
Certainly to the employee's department head. The supervisor's boss - he ought to
know who's being disciplined in his department. Send a copy A personnel so they
can put a. copy in the employee's manila folder so that when the supervisor goes
back to see about prior disciplines, he can look afthe record and see what's in
it. If you have a labor relations section, send it to them so they can help you
if the way the discipline was written was not proper inthe future. So the
original to the employee, copies to the union, copies to various sections of
management.
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Who's responsible for the administration of corrective discipline? How doesit
work? Who meets with whomwho.gets what, when does it happen, where does it
happen? The immediate supervisor is the only guy who can properly. administer
corrective discipline_ The safety manager should not discipline employees for
safety offenses. That's the supervisor's job. You can help hiM'in writing the
disciplinary` action. You may be present during the disciplinary meeting, but
he's got to sign it and hp's got to issue it. It should not be done by his boss
or the department head and it should not be done by the personnel supervisor: This
is a responsibility the supervisor must carry. If he doesn't carry it, he has no
credibility. He's emasculated. The employee recognizes him as being powerless.
The employee only respects those people who have power - the department head, the
personnel guy, you. It's never going to work. The supervisor has to have this
visible power and exerci4e it so that he and only he can issue the disciplinary
action.

When do you have to issue it? Within a reasonable time. You don't have to shbot
from the hip. The employee who operates the table saw without the guard doesn't
have to be disciplined that day. The supervisor doesn't ha;.re to drop everything
else. Write.up the discipline, and get it out before the employee'punches out ,
that day. He can take his time, he can take two or three days. Too mady super-
visors shootfrom the hip or too many. don't discipline at all because they say,
"That happened yesterday. I-can't discipline him." supervisor has a reasonable

4' amount of time in which to take disdiplinary action. It doe6 not have lo'occur on
,the spot.

Where should the disCipline take place? In private. Innihe'SuPervisor's office,.
and if he has nooffice, in some quite'corner of the shop. If the shop,ts noisy,
go to the library; there's always some, quiet there. The supervisor, the. employee,
the shop steward if it's a union place. It's got'to be in private. Ybu can't
discipline an employee.out.there in the middle of the shop floor with everybody
else-looking on. Because the ekploYee's ego is hanging out and he will be much
more concerned with the looks of p@ople around hith than listening to what the
supervisor is saying. It's got to be in-private, even if you-have to get the
employee'to stay after hours and pay him for the half hour. Issue the disciplinary
.action in private, where you and the employee can have a communication.

Now_what is it, this disciplinary action? It's that letter we just talked about,
whether it's a written reprimand, a suspension, or a discharge. That's the
vehicle, for the whole discussion. -

.

How is it done? In.a face -to -face meeting, Never, never mail a disciplinary action.
If you mail the disciplinary action, first of all you lose th facerto-face con-
frbntation. Second of all, you don't give the'employee a chance to respond. Maybe
all your facts are wrong.- Third of all he will never have received it - "Oh; Is
never got that letter. Never 'Saw it." given if you send it registered mail -
"Somebody else signed for it. I never saw.the darned °thing," How it should work
is that you call the employee into the office, you call in his steward and you sit
down and you give the employee a copy of the letter, the original, and you give the
steward his copy and you read your copy' you read it. As'silly as that may seem.
since the employee can read and he hai" copy, you read it, slowly and deliberately.
You can tell him; go through thi if there's anything you object to, let me
know." If when you say,-"At ten o'clo k on Monday morning, June 25, I saw you
doing thus and so." and he says, "No, t was eleven thirty," change it immediately
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from ten o'clock to eleven thirty. If there are any.facts which he contests and

which you'doA't mind his contesting, change it. If he disagrees with the, acts,

BUt you know the facts aye right, don't change it. Read the letter line'

line, slowly anedeliberately; Give him an opportunity to challenge it. An

'opportunity tochallenge the discipline. does not mean he can do away with it.
If.it's.your word against his, you take your word. Now some employees get all

riled up about this experience. They'll take their copy and heave it at the
supervisor and go storming out of the office. 'That's. another disciplinable
offense - insubordination. The supervisor has a right to require the emplOYee
to sit down in his office and take a disciplinary action. has a right to do

that. If the employee doesn't like it; he can grieve after the fact. Many.'

supervisors are afraid of a confrontation because they're' afraid the employee
will do just that - he'll toss the letter in their face and walk out.

..'.The supervisor and,the employee and the steward come into the office. The

supervisor sits here and the employee and the steward sit there. -He's his

lawyer. Don't expect the shop steward to take management's part. Be cannot;

it's politically impossible. He has got to represent his client; whether his

client is right or wrong. Don't ask the shop steward to help disciplifte the

employee. He has to get elected .to.office. He''S not going to get votes from

people whom he,helped push down. And just because the shop stewdrU repreSents
the employee, don't have any hard feelings toward the shop steward. 'That", his

job, he'S the employee's lawyer; Repay tell you privately you did the right

thing, but he can't tell you that publicly and don't expect him to.. All you

need to do with the union is to give them notice. That's what,due process.

means - notice and an opportunity to be heard% And you give'them notice when

you call.the employee and the steward into the office and you giVe the employee

a copy and the union a copy. That's all you need to do." Now, if the steward

says, "I'm not coming." ds long as you've given him the opportunity to come,

you've satisfied your obligation. All the union can do is to grieve, if he

so chooses. It can't stop the issuing of the disciplinary action. It can't

say to the employee, "Let's get up and not listen to this junk. Let's leave."

It can't do that. It can \grieve after the fact. 'The only two questions'it can

raise in its grievance, no matter how they raise them.; are two in/number:. was

there just cause and was the penalty too severe. No matter what the union's

grievance says, that's what it means: Whether they're challenging that there
was not just cause or that the penalty was too severe. O.K. thenthat"s
corrective discipline. It appliestosafetyAswallasit applies everywhere.

...WeTVe talked then about what the safety mission is with respect to the service,

and maintenance employees aOleast, probably to everybody. We've talked about.

ganeiallY what the supervisor' is. We've talked aboutAahat his spegiai

'responsibilities are in safety.'Then we talked: about that all-important
responsibility, .corrective discipline. I hope, with this approach, you've

gotten a fuller picture of how that other guy has to operate and how y9u.can

help. 47'-

5

(NOTE.; This presentation was taken from 'a tape recording.)
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FACULTY LIABILITY

Edward J. Regan
Attorney

Tillinghast,. Collins and Graham

The issue of the potential liability oLpiefessors, associate professors, instruc-

tors and others, in similar positions arising out of accidents relatedto their
academic duties and resulting in personal injuries or property damage is a subject
of increasing importance to the academic.community. The more sophisticated and
complicated, equipment necessary in present day courses L,f instruction with the
attendant increased requirements of care and supervision coupled with the Often
increased class sizes and other complications of modern education require arr
awareness by all those associated with education of the potential-liability of not
only the institutions by which they may be employed but the liabilities to which
they may-beIndividually exposed id connection with their duties,.

Historically, persons engaged in instructional professiOns in institutions such as
colleges and. universities have assumed an,attitude of immunity from personal
,responsibility for any accidents which may have occurred during courses of instruc-

tion under their supervisiOn.

In part. this attitude has been engendered in institutions.of.high-er learning by
the assumption of intelligence on the part of the recipients of the instruction
and in part by the judicial and legislative theories of sovereign and charitable.

. immunity.

Under the doctrint of sovereign, immunity a state cannot be sued without its
consent, and the 'general rule is that a state college or university is considered
to be an instrumentality of the state and hence is also immune from tort
liability where there is no Constitutional, or legislative' provision to the
contrary. "However, as to the personal liability of offieers, professors or other
employees of a state college oruniversity no general rule can be eduhciated.

Under the rule in some-jurisdictions to the effect that public officers are not
liable to individuals for the consequences of acts performed as a part of their.
public duties it has been held that the lean, assistant dean and physicians of a
state university in the absence of legislative consentto suit, could not be sued
by a student where the acts, of the deans sin.. ordering the student Off the campus
and of the phySicians in,giving.out information of the student's mental' condition
were performed in accordance with the duty" of the university to police its grounds

and protect its students from improper influences.1 However,'in another'
jurisdiction it has been held that a physician employed in a .university infirmary'
was not protecteeby the immunity of the university by which he was employed.2.

1
Morris v. Nowotny (Tex. Ctv. App.) 323 S., W. 2d 301,4'Cert. den. 361 N. S. 889)

4 L.Ed. 2d 124, 80 S. Ct. 164, reh den. 361 N. A. 921, 4 L.Ed.,. 2d 189, 805

Ct. 264.

2
Davie v. Regents of University of California, 66 Cal. App. 689, 227 P. 247.
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Similar considerations and dilemmas are present in respect to possible liability
for negligence of private colleges or universities and their faculty members
and employees. Generally speaking colleges, universities and other'educational
institutions, although privately established and operated are considered to be
charitable in nature. In some jurisdictions charitable institutions and their'
employees are considered immune'to suit for-acts performed as part of their
duties. Such immunities have been restricted or abolished in other jurisdic-
tions. The liability of faculty members and other officers or employees of
such private institutions willitherefare depend upon. the law in the..jurisdiction
where such institution is located and whether that jurisdiction confers immunity
or partial immunity upon them for acts performed within the scope of their
employment. The law is in a state. f change in several jurisdictions with the
present, trend being toward the abandonment of such immunities.

Of course, the absence of such immunities asto faculty members of either state
or private colleges or 'Universities means only that those individuals.aref
amenable to suit. There is always the question whether the circumstances of
the injury complained of were such as to resul.in liability in accordance with
the general principals of law. Thus in an individual case where it is claimed
that a negligent act of a faculty member resulted in personal injury, before
liability will arise, it must generally be found that the defendant faculty
member had a duty to dkercise.care for the safety of the plaintiff, that he
failed to exercise suclycare'for the safety ofTthe plaintiff, that such
failure was'the proximate cause.of the plaintiff's injuries, and that the
plaintiff was not contributorily negligent and had.not assumed the risk of
injury: In this-connection some jurisdictions hold contributory negligence to
be a complete bar to recovery while others, where comparative negligence'
statutes have been enacted; hold that contributory negligence results in a
',diminution of liability.-

In the light of the development of the law in respecyto'tovereign and chari-
table immunities, a prudent person engaged in the teaching profession should
now conduct activities under his,,supervision or control as if no such.immunity
exists, that is, he should act as if he were subjeCt,to the same liabilities
as persons engaged in the same industries or professions for which he is
training hiS.students.

Thus, where none of the aforementioned.immunities exist (and the jurisdictions
in which they are recognized become fewer with the passage of time) a college
or university is liable for the wrongful or negligent acts or omissions of its
officers, agents or employees acting within the scope of their authority or
in the. course of their employment and the faculty membeis are responsible for
the results of their negligent acts.

Courts have defined the term "negligence" as "the failure to do what a reasonable
and prudent person would ordinarily have done under the same circumstances of
the situatioUc or doing what such a person under the existing circumstances
would not have done."3 'Generally speaking, negligence is a relative term implying

3
Federal Insurance Co. v. Herreshoff Mfg. Co., 6 F. Supp. 827 1934).
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failure to comply with a definite rule of COnduct in the circumstances of a par--
ticular case.4 Thus the issue whether a particular act or omission constitutes
culpable negligence must be determined in the light of the physical circumstances
existing at the time. As one couit'has stated it, "the greater the danger, the
higher the.degree.of care required to constitute ordinary care, the absence of

' which is negligence."5 Ina recent case involving the unfortunate death of a
university graduate-student who was electrocuted by defective newly acquired
laboratory equipment, the trial judge charged the jury on the law as set forth in

the dase'of:Surdick r. South County Public Service,Company,, 54 R. I. 310, 172 A.
893 (1934) as follows: "Where death may be caused by an agency lawfully in

. use. ordinary care requires that every .means. known, or.that with reasonable
.'inquiry would be known, must be used to prevent it;" that is, "the highest degree
of care and skill whichloresightcan attain, consistent with the practical con-

' duct of his business, in the known methods and the present state of the art."
Although it has been stated nat. negligence is to be determined by considering
the reasonableness of the foresight used,.not by what could haye been avoided

by later employing aftervision6 the liberal trend of modern courts seems to require

at least an approach to aftarvision.in cases involving highly dangerous instru-
mentalities which may result in serious injury or death., In summary, therefore,

the duty of care imposed by law upon those in the teaching profession as well as

others increases with:

The' probability of injury, i.e., foreseeability and

. Z. The extent of the, injuries which may be sustained.

In oLher words, a ,person has the duty of exercising the highest degree of care
commensurate with the danger-involved.1

Many of the reported cases for injuries on college and university campuses have
named the educational institution involved as the defendant e In such cases
liability hasbeen predicated Upon the negligence'ofan Instructor as an agent
of the educational,institution being imputed to the college or university. he

college or university is sued -as ,the "target risk," so called. The individual
instructor or professor should not take any solace,vhowever,lfrom this practice.
In the-easea where liability of a college or univerbity,is predicated upon the

negligence of an individual, that individual wouldnormally,be held to be '-

,personally liable had he been joined as a co-defendant or sued alone.

enerally speaking, a person is always individually liable for the consequences

of his awn aegligent acts or his negligent failure to act where there was a duty

on his part to take a particular action. However, it is impossible: to formulate

any general rule as to when a person should act or when a person should refrain

trout aeting.

I. 163, 200 A. 478 (1938).Mandella v. Mariano, 61 R.
" , ..."44441.4---'4.4"*"....--

51.,on v. Vadenaise, 84 R. 1. 116, 122 A.24'18 .(1956).
.

ct'e r1 inur4nce Company v. IterreShaff'Mg. Company, -6 F. SUPp 827

., 1934$.
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The most simple cases are.those involving an intentional act on the p rt of
the person charged which resultsln injury to others. In such cases iability_
results-pretty much as a matter of course absent special mitigating c rcum

..

stances.

Particularly difficult situations arise in cases where the negligence of one
person may be imputed or charged to another or in cases of. injury att ibutable
to a failure to supervise or to set down proper rules of conduct with due regatd.
for the safety of third persons. A recitation .of specificscases Will best
demonsttatethe possible liabilities of instructors in connection wit their

classroom and assOCiated activities.

Inn 1964 case it was held that the trustees as well as. the college could be
held liable-for the death by drowning.or a.freShman student while at ending a ,

swimming class as patt.of a physical education course if it could be shown'that
the instructors were incompetent and/or thetrusteeS failed to presc ibe
-sufficient safeguards for the conduct of the swimmingclass. Presum bly, in
that case, the instructors could'also be held to be indiVidually lia le.7

In 1951, a prospective studentiwas'injured while taking "18g left" ests to
determine eligibility for entrance to Courtland State Teachers Colliege. The
test was conducted, by.a senior student in the ebsence of the physical education.
instructor. The Court held the college liable 1.)ecause there was allack of

proper supervision which lack constituted negligence. Although,the -qnestion
was not raised in:Onat case; it is conceivable that the college officials and the
instructor could have been held pergemally liable;8

In an eZly'renpessele case, members of the executive committeeof/a private
incorporated university which as %gents of the university were charged with the
supetvision of an office building owne.l.and operated by the university were held

liable to a person 1.njured in the fall of an elevator in the building for their
misfeasance in permttting the elevator to be operated when they knew, or should
have known;.that it/was unsafe.9

:v In Utah, action was: against 'a university alleging neglige ce o the part
of a chemistry professorresulting in injury to one of his,studentS. the evidence

'disclosed that on the day in question the-plaintiff,.a female student in the

freshman class, with twoother classmates went to the-laboratory and ith the

.permission of the professor commenced performance of the experi. nts ssigned for

the day. The manual used as the text set'out fully the materia s and apparatus

to be used and the stepS to be.follOwed in each of the assigned!experiments. The

first experiment was performed under the supervision of the protesSo . At the

beginning of the second experiment the professorleft the laboratory to keep an
appointment with anothei student across the hall. In the professor' absence the

students mixed certain cheMidals in accordance with their undersfan ing of the
directiong contained in the manual and applied heat-to the mixed chemicals. An

7
Morehouse College v. Russell, 109 G. ApP.,301, 136 S. E. 2d 179 ( 964) -

8.
Brittan v. State of New York, 200 Misc., 743, l0J N.Y.S. 2d 485 ( 951):\

Gamble v.' Vanderbilt University, 138 enn. 616, 200 S. W. 510 (Z917).
%,"
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explosion resulted and the female student was injured.. The Court held that the
jury .had properly found that it was the duty of the university to furnish
instruction and adequate supervision in its students' chemical laboratOry; 'that
the professor was negligent in leaving the laboratory under the circumstances
of, the case and thaehis negligence was the proximate cause of the.student's
injuries. Although;the suit named only the university as defendant, there is
no doubt that liability on the part of the professor would have been found had
he been joined as a party defendant.10

In a California case a teacher conducting an experiment in the chemistry class
was held'liable for injuries ..sustained- by students where it was found that the
teacber was negligent in failing proper.to take prope precautions for the Safeguarding
of pupils dUring a dangerous experiment.11

In ArizOna, a student in an auto mechanicsclass was injured while he with other
students were trying to bend.a severed auto top by jumping on it. At the time
the teacher had been circulating around the workahop generally overseeing and
inspecting the work in progress. The plaintiff had been lowering one side of
the car-top to the floor when two other students jumped on it and the plain-.
tiff's'handwas cut by-the,metal edge of thetop. In that case the instructor
was: held personally liable for the student's injuries. In discussing the
responsibilities and potential liabilities of the instructor the Arizona Court
stated:

fi

"We recognize the physical impossibility Of,a teacher sUperviSing
every minute detail of every project and activity in progress
during class session, but we believe that reasonable men night
find that a teacher in charge of'am auto mechanics class would
have given more personal. supervision to this somewhat dangerous
operation, or would have.appointed a group leader to co-ordinate
the activities conducted, or both. The very nature of the work
required team'effort-and-a synchronization of the various steps
necessary to accomplish removal Of the car top, and the accident
that occurred could, very well. be:found to be. the result of lack

coof ordination., There being no one in charge of the group to
see to it that, this was accomplished; the jury migAt have con-
cluded that the teacher was derelict in his duty.in failing to
appoint a leader and/or in notthaving unequivocally instructed
the boys:tc'eease

112
and desist' from any further attempts to

fbend the car ,,top.

OSHA

In recent times nuMerous safety code's and other forms of objective standartis in
respeet to various activities have been developed and adopted by state and

1
°BrighaM Young Uni ersity(v. Lillywhite, 118 F.2d. 10th Cir. (Utah)'1941,
Cert: denied 314.d.S. 638.

11
Damgurd v. Oakland High School Dist. (1.9,31),, 212:?lai. 316, 298 T. 983.

12Morris v. t0nrtiz, 3 Ariz. App. 399, 415 P.2d 114.
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federal agencies or by professional associations. Where such a code or set of
standards is adopted by an adMInistratiVe agency. pursuant tc legislative
authority, or if after adoption-by such an agency, such a code isxatified by
the '1.egiSlature,.the code has the force of law amend its violation, in addition
,to exposing the'offender to stated criminal penalties:may, a civil action,

constitutg.negligence per se, or at least evidence of negligence, where:injury
result from.such a violation. As an example, in a California case a student
received injuries when his hand was caught in a printing press which had not
been equipped with a safety device required -byregulations of the Stdte
Division of Industrial Safety. .Although the regulations hadbeenpromulgated
for the protection of employees, the California-Court.held that violation of

. the regulation7..by failing to provide the. safety device was in itself negligence
as to the injured student and ordered Sudgment[to be entered' against the teacher
involved.t the school pri:nCipal andthe.9.ty Board of Education.13

.1
% ":

The most detailed and all encompassing legislation establishing safety standards
. .

and regUlations. must be-the Williams' Steiger Occupational Safety_ and Health Act
of 1970, generally referred to as OSHA, which was passed by the Congress of the

'United States-in December, 1970 and%b6came effective on April 28, 1971.. With
some exceptions; the act, together with the regulations and standards promulgated.
thereunder, .applies to all employment throughout the United States and its
possessions. The stated purpose of OSHA iSI"to-assure so far as posSible every
workingman and woman in the Nation safe and healthiul working conditions and to
preserve our human resources." There is.no; doubt that-private.educational.insti-
gutiots and their employees tare subject to the provisions of OSHA. Since the act
in its definition of "employtr" specifically exempts.any State o political
subdivision of a State, it would appear that State Colleges and Universities are
not subject'to OSHA regulations. However,/ faculties of such state operated
institutions should recognize that this tmmunity, although probably protecting
them from the fines and other sanctions of the.act,.will probably, increase their.
potential liability in civil suits for personal injuries, as will be later
discussed.

Regulations promulgated'under the author xy.of OSHA set forth detailed standards'
in respect to almost every conceivable a tivity. Some of the standards apply
-only to certain stated industries and are generally referred to as'"vertical
standards." As an example, the construcitionsindustry has a specific set of
standards with which it must comply, Anniversity or its faculty would normally
not be concerned with these special " vertical" standards. However, the act does
regulate a myriad of activities and situations which apply.to all industries or
occupations generally. These` regulations are often referred'to as "horizontal"
standards and are equally applicableTto the activities of colleges and.universi-
ties and other pOfessions and industries

-.As exdMples,certait sections of OSHA regulations establish minimum housekeeping
requirements as to walking and working surfaces for.protecion from slips,.trips
and falls. . '

13 Lehman
. Lehman v. Los Angeles City Board of Education, et al (1957), 154 Cal.'App. 2d

27567-T16 P.2d 55.
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Another section establishes' minumum standards for protection from exposure to
gases. vapors, ?.umes, 'dust and noise.iadiatiOn.

Another section prescribes practices for handling; storage and use of hazardous
-

materials such as compressed gases, flammableand combustible liquids and
explosives.

OSHA also.requires in certain circumstances personal protective equipment for the
head, eyes, face, respiratory system, etc.

Other regulations:provide minimum standards to insure that medical and first aid
services will be readily-available in cases of emergency.

OSHA regulations refer to such matters as fire protection, compressed gases,
powered mac4nery, hand and portable pOwer tools and electrical installations
and equipment.

The at provides in section 17 severe penalties- for violations. Subsection (a).'
provides that any employer who willfUlly or. repeatedly violates the act may be
assessed a civil. penalty of not more than $10,000. for each violation.

Subsection (b) provides that any employer who is guilty of a serious violation
.shall be assessed a civil penalty of up to $1,000. for each.violation.

SubseCtion (c) pro'Tides that a fine up to $1,000. may be imposed against an
employer for a violation not deemed to be serious.

Subsection (d) provides chat an employer may be'fined up to $1,000. for each day
during which a violation continues in existence after a citation lor'that vio-
lation has been issued.

Subsection (e) prairides that an employer who commits a willful violation of the
act which causes death shall, if convicted, be punished by a fine of not more
than.$10,006: or by imprisonment for not more than six months, or both.

Until this.point the penaltits4provided are for violations by an employer and the
logical' question arises whether a member of the faculty of an educational insti-
tution is considered under any circumstances as an employer. Unfortunately,
'procedures under the act have not been sufficiently developed so that an exact
detezination of, who tne responsible party would be in a criminal prosecution
cannot be forecast. The imminent danger section of the act refers to "a work-
place under.your ownership, operbtiona or control." Conceivably; therefore, the
act could be interpreted to provide sanctions against a faculty member where the
violation occurs in an area under the control of that faculty member.

An equally unanswerable question is whether an injury to a student could result
in criminal sanctions under the act. -By'its"terms the act is designed for the
protection of employees and a strict construction would not include students in
that category. However, until further judicial interpretation of the act is
made, these questions,m4t_at the present timremain unanswered.

6

Section 1/(g) of OSHA provides a Ane4of'not more than $10,000. or imprisonment
for not more than six months, or both, for any person convicted of makitig any

87
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false statement, representation or certification in any docuMent filed or
.required to be maintained under the act. Faculty members clearly come within

the prohibitions of this section. The most probable situations which could
result in the sanctions of thisfsection could. occur during the walk-through
inspection of the prethises by anOSHA inspector.

.

The greatest significande of OSHA regulations for faculty members is in the area
of civil actions for personal-injuries where it is alleged that failure to comply
with OSHA regulations constitutes negligence. Cases of this` nature may arise

where required protective devices are not provided on machinery used by under-
graduates or others under the.supervision of a laCulty.member.° Other situations
of potential liability may arise from failure to comply with standards as to -

,individual protective equipment, chemicals, elettrical_aPparatus or conceivably.
even as to housekeeping in classrooms or laboratories. Although; as previously
pointed out, OSHA regulations do not apply to state-colleges.and universities,
such regulations may well be considered as the reasonable and proper minimum

...1)

standards fortihe various ac ivities.covered,'the violation of which. ay subject.
the personnel of such inst" utions to individual civil liability where no
immunity to suite exists. It seems, therefore, to be incumbent on a university
or college instructor to familiarize himself. with OSHA as well as other state
and municipal regulation's pertaining to instrumentalities and activities under

5

his control.

The foregoing has been a somewhat broad, brush approach to the subject of faculty
liability in tort. In summary; the faculty immunitiesoof yesteryear are fast'
disappearing and the general rules of tort liability are increasingly applicable
to members of the academic community. The present day faculty member must be'
aware of the fact that he is liable not only for his own acts or failures to. act,
as the case may be, but !in many cases May be personally responsible for the acts
or failure's to act of others who may be under his control or supervision.

7

e
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DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION:OF A SAFETY PROGRAM
ON THE SMALL. COLLEGE CAMPUS

Leonard Vanderveld, Jr.
Chief Safety and Security Officer

Baptist. Bible College
Clarks,Summit, Pennsylvania

The three. essentials in providing a*succeSsful safety.program for the small Col-
lege can be thought of as the three T's - TreAsnre, Talent, and. Time.

Treasurer:. A thorough and complete Safety program is going to cost money. It
means salaries, equipment, And uniforms. It means that it should be a budget
item, despite all of the Other demands placed onthe strained financial Situation.
of the average college. Although used and surplus equipMent may be perfeCtly
satisfactory and the persons responsible for thc'program are real "scroungers,"
there still has to be some recognition'by the administration that safety is a
legitimate expense. How-can you measure in terms of dollars and cents, the cam
fort and 'satisfaction your students and their parents-feel when they know that.
you are doing all you possibly can to provide a safe and secure "hame away from
home ?" How can you measure the appreciation when an accident or injury is
prevented or minimized by alert, trained personnel?

'Timei Most small colleges Cannot- afford a full-time safety person. Usually it is
an additional responsibility for some already busy administrator, faculty member,
or staff member. If this is true, more than likely the safety emphasis will be
Weak because the time available to really do the job is minimal. The adminis-
'tratiOn must face its responsibilities in providing a safe and secure environment
for its people. If it honestly recognizes these responsibilities, it will provide
the time for someone to develop a complete program.

Talent: Any successful safety program requires a.eader who Cajoles, convinces,
pushes and drives.to make the program.succeed. Recognizing the financial .

restrictions and the fact that the position will be probably only part-time,
there-is still the need for someone to assume the responsibility for selling and
developing the. program. It is not absolutely essential that. this person be the
graduate of a ,college -level degree program in safety. It is important thate
haye an.enthusiai'tiO ,interest in the field and take advantage of every opportunity
to broaden and deepen.his,background. It is also necessary that he have the
confidence and support of the college administration'.

In the remainder of this presentation, we-would like to present to you hoW one
small college has sought to handle its responsibilities in the field of safety.
It has a minimum of Treasure, Time, and Talent, but has attempted to use what
it does have to the fullest.

SITUATION: At 10:30 p.m. student Mary Jones took a break from her studying to
move a load of her clothing from theasher to the dryer in the basement laundry
room of her dormitory.: Unknown to her, the dryer had been in constant use'a21
evening and a heat regulator was not functioning properly. When she turned on
the dryer there was an eXploSion of dust and flameept knocked her against a
wall and caused burns on her hands and arms. The heat that was generated set off
a sensor in the ceiling and the dormitory fire alarm began to ring.

8 r;)



Other occupants of the dorMitory -started evacuating the building immediately. The
supervisor of the dormitory phoned the campus police officer on duty,that there
was afire in her building and then went outside to take aroll call and check on
her girls. The campus police officer; by following emergency procedures, alerted
members of the campus police, first aid squad, and fire company. He then began
to phone other emergency numbers, including the Chief of Safety and Security, the
college nurse, off-campus members of the police, first aid, and fire companies,
Dean of Students, and President.

A rescue team of feur men from the fire company went directly to the dormitory
involved and started a systematic search of-the building for stragglers, casual-
ties, and the source of the fire. In themeantilie, 10 members of the first aid
squad had assembled,loaded two ambulances with equipment, and reported.to the
scene of the fire where they stood by to receive, casualties.' The.fire company's
pumper truck and eight men arrived and began laying hose lines from a nearby
hydrant while others prepared ladders and booster lines for service. A few
minutes later the tanker truck drove up and its three man crew began to prepare
for supply of additional water if needed:

At this point the Chief of Safety and Security arrived and assumed command of
the operation. Off-campus company members arrived and joined their squads.
Off-duty campus police were assigned to cordon off the area and keep the crowds
at a safe distance: The college nurse also arrived and assumed leadership of
the first aid-squad.

In the meantime members of the rescue squad were searching the dormitory room by
-*oorn and discover Mary Jones. She was quickly placed on a stretcher and taken
outsid^ the building, where the first aid squad assumed responsibility for her.
Diagnosis was made by the college nurse and treatment was started. A crew was
assigned and one ambulance left for the hospital. The remaining ambulance and
crew members continued on duty to handle-further casualties.

.

The Chief of Safety and Security, with the leader of the rescue squad and the
captain of the fire company, surveyed the fire scene and decided to use fire
extinguishers if possible to extinguish the fire. Electric power was turned
off and two booster lines were laid inside the building in case they were
needed. In a few minutes the fire was.under control. After careful inspection
of the entire area, the dormitory was declared safe. Students were allowed to
return to their rooms and cleanup began. The first aid squad and fire company
reassembled their equipment and held a critique of their actions. In a short
time the campus had returned to.its normal activities.

-DEVELOPMENT: The emergency situation described above and the response to it did
not happen .at a large, well endowed university, but was an actual drill. lanned
to test the efficiency

the

the safety and security units of a small Bible college
with 600 students in the northeastern mountains .of Pennsylvania. With'the
exception of the Diregtor of Safety and Security and the college nurse, every
participant was a student.

When the college moved to its present campus four years ago from the middle of a
large urban area itswas soon realized that this was a "whole new ball game" as
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far as safety and-security were concerned. The college wag-now a, small com-

munity of its own. The city fire company, police, and hospitals were no longer

down the street, but miles away. Either the college would have to rely on the
volunteer fire companies and first aid squads and minimal police protection in
surrounding communities, or develop their own.

After.much study, it was determined that the college's responsibilities to its
students, employees, buildings, and equipment were such that measures would
have to be. taken to provide for its own safety and security. A Safety and
Security Committee was formed with members including the .Dean of Students
representing the student affairs area;, the Business Manager representing the
building, grounds and' operations aspects; the President as the chief executive
officer; and the Chief Safety and Security Officer, a part-time position for:
one of the faculty members, who was the Chairman'of the Committee and the.super--
Visor of all safety and security personnel. The size of the Committee was
purposely kept, small so that meetings could be called quickly and informally,_if
necessary.. The President's presence gave the committee access to him, so .that
quick decision's could be made when necessary.

SECURITY: Although there had been no problems with trespassing or mischief on
campus, it was felt thata campus police force was needed. Brief contacts with
local private guard organizations proved too expensiVe and an attempt to use .

students as night watchmen was unsudcessful.

The Committee carefully screened a large number of applicants from the student
body and selected 12 men. This was a time consuming effort, but it was strongly
felt that the right personnel were absolutely essential since this was.a new step
for the college. It was important that these men be respected by faculty, staff,
and students alike. It was also necessary that they were neat, well-groomed, and
phygically large enough to present a positive impression. Since they would often
be the first persona'thatrvisitors to the college would meet, they had to have a
friendly, courteous manner. Being students themselves and yet having to deal.with
other students in their role as campus police officers required considerable tact
and self-control.

A petition was made to the county court that under state law these men be appointed
county pplice officers with full police power' on the campus only. This gave them
as much authority as any local police office and the permission to wear a full
police uniform. Each an was uniformed at a/ /cost of about fifty dollars per man.
Winter coats, raincoats, boots, gloves and ther equipment were also made avail-
able. Later a captain, lieutenant, and one sergeant were appointed twprovide'
supervision. Training is continuous and consists of attendance at state police
courses, t'BI workshops in various subject's', and classes ccmductedby the local
police chief. Each pOlice officer works about 20 hours a. week and efforts are
made to adjust his work'Schedule to his class schedule. Some men work full time
all summer and during'-other vacation`periods.

The campus pdilice duties include campus security, particularly in the evening
hours and on weekends. This includes screening all personnel and,vehicles
coming on and off campUs, maintaining a switchboard service from 5:00 p.m. to
8:00 a.m. and all weektena!',iflocking buildings and doors, serving as a fire and
safety watch, making-regUlar-rounds of the campus facilities, escorting visitors

9 1
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on tours of the campus, and serving as an information center for the college.
The police also are responsible for campus parking, including issuing of tickets
for violations, supervision of student vehicle registration, applicatioi of
bumper stickers, and providing accident prevention information to student drivers:

In four years' experience'with this type of approach to campus security, it has
been found to be an economical and efficient method of providing a very complete
service. The very presence of a uniformed officer has been a factor in preventing
disturbances. The public relations factor aloe" `has been a distinct plus and mgny_
favorable comments have been received by visitors and prospective students.
Cooperation with state.and local police has been excellent.

HEALTH SERVICES: The distance to the nearest hospitals and the necessity of
relying on local first aid squads who were efficient but oftenundermanned,
especially in the day time, required the college to examine its responsibili-
ties A..rilhis area.

First a college nurse was hired part-time in the mornings and on 24 hour
emergency call. A dispensary was opened during the morning hours and the
nurse visited stick students in the dormlitories. A busy interscholastic vnd
intramural athletic program soon resulted in a number of casualties, such as
broken bones, concussions, torn ligaments, etc. It was soon realized that
additional help was needed. An excellent American Red Cross instructor was
contacted and soon the basic and advanced first aid courses were offered to
students once each semester as an evening course. Out of these classes came
volunteers to serve on a first aid squad directed by the college nurse.

Interested individuals contributed two used ambUlances and other equipment,
such as stretchers, splints, and medical items. First aid squad members were
invited to join the Northeastern Pennsylvania Volunteer Ambulance Association
and participate in medical seminars at local hospitals and training'excerises
in first aid and rescue work. A regular schedule of campus drills, films, and
classes are held. Present members include two registered nurses who are Students
and two former Army medics with Viet Nam experience.

1

The first aid squad provides a foui man crew and ambulance at every home athleti9
event and. oi4.--tampus social event. Injured athletes and,other casualties can
be treated immed- iately and` transported quickly to a doctor's office or hospital.

'This proMpt attention-haS resulted in limiting the seriousness of a number of
injuries.' Therc is a four man crew on 24 hour call each day and the entire crew
of about 20 stLuents. can be quickly-summoned by prearranged bells and Pholie.
calls. Squad members also report for all fire drills and fires. They.carry
trays of food to students sick in the dormitories and 'report to the college nurse
any sick or injured. Students who need special medical or dental attention are
escorted by squad'members to the hospital or.doctor's offices: On several occa-
sions, seriously injured students have been transported by ambulance from the
college or.local "hospital to their home by the first aid squad. This has
involved trips as far away as 1,000 miles .and resulted in Considerable savings
to the student and his family. This service is also extended.to faculty, staff,
married students, and their families.

a.
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With the assistance of student volunteer help, the college maintains a very-com-

plete and thorough health and emergency service for a minimal cost. In addition,

first aid squad members are receiving valuable training and experience that will" .

always be helpful to them. There is also the good will of parents and families
of students who know that-their childten who.are-On campus will have immediate
'and competent attention in case of illness or accident.

. .

FIRE SAFETY: A series of stubborn grass fires in the open fields of the 153 acre
campus and the need for a regular program of fire and safety inspections, prompted

thepcollege administration to seriously explore its fire fighting resources and
fire prevention programs.

Under the direction of the Safety, and Security Committee a volunteer fire company
Jas-established. An_alumnus found and purchased A used fire truck which he gave
to the school. This was an old but efficient pumper with a 1,000 gallon water
tank and ,sufficient hoses, ladders, and other equipment. Later a 1,050 gallon
.tanktrucjc,was given to the college by a local fuel oil dealer.. This gave the
fire company mobile fire fighting equipment and a water suhly for any location
on campus.

A number of the fire company members attended fire fighting classes.at a local
.fire house and the Chief was 'sent to the State FireSchool for two summer .

courses. Members also attended an FBI workshop on bomb scares. Constant drill's..

are-held for drafting water from the lake and swimming pool on camPusi ladder
work, hose lays, and simulated incidents. that require all(emergency units to
'work together, a% described. in 'the beginning of this presentation. t

A team of rescue men have been trained in first aid, emergency rescue techniques,
and fire fighting. Their job is to clear out personnel,. remove casualties, and
find the source of the fire. These men,arefarefully selected for interest,
knowledge, and physical condition.' They are the elite of the fire company.

Another team has been trained for fire and safety inspection. At least every
other week a pair of inspeetoTs will check every 'room and every building on
campus. They will look for unsafe-Conditions. and practices, such as. lint
filled dryer, too many electrical appliances on an outlet, loose carpeting,
exit lights that are out, and similar problemS. Written reports are submitted
to the'Chief.of Safety aad SecuritY whb, channels theM to the proper persons.
This sAme group inspects, recharges; and refills all campus fire extinguishers,
exceptcarbon dioxide'ones.. This results in c nsidgrable savings to the college.:

Members of the fire company superVise all fire drills. These are held in all
dormitories and other buildingS at various times of the day and night. Kitchen,.

personnel and other staff members are instructed in the use of fire extinguishers
and, evacuation. At least two firemen-hare on duty at all large g.itheiings on
campus, to handle fire safety and supervise evacuation, if necessary. ,Fire
company personnel are also-responsible for setting and extinguishing all bonfires,
trash and grass burning.

4
ss. P

/0 The college also has a group of students who have been trained by the tonservationf officers to fight forest fires. This crew of about 30 trained men and about 30
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partially trained men is on 24 hour call to respond anywhere in the state tPfight
a forest fire. :Their training and equipment is a valuable. supplement to thevcampue
fire company.

. .

It is realized that this fire company, is limited in its abilities and.equipment
and that it could not handle a large scale fire. However, if by quick response
and knowledgeable action, it could attack and hold a fire until additional help
arrived, perhaps unnumbered lives and much valUable property might be saved.

Here again, mainly volunteer student assistance, a major responsibility of
the colleges -. -. fire prevention and safety - is provided for,.not only at low cost,
but in an efficient mariner thaehas impressed the fire insurance companies who
insure the .coalege.and the'local arid state fire authorities. ./

Summary: This presentation has attempted to show how a college with a small
enrollment can establish and.maintaina comprehensive safety program. Not all
problems have been solved, but if the administration will, provide the Treasure,
and the Talent hasepough Time to dos, the job, then much can be accomplished in
providing a safe and secure situatipn in any small college.
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SAFETY REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURAL PLANS

J. P. Eaker
Director, Risk Management
University of Wisconsin

.
. .

The business of the review of plans and specifications is something that should

be automatic on the part,of our universities and colleges. That is, the safety .

man should be giveh the privilege...no, not priyilege, it should bemade'mandatory'

that there be a safety review of all plans and specifications prior to thetime
the final drawing is made. It is true all of us are no engineers, but all of us

Can learn how to read, look for, and make recommendations on certain major types

of deficiencies on plans. After all there are a reasonably limited number of things

we have a real vital interest in. The majority of,the other things we must take
for granted that the architect and the engineer consulting group who put together

the plans know what they're doing. We're not going to get ourselves invorved, for

example, in concrete mixes. Specifications call for it and we .assume that they

know what they're doing. But what. ultimately they have done with this concrete mix
and what.it'has turned itself into byway of a building is something else again.'

These are the things that I think we should become aware of. In this section I .

'2don't propose to give a short course'in blueprint reading at all, but I would like
to run across, very .quickly, plan specifications, pa a set of plans up on the.
-board, and show a couple ,of things-which you can look for. A fault of two that was

found, how you recognize those faults, how you check to see that the fault does not

actually exist in the plan. Of courSe, you then have to go back and check the
finished product to find out was it'So, did they actually. do what it said on the

.plan.* In the beginning in looking =4 things we talk about Speeifitations.--

'
1

When we rook at specs - you hear theword specs - specificationsare nothing the
,

.

.
.

I

0
world but a narration of what, when, who, why, and how. .Does that ring a bell with
anybody? That's all it amounts to. 1That's what your specificatiohs are: they're

your contractual documents. In detaxled, written form this is what's .going to
happen on this construction; this.iswhat it's Supposed to be. You look in your

specification for such thigt.3 as thefire-extingUisher.- what kind of fire .

extinguisher shall they be? What make?. They even specify the make in there. Fire

extinguiSher cabinets.- what, kind of hardware-it shall be. The description of the

hardware, on doors, and the like. These things are all in pita' specifications,
They're the writing; they're wherb you can gc, for the minute detail. You don't go

to bluepfints for that,
r:,

. ,
A ,

Now let's talk about plans. These -e.O. the drawings. The specifications, the
concepts of..the building planners are,reduced to a set:ofArawings so that the
contractors can go to work on them ardhuild.bomething.' You can't build it from a
narration; you have to have some dr4ings to do 'from. I have several sections up
here and I'm probably sayfrig a great. deal that most of you already know...We, find
that architectural plans.usually are drawn up in several sections. The so-called

A sheets of the plans are the.archit ctural, they're the architectural sheets.

like, its.shape, its framing, the st ucEure, what the thing looks like and its
They're the sheet whh show you t general design ofthe=b4ilding - what it lookst ifh
like,

..

layout for each floor. On these architectural plans you'll also find where your
;

a lo
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fire extinguisher cabinets, for example, are located that will be put Into there.
- It shoUld be marked out on your architectural plans where they are. InmOS-t sets
of plans the lire extinguisher cabinets are merely markedF:E. cab., sometimes
they write the whole blinking thing out Fire.Extinguisher.Cabinet -.oruse
other abbreviation. I Npuld like to digress just a moment -and say that after you
have read the specification and before you begin to look at the plans in detail,
as you go toseach section of'dhe plan, as you go to the architectural section -
the A Section. on the first sheet, you will find a set of symbOls and these
symbols you may use then to interpret what it is on the plan. We'al go over the
.Symbols part of it in a little bit when Ishow you 'a sheet on the wall. The same
thing applies, in all of the other sections of the architectural plan, On the first
.sheet or on one o, the first Sheets, before'you get into ehd drawings themselves,
you're going to find all of these symbols that refet to those things,thatare
architectural, the things thpt are structural -.- the structural, the framing,

the steel; the what-have-you. Next, plumbing -- plumbing has its own. Heating

.and ventilating hasits own. Electrical hasits own. .These are all separate
'sheets on anr.large and, detailed'4set .pf plans. aeparate sections. Generally
speakingthere be a sheet' for each individual floor. Sometimes,there's more
than one .sheet per floor: Within each of these there will be certain detail. These

are the things that you review. This is what it amounts to. When you reviea set
of plans and specifications, you're refading the narration and looking for these-
thingsthat you think should be. Yipur'fire extinguisher cabinets,..your'sprinklers,

this sort of thing. Now you're looking at architectural plans to see how this.
building is laid out - the structure, what. it-k-slmAde Of, the plumbing, how is your
plumbing putinto'the building,:what is it;. Remember, inkthe plumbing, thisi is
where your fire lines areindicated, where your fire water risers...Do you Ipve
risers goingup?. Have you got connections in the building? Thisois where you

find out -from plumbing plans You look forthe symbol on jour sYMbol sheet and
you go on the plan and you hunt for it. Do we have the piping in there? Bo.we have

the sprinklers iiIthere? Do they show?Are the sprinklerd Where you,feel they
should be?

I'd like to mention 'one thing'about that at.thi's point. We talked about are they
where you feel they should be., Remember gentlemen and ladies,.these are each
separate sheets and the plumber does not talk "to the heating and,ventilation man
and some'times.it would seem that the architect doesn't talk to any ofthem. Hp,

'just takes pieces of paper from them. The.electrician'refuses,categorically to

speak to the plumber;. hebelongs to a differeRe union. The net result is once in
'a while you will find, if you have not done soy on the, prints, but you can'iookr at a
finished product .and I've run acrossthis in one of our more beautiful buildings,'
on the will was a,nice great big circuit bi.cnk2r box.- It was twenty by thirty
inches and running right down,across-it were three one-incb water pipes, three

.

inches out in front of it. You could no more get into that circuit'breakerbox
than...it couldn't- be done. Just out of curiosity I asked the plUmbing. contractor.

He. said, -"Hell, nobody told me to do anything-different. This is where it showdd

un the prints, that's where it goes."
.

. .

.
. %

.

.May I.
point up that some of the things that we may dww4len we run into something

that might be critical....We Might, far. 'example; - and, we'll. have an illustration.

. of this a little latet,..in.this instance, have, looked at plumbing sheee.Sur:-. .

that particuThr floor, for that particular section, looked at electrical%
....._ ,
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-Another circuit panel; larger yet, just inside a mechanical room:.to the left, as
yougojn the door; t.othe :left there's the panel.'°You go to turn around .to hit
the panel and you g& through a three by three foot opening in the floor. What's
the opening there for? Grilled, fine. They Went all the way dawn so that they
-would be `able to service ChiS.. At some point or other the architect said, "Well.,
the'y were supposed to put a grill in there." Well, I said, "Who designed tthe
grill? Where,.." "Well, we didn't do it." It made it-a little awkward' to get
at the circuit-breakerbreaker' untrl-we got a grillput in there:' These are just a
few of the kinds ;Of things, that if we,don't-look at the prints ahead Of time - and
incidently that'hole would show on the architectural sheetand you would see it
checked out on the electrical sheet and you would see that the circuit breaker box
was sitting tightup on top of that hole.

Now, if-you looked out among the plans, you would say, "My goodness, you can't
-_put that circuit breaker boX in _that hole in the floor." Of course, not, it's on
the wall. These are the kinds of things that one should lOok at. As I mentiOned,
they often seem awfully silly and you wonder how in the w0i.ld can a person do it
but it's easy. 'It's easy for the simple reason that to put 'up a set of plans, for
example, for this building right here, you had consultants, yoll had an architect
who was riding herd on the whole thing, you had a firth of consulting engineers whO
were taking care of the structure part of it, a plumbing contracting firm, heating
and ventilating consultants, electrical consultants - they don't even talk to each
other sometimes. Once-in a while they dO, it would seem. .I'm not trying to
-belittle the engineering profession; they've got problems too. Haven't' we all.
These kinds of things' are the kinds of things that come Within our province. What .

is our-job? To hold fault, where it is a. safety factor, to .a minimum, isn't it?
Therefore,, whatever we need to do eras is part of it.

I'd like to put a print on the board and go alpng from this thing that I put up
there: Let's start of here with an.,.A.sheet. NOW this building was a library, it
was our campuSl.ibrary. We built a new one., and we had a maitr'remodeling of this
building:to turn it into a, for lack of a better word,a.general-purposebuilding.,
That's what it.turned out to be, in any event. But we,put into this building
additions and records, student activities-including the Dean of Student Affairs,
the counseling service, student testing, and all that Sort Of muck. This was a
basement end two stories. 'I'd like to run, over a couple of these sheets of this

. particular building, although not a new building, The remodeling .uros so extensive.
You must remember that from a library, from the inside,.once ych.itake the stack
shelving out you have nothing but a flat floor with some pillars in there to support
the floor above. Sb to use for anythingelse'requires some extensive remodeling and
this is the kind of thing wete talking abbut. ,I hope all of you in the 'back can :"

A see, although this is the best I can. do. What 1(would like to Tointout to you, if
`I may, are just a few things about.this particulV floor that as -a safety per-sbnwe
would want to, look for.

One of the,primary things we're going;to'be concerned-with,..This is admissions
andrecordsand counseling and there's going to be an awful lot of .Eraffic in there.
There's going to be a lot of people in that particular building from time to time.
Students, primarily, are totally-unfamiliar 'with the place. What are we, concerned
with then? Ways to get out, aren't we. In other words, fire-spread control

. devices - doors that will halt or at leaserestrict the epread of fire, labelled
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doors; I-talked about looking at symbols a while ago and I'll talk about doors
teie for just a Moment, if I may, and I'll point out a few doors to you and I'll
show you. Here'Sdoor number dne. Notice the hexagonal symbol; 'that's pretty
generally used as a symbol for doors. °Not particular kinds of doors, just plain
doors. The hexagonal symhol....door number one here is on stairs, door number six
also stairs. These doors you should check out and should be labelled doors. The
Stair is supposed to be:enclosed and that is a fire-safe place to be, for people
to go down 'the stairs. So these should be labelled doors. I'would look at'door
number three; door number eight, and door nUmber'thirtp!three which you can't read.
There is a mechanical room and two electrical rooms.. They too have labelled
doors,.but.B:label doors - hour and a half. I'd point to you up here.door number
four, Door number four means nothing, if you're just at that set of prints,
unless you know what else is going on. .ThiS is the outside wall of the building.
This door number four is a separation betweenthis building. and another building.
The fire code says-, "This shall. be an A labelled door." Otherwise, it wouldn't
have to be, if it were just a normal exterior door. But it's not. This.is a fire
separation here and so you need. an A labelled door. 1.\loW I point these dOorSout to
you just so we'll go back to symbols and see are they in fact in the plans, are
they designated as'such. Also, for future reference, if you'd bear in mind this
area right here. We're going to come back to that a-little later.

This is where a problem-ardse. If you bear in mind that we talked about some
doors. O.K., this is a remodeling job. As such, when it comes to labelling
facilities and.the like, they do not label anything except that which, is new. If
the one thing is not new, they merely retain the existing. That's what you're
looking for. If the dOOrwas an A labelled door before and it says existing door,
you knoW it's an A labelled door now because you're using thesame_one again. If
it's your facility, you probably know these things. Door number 'one and door

'number six I said were A labelled doors; they opened onto stairwells. Door number
one, existing door. It already was the labelled door. I knew. this so 'it checked
out. All I had.to do was wait until the:construction was finished to find out'did
they put the darn door back on again or did they change.it - that happens.. Door
number six, the othet stair at the other end of'-the basement- existing door. Door
number efght, into the mechanical room, existing door. Now,. let's look ---doop
number three and door number .four. Look over here on the door.Schedule. Is it a
labelled door? .If you're going to have fire-rated doors, there is a column in
your door schedule for. that purpose and'every.new door to be installed 'that is a
labelled door. will be listed in that column with, its(llabel,"what it is.' You'll
note that number three i a B label - one and.a Kalhours. Remember that dobr
number three was also to'a mechanical room. Nowk this mechanical room Was new"

that was installed; it wasn't there before; Therefore, we find that we're not
talkingabout an existing door, are we?. 'The same thin applies in 'door 'number
four.' This is an A labelled door: Door number four,as you recall, was the fire
separation door into the next building. We find that's A labelled and 'they went
back.to the remarks and said, "'A label and hardw re." Special, hardware required
for an A labelled door. You can go all the way man the, line on this. This is
one of theschedules,.one of the explanations th t you have one of your means
of checking in your architectural prints, your door schedule.

When we had the - presentation on-the fire earlier and they talked about the ceiling
...I think.that it -would be a'good thing for us to take note perhaps.: Here is a

al
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room finish sCheduld. It's another one of the things that you have.. Again this
isoneof the things that you use to check what is being done. ICS very difficult
to 'read, I'M sure. I'll just point some-columns that-are in use: Over here'is -:'

the number of the room-in the-basement, here*is What theroom.is stipposed,,to.be ;-

used for. Corridor - this was equipmelt room; faculty office area, a stairs, e
storage room,' mechanicel-equipment roam,. on,down:the line. Here wehave'a4testing
room and a reading lab. I call your attentionto.reMember those. :*Remember that ,.

'area that Idrew a circle around and said Weiwould come back -to: Thas these two
rooms right here. The plans, the door and the ,room reading schedules said this was
a reading room and this is a testing roam. Some strange things happened between
the time they-put these-things on paper, and the time theypreally begin to da."
construction. Somebody changes their9,mind and decides that isn't:what we're going....

to do with that roam at all, but they don't do-anything about the.prints and
sometimeS don't even-tell the architect that they intend to change the use of the
room.

' 4
,

What's the floor finish. Again we find the existing here.- Existing, asphalt tile,

right down the line: It's.an existing floor,-patched only. An a couple of places. .'
They had to patch in here existing tile. Things that are important in the ceiling

.regard., Don't ge` hoOked with your combustible ceiling:. What do we have here?

.Act...- Acoustical tile. It doesn't say-anything about the-fallibility, does it?
It just says acoustical tile. Now you go back to the specs and we.find that this
is mineral fiber. We're not concerned now with the fallibleor rapidly burnable
acoustical tile in:the ceiling that had been discussed in our fire presentation.
The Ceiling...WS Vety*criticalto check thiS. Very, very critical. I think these

are'the things that are most critical. IS your floor compatible with use?...Are they
putting in some kind of idioticceiling?...You find on the prints that:this is a
suspended ceiling and, of course:as soon as you find suspended ceiling, you, start
asking yourself;.all kinds of questions. How are they going to suspend it? One of

7'

the favorite way's is suspending it from the water pipes.* SoMebody n4st be familiar

with that. They Suspend it from water pipes, from electrical condU't, anything .

else that happens to be where that wire needS to go. It saves putting an anchor
in the ceiling. It doesn't help the ceiling worth a hoot particularly when the
electrician has to come along and do some work and.remove.that piece of conduit
or the plumber has to break intothat pipe and there goes a hunk of ceiling. This
is the kind of thing that we look. for,

,

I won't bore you with the rest of the detail on the room finish schedule merely to
show you what you need to look for and at. I-would just like to point up one thing
only This is theseCond floor of that same building. I'd like tO point out to
yOu only a couple of things here. Again, we have the stairs and again we check on
the doors. Here are stairs, Now, we note here...This happrensto be a second.
floor walkway, enclos d.walkway connecting this building', the library with out main
building, Called Mitchell. Hall, here. The two co nett by,this.second floor walkway,
enClosed,..Rightlere,\the plan saidthere'S an QV rhead,rolling door. It said the
door is A labelled.. An overhead rolling door, a fi e door. Thesedoors then are A.,-,

labelled also 'These were not going to be0A labelled; the were scheduled to be
ordinary ddors. These over here,, havever, were going to

,

be A labelled. TheQconcept .

was that this was a stairwell; thiS whole thing is one continuous enclosure. Therefore,
you put the labelleddoors here, ydu'Ve got your overhead file door here and therefore. .:

.
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. _the whole tbing is a fire safe area. I asked that we put-labelled doors here to
give this an out-of-building:- and is's a pretty good sized:Sttucture_z place

.?

for a gron of people to.go,in,an emergency and if. wdrse comes to worse, they could
break out into here and go intohere'and if they had to get out, of there, it's only'
nine feet to the ground. - They could open the landows Ad drop out very easilfrom
here. But we have.this'same kind Of thing ,all of this is.turned into record *.

--.

keeping. 'Now:I would pint out that this being the second floor, there's a good
number of doors....These look like doors - here', this marking .- but they actually
are gates. That's alloftyinch partitioning all the way down.with a bunch of

A

gates fn them. They had these gates double swinging into the corridor. Well, the
corridor itself was only four feetwide. The gatts were thirty-six.incheswide..

.

. What happens .Seme gal working in here comes swinging -Out of th C.f. gate and swings
the gate out and slams .it 'fight against. the knees'. or thebellY of

l

some. student
walking along, there. You 'know; people E mare supposed to look, but ometimese-don't

I. requested that these gates be made to open inward Only normally, but pith a
little break-out latch so that in emergency, if they hit that gate at all -.walked
against it-- it would break outand swing out-and they could go. Another thing we

.could ao on doors. These arethe things you can find'and look at. ,I-talked about
the overhead rolling door and I mentioned toyou-about details.

Mils is one of the instances in which you can look at a detail and find out what
it i_.- -:ThiS is a.detail of construction. Notice here A labelled fire shutters,.
Down in here a note - A labellecYfire shuttefs. Tracks, angles, and bolts to be

osupplied by the door rpanufacturer the fellow that manufactures the shutter,
Which means that the entire unit is going to be a fire sdte, A labelled-unit, the
whole business. Lt all goes together and it all has to be supplied together. One
point, and j missed this in the first go around, didn't catch this at all until the
installation had been putin.'. I went to look"at.it'and I looked up_at it and I
said, 'Where the hell is the fusible link that lets this door close automatically?
There wasn't one.. There...NoWhere in the plans anywhere did it call for a fusible
link to be installed on that door. Now you can run over to the doonand lower.; it
by hand, you can pull it down, but it would not close automatically.: Youcould
trip it and it would come down, 'but not autOthatically. It had to be a manual
operation so I asked that a fusible 1!nk be put in and, no problem, the fusible
link Was .put in. But this is another instanca you can look .for. Any time that you
find doors that are normally open, 'that are suppostd to offer fire protection, .you
had better start looking to see if there's a fusible link there. It would help even
more if you start' looking if there's a way-to let the,door'close all the way. r

Sometinles.we.aren't able to get the doors closed.

This presentation was taken from a,tape recOrding.)

.
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LABORATORY SAFETY

, Warren H. Munroe
Manager of Safety and Security.

The kockefeller University
New York, N. Y.

In today's world', laboratory safety.is one of the most challenging and interesting
problems fof the safety Professional. Two foices make this'so: the improved state
Of ootechnologyto make it possible to know of and reckon with a wide yarietylof...
hazards', and,of course, the Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Ace,
otherwise known as OSHA. "These two forces will be acting upon us in the next

.decadelto4evelop ah analysis of problems and solutions to those problems which
heretofore hadheen the sole and complete province of the lahoratory-SCientist.

.
Dramatid changes are in the offing.

Befbrewe look to the present or the future with respect of the laboratory:let
us first look at the paSt. What is the laboratoty, and where did It come from?

.
In the 16th and 17th ^,-nturies, it.mas the domain of the Busy alchemist who teas.
avidly working in his restricted area to perfect the Elixir of Life, or toturn
base metals into gold. These were,thought of as worthy objectives, worthy, at
least, for the suppdrt of the patrons who sponsored these rudimentary origins of
the.laboratory. Such was the start of the laboratoty.!Generally. speaking, the
laboratory, of the 18th and 19th centuries was housed in structures which were .

designed for other purposes, into whichfwas introduced makeshift ducts to carry
ofetqp noxious fuMes and gases, ,open lead gutters to carry away liquid wastes,
and with sky lights or large windows 'to provide what. illumination there was for
the research at hand. In the 1870's, one lecturer was quoted as saying, "In the
opinion of those best qualified to.judge our chemical laboratory, it was badly r

ventilated, badly lighted, badly drained, and quite unfit to be occupied.for
many hours. dally. odaily." Ideas on laboratory design were.not lacking in the first
half of the 19h century, but in spite-of many alterations, changes failed to
.keep pace with these ideas. With but fewAxceptions, the modern laboratory, as
we know it 'today, didnot appear as part of a building specially designed for
research or,edUcational training in this country, until about 1910. Design
characteristics included widely Varying judgements as to what this new type Pf.:,
structure should COntainhow it should be built, and, of course, how it should
function; Today, we have some of these important questions still with us, but:.

;'.the form of the problem-is more refined andthe,answers.are very complex.

Any overview of the labortorY, its function, and its design, must lead our
thinking into planning and,design of that areato perform certain tasks in a

- cer 'n 'mannet. The true role of the sSfety'engineer must be one of predictive
olVement witiCthe engineering and initialllayout of the laboratory, if any or

all of.these prolitems are to he solved. He must work with the'scientists and
architects in the early stages of planning, and must be able to submit his ideas
and recommendations before the fact in order to design out as many problems as his
,experience and education in accident prevention will allow. This alSomeans that

the educator'who directs the thrust and actual operation of the
laboratory will' think long and hdrd as to what the future useof such laboratory

'4* "facilities might be in decades to come.
.
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Utilike the laboratory of but a-few decades ago, our laboratory of today.(and of
the future) contains and will contain ever increasing numbers of machines
_requiring hUge amounts of electricity and, in turn, generating high levels of
heat.and" noise to..pOse additional problems.for health, and safety. Ventilation
and cooling-is a basic problem: Other major problems in this area concern the
emission of dangerouS rays, ground leaks andshocks, and basic equipment design
orlater modifications made by the laboratory'to negatethe intentions-of the..
manufacturer or the safety standard which might apply. Computers, electrOn

.

microscopes, l'asar rays, and the prevalence.of the cathode ray tube opens many
areas for investigation and serious concern, not to mention electrophoretis appa-
ratus and other types of machines which require consideration of interlocks, '
grounds forlive-and static charges, and poSsible passages for shock or the
breakdown of levels of insulation.

The classic problem of the student who mixed.H2SO4 with KCLO3 may not be .worry to
most of us; however, the storage of chemical supplies within and outside of the
laboratorycontinues to be a major area for-concern.. InVariably, explosionproof_
motors and switches do not abound in most laboratories, and the critical incident
produced hy,inserting or withdrawing a pronged plug in a receptacle may be suffi-
cient to cause .a major explosion if the. wrong solvent or chemical, has, caused
explosive limits to be reached. There appears to be over concern with the use of
explosion-proof refrigerators, but a major:lack. of concern with other sources of
hazard. Auxiliary venting of all chemical storage areas, and areas where hydrogen,
oxygen and otherhigply flammable gapes are used or stored, is becoming more and
more of a problem.because more and more gas is being used in laboratory work. Aside
from problems of asphyxia and danger to health, the potential fOr explosions and fire-
is-becoming greater-as more cylinders-are introduced into the laboratory scene.

1

ComMunications and training are two main areas for concern. It is an axiom.in the
safety field that an efficient operation is a safe operation. But how do we measure
the efficiency of a research or experimental laboratory? Usually,'we have no basis
by Which we may scientifically appraise the background training or the level of
proficiency that students, laboratory technicians or Others have in dealing with
the muitiplicitY of problems they may encounter in performing laboratory. functions
Safely. A number of schools and colleges are graduatingpeople'who are the
students and technicians of the future, and these graduates, although they may be
technically proficient,.are not well schooled in either the, theory or the practice
of safety in the laboratory. In fact; many of them probably have developed :a
number of unsafe habitS which they will'carry with them to any laboratory they are
associated with in the future. How do we, as safety professionals, counter and
correct these problems? Problems which in the final solution can best be handled
through training (or retraining) and proper communications. Bulletins and a
laboratory safety manual are a, prime method for reaching for and holding the
interest of pedple with whom we may,not deal on a day-to-day basis; also, this
group may have diverse interests.because of the number of special areas pf
science that you could be working with. The second tool is, of course, the seminar,

.
lecture or training session.. Even when small groups are involved, it is sometimes a
problem to.get these Teople together. But if you are, successful, these meetings
serve to concentrate.on safety and they can be very superior if audio-visual
techniqUesoare combined to freinforce the story you wish to tell. Signs on walls
and closets which are unusual and emphatic in the message they convey, may also
serve as silent' reminders of things which are dangerous or unwise acts.
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. The proper use of signs is ,an area where considerable work remainscte be accom-:
plished, particularly in the laboratory situation and with respect of the high
caliber of person you are usually trying to reach to direct and remind. The
sign, in'same situations, serves best of all because it is always working for
you, it is algdays in sight at the scene of the problem where, ideally, you
would like to be, and it never raises it voice to possibly offend an, individual
who should know better but who may have forgotten,what he heard or read but never
really learned in the past.

Lately, but nevertheless a major Consideration in the proper design or operation
of any laboratory, is. the biomechanical problem of matching benches, chairs or
gtool0 with people. I place people last.because this is the usual order of
priority. 'Laboratories, not unlike other work situations in:somel,,industries,
generally have people accommodate to the workplace where they are assigned, much
like the legendary robber, Procrustes, who, in Greek mythology,. made his guests
fit his famous bed, either by stretching them to fit if they were too Short; or
cutting off liMbs if.they were too tall. The poor match at the interfaces where
some people work' in laboratories produces strain, fatigue and can lead to accident .

situations. The use of anthropometric averages in the design of bench heights,
and the use of chairs apd stools which are not variable within a wide range and do
not give needed support to _backs and legs, poses an area for concern. Much
remains to be ,done to coirect many of the poor relationships created between the
man and his working environment in the laboratory.

In conclusion, let us make the observatioR that the laboratory has come a long way, .

but it still has a long way to go, as far as accident prevention and health pro-
tection are concerned. We are not-, I hope; and we should not, ever approach safety
in the laboratory as an "after the fact" problem. We must` be able to eliminate or
reduce much of the probability f laboratory accidents, and this demands a pre-
dictive approach to all kinds of unsafe acts and/or Unsafe conditions. To do this,
we must have the full backing and unlimited cooperation of management at the top,/
as well as all of 'the other teams working to provide services without which, the
laboratory could not function. But we must always think of the laboratory of
future decades and ponder on'what we can do to have them think of us with charity.
I ask yoU to think about the future of your various laboratories as I leave you.
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MINUTES

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CAMPUS SAFETY'ASSOCIATION
19TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY

BROWN UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, RHODE' ISLAND
JUNE17, 1972

The annual business meeting for the Campus Safety Association
was held on June 27, 1972, in coghectionyith the Nineteenth
.National Conference on Campus Safety held at Brown University,
Providence, Rhode Island. Mr. Earl Rupp, chairman of-the
Association, presided over the meeting.

Treasurer's. The financ/ial report for the Association was presented by
Report: Ray.Hall, treasurer for the Association. Mr. Hall reported

that an official audit was made of the accounts of the
Association andwere approved% The present balance xas
repOrted to bel$3,686,00.

CSA Exhibits: Ray Hall reported on the expenses 'in connection with CSA
,exhibiting at two Conferences duringOthe past year--the
American College Health Association Conference in Atlanta
and the College and University Conference and Expositi6n in
Chicago. Several persons reported on the importance of
continuing our exhibiting at the AtHA Conference, but because
of poor attendance, it was decided not to exhibit at CUCE..

Laboratory Chairman Rupp called for a report on the status of the
Safety !Laboratory Safety Guidebook formerly published by the
Guidebook: University of Illinois at Chicago Circle Campus. The NSC

staff representative, JackGreen, reported that Ray etchmark
had made .corrections in the publication and has turned it
over to the National Safety Council to publish and distribute.
Green. reported that the Council had not taken any action on.
the publication at this time.

CSA Newsletter:. Mr. Rupp reported that he felt that the editor of the CSA'
Newsletter should receive some remuneration for his zervices,
but he would leave this up to the chairmanelect for the
Association. It was reported that Ron McGill would continue .

to edit the Newsletter for another year.. Mr. McGill reported
that he was unable to publish only two issues list year but would
publish more next year. .

ICampus Safety Pat Eaker reported that this project came about last year but
?

Primer: nothing was done until the 1971 Congress at which time a
basic outline was developed. The outline Was based on eight
elements and to continue the project, Mr. Eaker desires to
have eight editors to be in charge of each of the.elements.
The ,primer is to be small and volunteers to assist are needed.

CSA Share
Certificate: , The Association voted to issue one share of the Campus Safety

Association to Robert Jessup for his fine work in editing the
Current Fire'Report for the Associ.6:tion. The staff represen
tative was asked to prepare the certificate.
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1. 4
Fire Committee_l____Tle newchairman of the Fire Committeej-Richard Giles,

reported that he would turn in his report on College and
University fires to the editor of the CampuS Safety Newsletter.
He will also conduct a section on,questions'and_answers in the
Newsletter..

Congress Mr. R4.pp urged each CSA member attending the National Safety
Participation: Congfess to attend not only. the Campus ',Safety meetings'but

also the meetings-of.the other divisions of the Colihcil's
College_and University Section. -t)

State Campus .Chairman Rupp remarked that a numbr of states were organizing
Safety' state Campus'Safety groups and meetings during the year.
'Oranizations: Several persons reported on the meetings held in their states:

Reginald Brett fai'.,College and University Safety'Counc±1 of
'Ontario.; Canada; John Hill for Texas; Ray Ketchmavk for
Illinois. Larry Blake stated that he is interested in organi-
zin a campus safety organization in North Carolina.

-)

Chairman Rupp eXpressed his appreciation for the cooperation' 4

he received from the membership.during the past,year and
turned the gavel over to the.chairman-elect, Ray Ketchmark./

CSA Committt7es: Mr. Ketdhmark named the following; committee's a4. explained
that others would be selected: Latoratdry Safety--John.Fresina;
Chairman': OSHA-,-Ron McGill; Chairman: Site Committee--Ed
Simpson; Fire--Dick Advisbry Committee-- Gus'Scheffler,

New .Chairman

Presides:

Sharing'Idcas-÷

Conference
for.1973:

chairman. 0

Chairman Ketchmark explained that
Association members to.be able to
stated that if persons would tend
publish them in the Campus Safety

he was quite anxious for the
share ideas. ,Ron McGill

their. ideas to him, he would
Newsletter.

Mr. KetchMarUannounced that the 1973 National Conference on
Campus Safety is scfteduled for Colbrado State University; Fort
Collins, on June:27, 28 and 29. Colleges and Universities
interested in hbsting conferences in the future should contact
Edward Simpson at the UniVsrsity of Nebraska at Lincoln.

The meeting was adjourned.

1

pectfully submitted,

.

William Watson
'Recording 'Secretary
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CAMPUS'SAFETY ASSOCIATION

Income and Expense tt,wort and Budget

REVENUE .

.National Conference (18th)

Interest on Deposits

Total Inothe

EXPENDITURES

Actual Budget

71/71 to 6/30472 7/1/72 to 6/30/73

$885.43

107.02

$992.4 5' 41

14 $1,000.00

-110.00

$1,110.00

Cha.irman'sExpensesi,
Representation at Professional

-0-'
-

75.00.
. 0

.Conferences 99.98 400.00

Exhibitors Fees.i, 350.00 500.00

CUCE ' $250.00
ACHA 100.00

Exhibitors Services 236.68

CUCE $111.00
ACHP0-, ----- 125.68

Monographs' (NSC) ,
305.20 150.00

Publications Support 220.25 150.00

. Newsletter (NSC)----$ 73.01)

CSA Certificates---r 39.15
EdWards Letter Shop- 108.10'

4- t

Total Expenditures $1,212.11 $1,275.00

0

Excess Expenditures Over Revenue $ 219.66 $ 165.00

106
e
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THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, CAMPUS SAFETY ASSOCIATION:

I have examined the records of the Treasurer,"Campus
.Safety Association for the period November 1,1969 to May.31,
1972.

The attached StateMent of Cash Receipts and Disburse-
ment l; for the period November 1, 1969.to May 31, 1972 summaries
the transactions of the Campus Safety Association.

M
gh M. Lidki le

Internal. Auditor

r

CAMPUS SAFETY ASSOCIAT'ION
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

FOR THE PERIOD NOVEMBER 1, 1969 TO MAY 31, 1972

'Cash Balance, December 8, 1969, $2,272.23

F
Receipts

National Conferences
,16th
17th s

$1,077.61
1;325.83 ..

18th 885.43
A $3,289.07

Interest 371.98
Refund CUCE December 13, 1971 25.00

Total \Receipt& 3.686.05<

Total" Yutids be ALoUnted For 5,958.28

Tra'yel Expenses.

Publications,
Exhibitors'Fees & Expenses
Monographs, Safety,Certiflocates

Disbursements

Total Disbursements

.

Cash Balance, May 31, 1972

04.

10 1

.$ 610.83
369.69

1,001.68
494.11

2 476. 31

$3,481.97 .
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OTHER SAFETY MONOGRAPHS FOR SCHOOLS.ANDsCaLEGES-

(Monographs No. 1,2,3,5,6,13 and 16 are out of print and are available

by loan only,from NSC.'Library) O

NO. 1 EXPERIENCING SAFETY IN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 'LIVING CENTERS. Personnel

1952 Section, American ASsociption of Colleges .for Teacher. Education and the

Higher "Education committee,.National Safety CoUnCil.,..

NO. 2' FIRST NATIONAL CONFERENCE' ON CAMPUS-SAFETY. UniAreisiT f Illinois and
_

1954 .3. the National' Safety-Council.

5 .

NO.° 3 SURVEY OF ACCIDENTSTO COLLEGE' STUDENTS. ..American College Health AssOCia-

1955 tion and the National Safety Council.

NO. 4 .SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. ,University\of Minnesofa.

1955 and the National Safety Council. 41.80.* Stock No. 1+29.504
0

NO. 5 ACCIDENTS TO COLT,FGE STUDENTS*. American, College Health ASsociation and

1956 the National Safety Cbuncil.

NO. 6 THIRD NATIONALONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. Massabhusetts Insititute of

1956 Technology and the National. Council.

.
.

,
.

NO. 7 FOURTH' NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS` AFETY. Purdue University and the

1957 National Safety Council. $1.80P Stock No. 429.50-7.

NO.' 8 FIFTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. California Institute of

1958 Technology and the National Safety Council. $3,..80.* .Stock No. 429.50-8.

9 SIXTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. Michigan State University

1959 and thq National Safety Council. $1.80* Stock No. 429.50-9.

NO. 10 SEVENTH NATIONAL COW/ENO ON CAMPUSSAYETY: Cornell University and, the

1960 National Safety Council. $1.80.* Stock No. 429.50-10.

NO..iI THE BICYCLE.AND THE MQTOR SCOOTER ON THE COLLEGE CAMPUS. -Michigan State

1961. University, the University of Washington and the National Safety 'Council..

$1.25.* Stock No. 429:50-11.

e
NO. 12 EICHTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY:, Southern Illinois Univer-

1.961 .4 sity and the National Safety Council $1.80.* Stock No. 429.50-12.

NO. 13 'ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS-AND DUTIES OF, CAMPUS SAFETY PERSONNEL. Los Angeles

1962 City School System and the National Safety Council.
4tV

....A

NO. 1h INJURIES IN MEN'S PHYSICAL EDU.C4TION AND INTRAMURAL SPORTS. Michigan

1962 St.p.te University and the National Safety Council. $1.80*. Stock No- 429.50-14.

NO. 15 SAFETY EDUCATION LAWS AND REGULATIONS. State University of Npw York and

1962 the National:Safety Council. $1.25.* Stdck No. 429.50-15.

NO. 16 NINTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON,CAMPUS SAFETY. University of-California at

1'962 Berkeley and the National Safety Council:

NO. 17 TEACHER PREPARATION AND CERTIFICATION IN DRIVER EDUCATION. Illinois State

1963 University, Iowa State University and the National-Safety Council.

*1.25.* StockNo. 429.50727.

1,0
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TENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. Indiana UniVerbty'and the
National Safety Council. $1.80.* ,Stock No. 429.50-18.

NO. 19 ELEVENTH NATIONALCONFERENCE.ON CAMPUS SAFETY. Rutgers University and,
1964 the National Safety Council., $1,.-80.* Stock No. 429.50719-

LO. 20 TWELFTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. Central Michigan Univer-
1965 sity and,the National Safety Council. Stock No. 429-50,20-

THIRTEENTH NATIONAL.CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY., University of Washington
and the National Safety Council. $1.:80.* Stock No. 429-.50-21.

NO. 21,
1966

NO. '22

1966

NO. 23
1967

SEMINAR FOR SAFETY.EDUCATION SUPERVISORS. Indiana University, Insurance
Institute for HighwaySafety and the National Safety Council. $1.25.*
Stock No. 429.50-22.

FOURTEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. University of Nebraska
and the National Safety Council. .$1,80.* Stock No. 429.50-23:

NO. 24 COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES HIGUWAY!,TRAFFIC AND. SAFETY CENTERS. College
1967 and University Safety Centers, DivisiorrofHigher Education Section,

National Safety Council. $1.25.* Stock No. 429.50-24.

2O. 25 FIFTEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. University of Vermont and
1968 the National Safety Council. $1.80.* Stock No. 429.50-25.

Na. !6 SIXTEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY; Texas A:& M University
1§69 and the National Safety Council., $1.80. *`-.- Sock No. 429.50-26.

.140.527,

,4970

4971'

SEVENTEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS SAFETY. University of
California at Santa Barbara, and the National Safety Counci1. $1.80.*
Stock No. 429.50-27.

'EIGHTEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS. SAFETY. University of Illinois at
Cbieago Circle Campus and tne,National Safety Council. $3.50.*.Stock No.
429:50-2**

, .

NO., 9.- NATIONAL SAFETY EDUCATION CURRICULUM GUIDELINES (K-6). IndiAna University
,1971 at Bloomington-and theElementary Sobool Section of the National Safety

Council. $3.50.* Stock No. 429.50 -2. **

39., 30 A klISTORY OF NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL SCHOOL 'SAFETY ACTIVITIES. Author,
1972 Dr. Vivian Weedon. $3.50.*' Stock No. 429.50-301., (Available late 1972)

.140. 31 SAFETY IN K-6 STUNTS AND TUMBLING: 'Author, Miss ViCtoria Benedict. $3.50.*
1972 Stock No. 429.50-31.

NO. 32 NIOTEENTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAMPUS `SAFETY: ,Brown University and the,
19 National Safety Council: $3.50.* Stock. No 429.50-32.**

'**Beginning With,No. 28, the Monograpkperies is. expanding to include a variety of
subject covering all levels.'of school safety. The new series'title "Safety
Monographs fdr Schools and Colleges ".-reflects -this change.

* ERcept for sale items (ali Monographs-1966 and prior- $1.00 ea?) prices subject to,-
20% discounttO NSC members. For quantity prices write Order,Dept., National Safety
Council, 425 No Michigan Ave., Chicagd, 60611. Specify complete title and
Stock No. Paymenmust- accompany orders for $5.00 or less.

1.0 3
It.


